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Abstract 

 

This study attempts to investigate the phenomenon of ethnocentrism in translation 

mainly in literary discourse and to examine the extent of faithfulness in ethnocentric 

translation. The study seeks also to highlight the effect of ethnocentricity in shaping 

translation output via cultural references. The collected data sources are obtained from 

Ghassan Kanafani‟s “Rijal fi echams” novella of Arabic language, in which extracted 

translations are selected, compared with the novella‟s English version “Men in the Sun” 

and analyzed in terms of ethnocentricity through the treatment of the elicited cultural 

references; then the translation is analyzed and discussed to suggest finally a likely 

neutral translation. This could be exemplified in a systematic way according to Vlahov 

and Florin (1986) model along with Newmark (1988) strategies to demonstrate the 

proposed phenomenon and indicate its impacts at the level of the faithfulness of 

translation.         

Keywords:  

Ethnocentrism, ethnocentric translation, literary discourse, faithfulness of translation, 

cultural references.  

 

 اٌٍّـــخــص

ك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢  ٤ْ٫ٔحك٢ جُطٍؾٔس  سٍه٤جُؼِ  ُ٘ػسك٢ ظحٍٛز جُ ركعضكحٍٝ ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس جُ

ئ٠ُ ض٤ِٓؾ  أ٣ؼح ضٓؼ٠ جُىٌجْسًٔح  جُؼٍه٤س، يجش جُُ٘ػسك٢ جُطٍؾٔس  جُٔطٍؾْ ٝكحءٝوٌجْس ٓىٟ 

ؾحشك٢ ضش٤ٌَ  جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤سجُؼٞء ػ٠ِ ضأغ٤ٍ  ٍَ ه  يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س شٌُِٔحججُطٍؾٔس ٖٓ ن٬ٍ  ُٓ

ُِـس ذح ـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ُٗ"ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" جُوظ٤ٍز  ٍٝج٣سجُٓظحوٌ جُر٤حٗحش ٖٓ  ؾٔغضْ ٝهى جُػوحك٤س. 

 Men ٣ُ٤ِس ٍُِٝج٣س "ؿٗٓغ جُ٘ٓهس ج٩ طٜحٓوحٌٗغْ  ٛحجنط٤حٌٝؼ جُطٍؾٔحش ججُؼٍذ٤س، ق٤ع ضْ جْطهٍ

in the Sun جُػوحك٤س  يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س شٌُِٔحٖٓ ن٬ٍ وٌجْس ج ُٗػطٜح جُؼٍه٤س" ٝضك٤ِِٜح ٖٓ ق٤ع

طٔػ٤َ جُ ط٣ْضٍؾٔس ٓكح٣ىز ٓكطِٔس. ٝ ك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍوطٍـ ُ٘؛ غْ ضْ ضك٤َِ جُطٍؾٔس ٝٓ٘حهشطٜح جُٔٓطهٍؾس

( 6988جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٤ٗٞٓحٌى ) ًًٝج( 6986ٗٔٞيؼ ك٬ٛٞف ٝك٣ٌِٖٞ )ًُي ذط٣ٍوس ٜٓ٘ؿ٤س ٝكن ُ

  جُطٍؾٔس. جُٞكحء ك٢جُظحٍٛز جُٔوطٍقس ٝذ٤حٕ آغحٌٛح ػ٠ِ ٓٓطٟٞ  ٣ؼحـ٩

  :اٌّفرادٍحىٍّاخ اٌ

يجش  شٌُِٔحج ،ُٞكحء ك٢ جُطٍؾٔسجُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢، ج ،جُؼٍه٤س يجش جُُ٘ػس، جُطٍؾٔس سجُؼٍه٤ ُ٘ػسجُ

 . جُػوحك٤س جٍُٔؾؼ٤س
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Résumé 

Cette étude tente d'étudier le phénomène de l'ethnocentrisme en traduction 

principalement dans le discours littéraire et d'examiner l'importance de la fidélité dans 

les traductions ethnocentriques. L'étude vise à souligner aussi l'effet de 

l'ethnocentrisme dans l'élaboration de la traduction dont références culturelles. Les 

sources de données recueillies proviennent du roman "Rijal fi echams" de Ghassan 

Kanafani, dans lequel les traductions extraites sont sélectionnées, par rapport à la 

version anglaise du roman «Men in the Sun» et analysées en terme d'ethnocentrisme 

par le traitement de références culturelles extraites. Alors, la traduction est analysée et 

discutée pour suggérer finalement une traduction vraisemblablement neutre. Cela 

pourrait être illustré de manière systématique selon le modèle de Vlahov et Florin 

(1986) ainsi que les stratégies de Newmark (1988) pour démontrer le phénomène 

proposé et indiquer ses impacts sur la fidélité de la traduction. 

Mots clés: 

Ethnocentrisme, traduction ethnocentrique, discours littéraire, fidélité de la traduction, 

références culturelles.  
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Introduction 

The concept of ethnocentrism has proven its significance in the social 

sciences. It  is a lens through which people may examine other cultures and it can be 

also seen as the backbone of stereotypes by which an individual can compare the 

morals, ethics, history, and religion of another country to his own, and decide that his 

own nation's practices are superior. This formation of an ethnocentric thought process 

can affect translation which has always been perceived as a channel through which 

people exchange universal experience, science, and culture especially in the 

translation of literary works. The case of translating literature particularly from Arabic 

to English or vice versa may lead to distortion in the meaning and misunderstanding 

of the 'other' from an ethnocentric view angle, the fact which may influence the 

translator's faithfulness.   

 

Statement of the Problem  

This study seeks to investigate how ethnocentrism can affect the faithfulness 

of translation in literary discourse illustrating different examples from an Arabic novel 

as a case study and tries to point out areas of misconceiving outputs. It also scrutinizes 

the phenomenon of ethnocentric translation and explores how translators can deal with 

it when foreignizing Arabic literary works so as to seek an ultimate understanding of 

outputs in an attempt to bridge the gap between two different linguistic and cultural 

systems. 

 

Aims of the Study 

The main purpose of the study is to shed light on ethnocentric translation in 

literary discourse seeking to understand the relationship between ethnocentrism and 

translation in literature trying to look for a common solution to achieve an adequate 

translation, pointing out where ethnocentric translation may exist. Also, it is to 

overcome some difficulties hidden beyond the ambiguity of ethnocentric translations by 

finding a systematic criterion via the cultural references that illustrate the phenomenon 

in literature. 

 

 

 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Social_sciences
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Social_sciences
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Culture
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Stereotype
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ethics
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/History
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Religion
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The Research Question 

In an attempt to investigate the great impacts that ethnocentrism may have 

on the faithfulness of a translated literary discourse, it is crucial to answer the following 

main question and the two sub-questions: 

The main question: 

 To what extent can ethnocentrism affect the faithfulness of translation in literary 

discourse? 

The sub- questions:  

 How could foreignization reduce or increase distortion of ethnocentric 

translation? 

 Can translators be faithful when manipulating literary discourse in translation?  

 

Hypotheses 

In an attempt to answer the questions raised by this study, the following 

hypotheses are set forward: 

  Ethnocentrism has negative effects on faithfulness of translation. 

  Foreignization can reduce distortion of ethnocentric translation. 

  Translators cannot be faithful when manipulating literary discourse in translation. 

 

Methodology 

Since our field of study belongs to translation studies, this research tends to 

follow certain translation theories and approaches mainly those based on literary 

translations. This research is concerned with the translation of Ghassan Kanafani's 

"Rijal fi echams" into English that is "Men in the Sun" wherein the chosen novella 

considers the distinct cultural backgrounds of both the author and the translator. To 

elicit data, then, it is necessary to explore the cultural references in both source and 

target texts. Thus, an examination of Cultural Specific Items (CSIs) is held according to 

the five categories of Vlahov and Florin (1986) model discussing Newmark (1988) 

strategies as well as Berman's deforming tendencies. Accordingly, the investigation and 

analysis went through a comparative and analytical study by which examples of 

ethnocentric translations are argued, analyzed and discussed when existed via the 

cultural references extracted from the English translated version of the novel to compare 

the target English text with the source Arabic text. Thus, to fit a suitable data analysis a 

corpus-based approach is adopted. 
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Structure of the Study 

This research is divided into three chapters, the first two chapters are 

theoretical and the third one is practical. Chapter one is devoted to identify the main 

concepts and theories related to ethnocentric translation and literary discourse; while 

chapter two of the study covers up the relationship between ethnocentrism, ethnocentric 

translation and literary discourse providing a historical background that matches the 

three notions first, then systematically go through ethnocentric translation types and its 

effects illustrating different strategies adopted by translators laying emphasis on culture, 

ideology, manipulation and their association with faithfulness of the translator. Chapter 

three is allocated to the description, analysis and comparison of the data collected from 

the Arabic novella translated in English, where a thorough analysis of the translation of 

the cultural references strategies and techniques employed by the translator are 

discussed. Finally, findings of the analysis are presented. 

 

Limitation of the Study 

The study is limited to the analysis of the translation of Ghassan Kanafani's 

"Rijal fi echams" into English that is "Men in the Sun". Since the thorny task of this 

research is to narrow the scope of the study, the novella is chosen to meet different 

cultural backgrounds of both the author and the translator, chiefly that a Western World 

translator is translating to an Arab World writer, so as to examine the translation in 

terms of culture and ideology that leads inevitably to ethnocentrism which is usually 

implicitly embedded. Such an examination cannot be held unless an investigation of 

cultural items and references is done to measure the extent to which the foreign culture 

is represented in the strategies and techniques used in the translation. 
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1- Introduction 

The first chapter starts to tackle the phenomenon of ethnocentrism in its 

broader sense then eventually brings about its core relationship with translation. This 

chapter presents some basic definitions and identification of concepts mainly 

ethnocentrism and ethnocentric translation which have been closely debated in the field of 

translation studies. Besides, an overview about various theories, approaches and strategies 

is provided to shed light on scholars' viewpoints that trace several notions wherein 

ethnocentricity may occur in translation process primarily within literary translation.   

2- Definition of ethnocentrism  

 
Ethnocentrism is an important fact in all world societies. Thus, several 

explanations have been suggested to define ethnocentrism. The term can be traced back to 

William Graham Sumner, 19
th

 century American sociologist, who stated that: 

Ethnocentrism is the technical name for this view of things in which one's own 

group is the center of everything, and all others are scaled and rated with 

reference to it. […] Each group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts itself 

superior, exalts its divinities, and looks with contempt on outside.  

(Sumner, 1906, p. 13)  

Ethnocentrism has also been defined by Bennett (1993) as "assuming that the 

worldview of one's own culture is central to all reality" (p. 30) 

 Webster's dictionary (2003) defines ethnocentrism as: "belief in the superiority 

of one's own ethnic group." And as "a tendency to evaluate other people, activities, 

cultures, etc; primarily from the one's own as being superior." 

 New World Encyclopedia (2013) provides a detailed definition by stating that:  

Ethnocentrism is the tendency to look at the world primarily from the 

perspective of one's own ethnic culture. The concept of ethnocentrism has 

proven significant in the social sciences, […] ethnocentrism in every culture 

around the world based on a number of reasons, including religion, language, 

customs, culture, and shared history. 

 

 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/William_Graham_Sumner
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/belief
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/in
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/the
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/superiority
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/of
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/one
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/s
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/own
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/ethnic
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/group
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/a
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/tendency
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/to
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/evaluate
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/other
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/people
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/activities
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/cultures
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/etc
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/primarily
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/from
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/the
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/one
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/s
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/own
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/as
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/being
http://www.webster-dictionary.org/definition/superior
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Culture
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Social_sciences
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Religion
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The different perspectives of the term are stated and summarized by Sculpin as follows: 

Ethnocentrism is the practice of judging another society by the values and 

standards of one‟s own society. As humans learn the basic values, beliefs and 

norms of their society, they tend to think of their own culture as preferable, 

ranking other cultures as less desirable. Members of a society may be so 

committed to their own cultural traditions that they cannot conceive of any other 

way of life. They often view other cultural traditions as strange or alien, perhaps 

even inferior, crazy, or immoral.            

(Sculpin, cited in Zikargae, 2013, p. 126) 

From the above stated definitions one may say that ethnocentrism is a global 

phenomenon that proves its existence in almost all communities since it is regarded as the 

tendency or the experience of seeing one‟s own culture as superior to other cultures.  

3- Aspects of ethnocentrism 
 

Ethnocentrism may reveal distinct aspects. It can be a major reason for 

separation among members of different ethnicities, races, and religious groups in society; 

as it can also be a source of cultural identity developed from racial or religious differences. 

Thus, both positive and negative aspects of ethnocentrism should be discussed.   

3-1- Positive aspects of ethnocentrism  

Broadly speaking, it seems quite common that people may feel proud of their 

own culture from which they adopt values and standards of manners. Yet, as globalization 

brings different cultures close to each other, people increase awareness about how to 

overcome their self-centered thinking and they could perceive human society from a 

broader comprehensive viewpoint. Hence, ethnic distinctions and sub-divisions serve to 

define each ethnicity's unique cultural identity. Ethnocentrism, in this sense, seeks to help a 

group of people feeling solidarity, belonging and security.  

As stated in New World Encyclopedia (2013), ethnocentrism may lead to in-

group favoritism with regard to contact and cooperation, and accompanies outsider-group 

hostility. Although ethnocentrism is closely related to racism in many cases; and it can be 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Globalization
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distinguished from racism because it does not involve necessarily a negative vision toward 

other races.  

In this respect, translation is able to refer to domestic values and systems that 

hold ideological positions and beliefs supported by certain social groups. It also potentially 

encourages social change by revising dominant cultural values, adding modifications found 

in the foreign culture; thus, varying or shifting institutional roles and functions of the 

domestic culture (See Imogen, 2008, pp. 8-9). This fact reflects the positive side of 

ethnocentrism in translation process mainly in literary discourse since it may communicate 

foreign as well as domestic cultures and beliefs of one particular society. 

3-2- Negative aspects of ethnocentrism 

Actually, in many cases, ethnocentrism is strongly linked to social manners as 

racism, xenophobia, prejudice, stereotyping and other various behavioral patterns. These 

attitudes frequently lead to negative feelings toward outsiders.  

Since ethnocentrism often means the belief that one's own culture, race or 

ethnic group is superior to those of other groups; then within this ideology, individuals 

judge other groups in relation to their own particular ethnic group or culture, mainly to 

language, behavior, customs, and religion. The problem is that one may see other cultures 

not only as different, but also as inferior, the fact which result in harmful behaviors to 

those from other cultures. There is also a considerable research literature on consumer 

ethnocentrism, that is, the tendency of consumers to prefer goods and services produced in 

one‟s own society. (See New World Encyclopedia, 2013, October 7) 

This implies that any culture that differs from the other's language, religion, 

customs or traditions can be targeted by ethnocentric attitudes which may cause conflict, 

violence, or support for a biased behavior. This could mostly happen during a stay of 

individuals in another country where they might encounter diverse cultural behaviors. In 

other words, unlike patriotism, which is the love of one's own culture, and cultural 

relativism that is regarded as an attitude by which a society's customs, ideas and beliefs are 

viewed within the context of that society's problems and opportunities; ethnocentricity is 

chiefly viewed as a belief that one's own culture or ethnic group is superior to another's.   

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Belief
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Culture
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Religion
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Translation, then, may also create stereotypes, attaching a certain stigma to 

ethnic or racial groups, and can play a significant role in geopolitical relations by imposing 

alliances or enmities between nations or groups. It can reinforce agendas that are strongly 

powerful in preserving, or in changing the hierarchy of values in the target language. The 

effects of translation are further enhanced by the functions associated with its reception, 

including advertising, opinions of reviewers, and translations used in cultural or social 

institutions; where there are numerous examples by which translations have stimulated 

foreign texts to various audiences, producing results that can be innovative, disruptive, or 

simply astonishing and exciting (See Imogen, 2008, pp. 6-7). This means that the 

ethnocentric side of translation may cause serious negative effects at different levels 

mainly according to the receptive audiences.  

4- Berman's ethnocentric and non-ethnocentric translation 

 

It is worth being mentioned that Antoine Berman, a French theorist, was among 

the former scholars who tackled the subject of ethnocentric and non- ethnocentric 

translation. In his prominent works "L'Epreuve de l'Etranger: Culture et traduction dans 

l’Allemagne romantique" (1984)
1
 and "La traduction et la lettre ou l'auberge du lointain" 

(1985)
2
, Berman claimed that the two notions were the main cause to accuse translation of 

its infidelity; as the famous Italian proverb goes "Traducttore traditore".   

He defines ethnocentric translation as: 

"[la traduction] qui ramène tout à sa propre culture, à ses normes et valeurs, et considère 

ce qui est situé en dehors de celle-ci — l'Étranger — comme négatif ou tout juste bon à 

être annexé, adapté, pour accroître la richesse de cette culture"  

(Berman, 1985, p. 48) 

"[the translation] that brings back to its own culture, its norms and values, and considers 

what is outside it – The Foreigner – negative or simply as to be annexed and adapted to 

enrich that culture" (My translation) 

By ethnocentric translation, the translator gives priority to meaning over form 

or style, paying particular attention to preserving the target language structure and norms 

                                                 
1 - The English translated version is "The Experience of the Foreign: Culture and translation in Romantic 

Germany" (1992); also translated in an essay by Venuti (2000) as "Translation and the trials of the foreign". 

2 – The Arabic translated version is "(2010) "جُطٍؾٔس ٝجُكٍف أٝ ٓوحّ جُرؼى translated by  و. ػُ جُى٣ٖ جُهطحذ٢ 
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(Bandia, 1993). Berman also added that "generally under the guise of transmissibility,    

[it] carries out a systematic negation of the strangeness of the foreign work" (Berman, 

1992, p. 5). Hence, by doing an ethnocentric translation, the fact of translation is erased by 

suppressing the linguistic and cultural differences of the foreign text, assimilating it to 

dominant values in the target language culture, making it familiar, and thus apparently 

untranslated. (See Berman, 1992) 

However, non-ethnocentric translation which Berman called "hypertextual 

translation" is defined as: 

 "Tout texte s'engendrant par imitation, parodie, pastiche, adaptation, plagiat, ou toute 

autre espèce de transformation formelle, à partir d'un autre texte déjà existant"  

(Berman, 1985, p. 49)  

"Any text is generated by imitation, parody, pastiche, adaptation, plagiarism, or any other 

type of formal transformation, from any other text already existed " (My translation) 

By non-ethnocentric, a kind of translation is meant in which there is an 

ultimate balance between domesticating and foreignizing processes, and therefore while 

respecting all cultural codes of the receiving society, the foreign culture is also duly 

maintained. (See Berman, 1992) 

Berman concluded that translation should not be seen in its two extremes: 

either to capture meaning as an ethnocentric translation or a "literal transformation" as a 

'hypertextual' or non-ethnocentric translation (Berman, 1985, p. 58). Thus, both meaning 

and form should be viewed as a whole instead, to achieve a balanced and unbiased 

translation of a literary work. However, not every aspect of form is translatable. Every 

work of art has its untranslatable side which is a way of ensuring its "auto affirmation" 

(Berman, 1985, p. 60). 

5- Translation of literary discourse 

 
Translation plays a significant role in bridging the gaps between the different 

cultures and nations. Translations of literary discourse in particular help these different 

nations achieve a universal culture on a common ground. It is often claimed that the 

translation of literature is unique because literary texts fall under the expressive type of 

texts, where the focus is on the aesthetic form, and this needs to be conveyed through 
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translation. Hatim & Mason (1997) defined the term 'discourse' as "institutionalized modes 

of speaking and writing which give expression to particular attitudes towards areas of 

socio-cultural activity" (p. 120). 

Gentzler (1993) explained that "the translation of literature means the 

translation of a literary work‟s interpretation, one which is subject to the literary traditions 

in the target culture" (p. 184). According to Venuti (2002), a literary text cannot express 

merely the author's intended meaning in his own style, but it also transmit joint forms 

wherein the author may have a psychological assets, but which naturally can 

'depersonalize' and 'destabilize' meaning.  

Thus, literary translation is a type of translation which is distinguished from 

translation in general. A literary translation must reflect the imaginative, intellectual and 

intuitive writing of the author. In fact, literature is distinguished by its aesthetics. Little 

concern has been devoted to the aesthetics of literary translations because these translations 

are popularly perceived as unoriginal (Devy, 1999, p. 183, as cited in Hassan, 2011, p. 2). 

The translator, then, needs to have talent in appreciating the literary value and culture of 

the original text and the ability to preserve them in the translation. 

6- Major translation theories and strategies in translation of literature 

Various translation theories and strategies have been investigated and 

described from different perspectives. Yet, most scholars agreed that translators use such 

approaches when they encounter a problem and/or a literal translation is not adequate, 

mainly in translation of literature. The following are some major translation theories and 

strategies which are mostly used in literary translation. 

6-1- Manipulation theory 

The approach to translation as manipulation is most often associated with the 

descriptive branch of Translation Studies or the 'Manipulation School'. Several studies 

have emphasized the concept of manipulation in translation, primarily those by Theo 

Hermans; Gideon Toury; and André Lefevere. 
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Regarding other beliefs of the group, one of its most prominent scholars Theo 

Hermans explains that manipulation is: 

an approach to literary translation which is descriptive, target oriented, functional 

and systemic; and an interest in the norms and constraints that govern the 

production and reception of translations, in the relation between translation and 

other types of text processing, and in the place and role of translations both within 

a given literature and in the interaction between literatures.     

(Hermans, 1985, pp. 10-11) 

According to Hermans (1995), translation "implies a degree of manipulation of 

the ST for a certain purpose, because the translation process brings the TT into line with a 

particular model which should secure social acceptance in the target culture." (p. 10). The 

theory approaches translation as an art that permits manipulation rather than equivalence; it 

is concerned with literary not technical translation. Hermans (1985) added that another 

theory is associated with that, which is "the theory of the polysystem sees literary 

translation as one element among many in the constant struggle for domination between 

the system‟s various layers and subdivisions." (p. 11). Consequently, translation process is 

deemed a rewriting process and the translator is a re-writer who can alter or manipulate the 

ST in such a way as to be acceptable in the target language and culture as Lefevere (1992) 

claimed. 

According to Farahzad (1999), the concept of manipulation is defined as "the 

human tendency to perceive the incomplete as complete" which "urges translators to fill in 

gaps in the source text by adding new parts to it or assuming new relations between parts, 

in order to come up with a complete picture of it." (p.153). While, Bassnett and Lefevere 

(1992) argued that manipulation can help in the progress of a literature and a society in 

which 'rewritings' can set up new concepts, genres, and procedures that contribute in the 

history of translation and shaping power of one culture upon another.  

The fact that literary translation can only be an interpretation of the original, it 

can never fully replicate it. Moreover, it must bring together with the literary tradition of 

the target culture. Hence, in literary translation manipulation cannot be avoided. This view 

is also in line with thinking that literary translation is and always will be permeated with 

various sorts of ideology, and the translator will be compelled to somehow avoid or 

demonstrate oppositions with the dominating target culture norms (See Abdulla, 1999,      

p. 12).   
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6-2- Berman's tendencies to translation 

Berman (1985) presented a detailed examination of the system of textual 

deformation that operates in every translation and prevents it from performing its true 

essence. He called it: "analytic of translation" that is a detailed analysis of the deforming 

system. More than but twelve deforming tendencies are scrutinized by Berman (1985).  

Synthesized from Berman (1985 trans. 2010, pp. 76-91), Venuti (2000, pp. 

244-251) and Munday (2001, pp. 147-148); the twelve (12) deforming tendencies are 

briefly displayed as follows: 

a. Rationalization: modification of syntactic structures including punctuation and sentence 

structure and order. It refers to abstractness, the translation of verbs by noun forms and the 

tendency to generalization. 

b. Clarification: consists of explication which "aims to render “clear” what does not wish 

to be clear in the original". 

c. Expansion: reducing clarity of author‟s voice with “over-translation”, i.e., unshaping 

rhythm. 

d. Ennoblement: refers to the tendency on the part of certain translators to „improve‟ on 

the original by rewriting it in a more elegant style, "even if the original does not possess 

these qualities". 

e. Qualitative impoverishment: includes the replacement of words and expressions with 

TT equivalents "that lack their sonorous richness or, correspondingly, their signifying or 

“iconic” features"; besides the quality of words, that it sounds and looks like from ST to 

TT. 

f. Quantitative impoverishment: involves the loss of lexical variation in translation, the 

loss of vocabulary density; and reduction of words uniqueness. 

g. The destruction of rhythms: that can be destroyed by deformation of word order and 

punctuation. 

h. The destruction of underlying networks of signification: needs to be aware of network 

of words throughout texts; as well as associative network/logic. 

i. The destruction of linguistic patterning: means incoherence in TT and standardizing it. 

j. The destruction of vernacular networks or their exoticization: relates to local speech 

and language patterns which play an important role in establishing the setting of a novel. 

k. The destruction of expressions and idioms: replacement of idiom or proverb by TL 

„equivalent‟. 
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l. The effacement of the superimposition of languages: the way translation tends to erase 

traces of different forms of language that co-exist in the ST. 

Consequently, the deforming tendencies analyzed above are emphasized 

because:  "the essential aim of the analytic of translation is to highlight this other essence 

of translating, which, although never recognized, endowed it with historical effectiveness 

in every domain where it was practiced." (Berman, 1985; as cited  in Venuti, 2000, p. 253) 

However, Berman considered that there is generally a "system of textual 

deformation" in TTs that prevents the foreign coming through. His examination of the 

forms of deformation is termed „negative analytic‟. As he postulated, "The negative 

analytic is primarily concerned with ethnocentric, annexationist translations and 

hypertextual translations (pastiche, imitation, adaptation, free writing), where the play of 

deforming forces is freely exercised." (Berman 1985b/2004, p. 278) 

Berman criticizes the general tendency to negate the foreign in translation by 

the translation strategy of „naturalization‟, which would associate with Venuti‟s later 

„domestication‟. "The properly ethical aim of the translating act", states Berman, is 

"receiving the foreign as foreign", which would seem to have influenced Venuti‟s 

„foreignizing‟ translation strategy (See Munday, 2010, p. 146). 

6-3- Venuti's domestication and foreignization 

In his book 'Translator’s Invisibility' (1995), Laurance Venuti discusses two 

types of translating strategies: domestication and foreignization. These strategies concern 

both the choice of text to translate and the translation method.  Both concepts are traced 

back to Friedrich Schleiermacher and his (1813) essay "On the Different Methods of 

Translating" who claimed that: "Either the translator leaves the author in peace, as much as 

possible, and moves the reader towards him; or he leaves the reader in peace, as much as 

possible, and moves the author towards him." (Schleiermacher, as cited in Lefevere, 1977, 

p. 74) 

Lawrence Venuti (1995) took up Schleiermacher‟s dichotomy as a central issue 

and drew the following conclusions: 

Schleiermacher allowed the translator to choose between a domesticating 

method, an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language 

cultural values, bringing the author back home, and a foreignizing method, an 
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ethnodeviant pressure on those values to register the linguistic and cultural 

difference of the foreign text, sending the reader abroad.  

(1995, p. 20, as cited in Snell-Hornby, 2006, p. 145)    

Accordingly, Venuti (1998b) argued that "domestication covers adherence to 

domestic literary canons by carefully selecting the texts that are likely to lend themselves 

to such a translation strategy" (p. 241). Foreignization, on the other hand, "entails choosing 

a foreign text and developing a translation method along lines which are excluded by 

dominant cultural values in the target language." (p. 242). Domestication, therefore, can be 

regarded as the attempt to take all the essential procedures and modifications of the ST to 

obtain an effective link to TT, while foreignization is the effort determined by the 

translator to keep the essence of the original text. Venuti (1995) added that this may result 

in producing "the illusion of transparency". He explained that the Anglo-American culture 

has been dominated by domesticating theories that advocate fluent translating that pretends 

to be as an accurate semantic equivalence by hindering the foreign text with a partial 

interpretation to English-language values, reducing or even excluding the differences 

between languages. 

This entails translating in a transparent, fluent and „invisible‟ style in order to 

minimize the foreignness of the TT. Thus, according to Venuti (1995a), "fluent, 

domesticating translations create the illusion of invisible translators and transparent 

representations, which helps to conceal their imperialistic, ethnocentric reduction of 

cultural difference." (as cited in Baker, 2005, p. 202) 

6-4- Venuti's translator's (in)visibility 

The two terms 'visibility' and 'invisibility' are used by Venuti "to describe the 

translator‟s situation and activity in contemporary Anglo-American culture" (1995, p. 1). 

They are a typical feature for foreignization and domestication where "the more fluent the 

translation, the more invisible the translator, and, presumably, the more visible the writer 

or meaning of the foreign text" (Venuti, 1995; p. 2). He sees this invisibility as "typically 

being produced by the way translators themselves tend to translate „fluently‟ into English, 

to produce an idiomatic and „readable‟ TT, thus creating an "illusion of transparency"; and 

by the way the translated texts are typically read in the target culture". He asserted that: 

A translated text, whether prose or poetry, fiction or non-fiction, is judged 

acceptable by most publishers, reviewers and readers when it reads fluently, 
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when the absence of any linguistic or stylistic peculiarities makes it seem 

transparent, giving the appearance that it reflects the foreign writer‟s personality 

or intention or the essential meaning of the foreign text – the appearance, in 

other words, that the translation is not in fact a translation, but the „original‟. 

  (Venuti, 1995, p. 1) 

By the "illusion of transparency" Venuti (1995) refers to the "effect of fluent 

discourse, of the translator's effort to insure easy readability by adhering to current usage, 

maintaining continuous syntax, fixing a precise meaning". Venuti uses the expression 

"ethnocentric violence" to refer to the process of inscribing "the foreign text with a partial 

interpretation" and "reducing" or even "excluding the very difference that translation is 

called on to convey". This type of violence, for Venuti, takes place at many levels; as he 

argued, in values, beliefs, and representations that pre-exist it in TL that configured in 

hierarchies of dominance and marginality, determining the production, circulation, and 

reception of texts. (Venuti, 1996, p. 196) 

This involves that partial representation of the source text forcing the domestic 

language and culture to register the foreignness of the foreign text, including foreign 

cultures that have been excluded because of their own resistance to dominant values; 

therefore, an acceptable translation attempts to limit ethnocentric negation. 

6-6- Baker's equivalence and non- equivalence 

Equivalence is a key concept in the translation process which has been studied 

by many scholars from different view angles, mainly from the perspective of translation 

studies. Ideally, equivalence is a bilingual synonymy or sameness based on lexical 

universals and cultural overlaps (As-Safi, 1996, p. 11). J. C. Catford, for instance, defined 

translation equivalence with his notable statement: "Translation equivalence occurs when 

an SL (source language) and TL (target language) texts or items are related to (at least 

some of) the same relevant features of situation substance." (Catford, 1965, p. 21) 

Eugene A. Nida (1964), in his turn, argued that there are two different types of 

equivalence: formal equivalence and dynamic equivalence. Formal correspondence or 

equivalence focuses on the message itself, i.e., both form and content (as in Bible, 

international diplomacy, law and the like); while dynamic equivalence emphasizes the text 
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readability. Nida (1964) believed that the main aim of equivalent effect is to achieve "the 

closest natural equivalent to the source language" (p. 126). 

In her prominent book "In Other Words" (1992), Mona Baker proposed five 

levels or types of equivalence. They are briefly demonstrated as follows: 

1. Equivalence at word level cites on the word level referential or denotative equivalence 

between the SL and TL words which refer to the same thing in the real world, in addition 

to connotative equivalence where the SL and the TL words are expected to generate similar 

associations in the native speakers' minds of the two languages. (Baker, 2005, p. 77) 

2. Equivalence above the word level exemplified in collocation, idioms and fixed 

expressions. 

3. Grammatical equivalence refers to the diversity of grammatical categories across 

languages and word order. Grammatical rules across languages may differ and lead to 

some problems in finding a direct correspondence in the TL. 

4. Textual equivalence refers to the equivalence between a SL text and a TL text regarding 

information and cohesion. Whether the cohesive relations between TL and SL should be 

maintained depends on three main factors, that is, the target audience, the purpose of the 

translation and the text type. 

5. Pragmatic equivalence refers to implication of the TL text. The duty of a translator is 

recognizing the implied meaning of SL text, and then reproducing it in a way that readers 

of the TL can comprehend clearly without any culturally misunderstanding. 

Furthermore, Baker (1992) detailed several common problems of non-

equivalence mainly at word level. Here, they are summarized as follows:   

(a) Culture-specific concepts: The source-language word may express a concept which is 

totally unknown in the target language (abstract or concrete; it may relate to a religious 

belief, a social custom or even a type of food).  

(b) The source-language concept is not lexicalized in the target language: The source-

language word may express a concept which is known in the target culture but simply not 

lexicalized, that is not “allocated” a target-language word to express it.  

(c) The source-language word is semantically complex: The source-language word may 

be semantically complex.  

(d) The source and the target languages make different distinctions in meaning: The 

target language may make more or fewer distinctions in meaning than the source language.  
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(e) The target language lacks a super-ordinate: The target language may have specific 

words (hyponyms) but no general word (super-ordinate) to head the semantic field.  

(f) The target language lacks a specific term (hyponym): More commonly, languages 

tend to have general words (super-ordinates) but lack specific ones (hyponyms). 

(g) Differences in physical or interpersonal perspective: Physical perspective has to do 

with where things or people are in relation to one another or to a place, as expressed in 

pairs of words such as come/go, take/bring, arrive/depart. 

(h) Differences in expressive meaning: There may be a target-language word which has 

the same propositional meaning as the source-language word, but it may have a different 

expressive meaning. 

(i) Difference in form: There is often no equivalent in the target language for a particular 

form in the source text.  

(j) Differences in frequency and purpose of using specific forms: Even when a particular 

form does have a ready equivalent in the target language, there may be a difference in the 

frequency with which it is used or the purpose for which it is used.  

(k) The use of loan words in the source text: Words such as au fait and chic in English are 

used for their prestige value, because they add an air of sophistication to the text or its 

subject matter. This is often lost in translation because it is not always possible to find a 

loan word with the same meaning in the target language.  

Lastly, she puts forward various strategies used by professional translators to 

deal with the problem of non-equivalence like: translation by a more general word; 

translation by a more neutral or less expressive word; translation by cultural substitution... 

etc. Those strategies are suggested to help translators find out ways to approach 

faithfulness in ST. 

7- The Hermeneutical approach to translation 

As a modern language philosophy, hermeneutics has often been described as a 

theory of comprehension and understanding; and since the main factor in the process of 

translation is the translator himself as he acquires knowledge of languages, cultures, 

technical features and writing strategies, he ought to grasp the text's message. In his book 

'Hermeneutics and Criticism' (1838/1998), Friedrich Schleiermacher gave some 

suggestions on how to achieve basic understanding of a text. He mainly set four factors of 
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a "hermeneutical process": grasping a text message, its conditions of origination, its 

situational background, and its placement within a larger text type entity. (pp. 36-38) 

Consequently, a translation must be an interpretation, which is the ultimate aim 

of 'Hermeneutics', as Hans-Georg Gadamer, a German philosopher, put it: "Every 

translation is... ipso facto interpretation, indeed we can say it is the consummation of the 

interpretation the translator has put upon the work he is faced with" (Gadamer, 

1960/2004a, p. 360). He also argued that "interpretation is somewhat 'subjective' and 

incomplete" (ibid.). This means that there is no truly 'objective' understanding and that 

receptors may assume a faithful transfer of the content of a translated text; the fact which is 

not always guaranteed. 

In fact, George Steiner's "After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation" 

(1975) is a representative case of the 'Hermeneutic Method', in which he concluded that: 

"to understand means to translate."  

8- Adaptation in translation: 

Scholars hold different, sometimes even opposing, views on translation and 

adaptation. As Bastin (1998/2001) asserted: "Some scholars prefer not to use the term 

„adaptation‟ at all, believing that the concept of translation can be stretched to cover all 

types of transformation as long as the main function of the activity is preserved. Others 

view the two concepts as representing essentially different practices." (p. 8). He added that: 

  Adaptation may be understood as a set of translative operations which result in a 

text that is not accepted as a translation but is nevertheless recognized as 

representing a source text of about the same length. As such, the term may 

embrace numerous vague notions such as imitation, rewriting, and so on. Strictly 

speaking, the concept of adaptation requires recognition of translation as non-

adaptation, as a somehow more constrained mode of transfer.  

(Bastin, 1998/2001, p. 5) 

Nida (1964), also, stressed that "the adaptation of grammar, cultural references 

and lexicon of the ST will lead to the translation naturalness while highlighting the 

preservation of the text meaning on its style as the root of the equivalent effects". He 

argued that "formal translators who focus more on forms are more likely to misinterpret 

the 'intention of the author' and 'distort the meaning'." (pp. 191-192). Accordingly, many 

features of culture may have considerable effects on the output of translation when 

practising adaptation the fact which lead to the creation of a new discourse. 
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9- Indeterminacy in translation 

Indeterminacy in translation refers to "the possibility of generating more than 

one translation" as incited by Willard Quine (1960, cited in Baker, 2005, p. 11) to set out 

the thesis of the indeterminacy of translation. It is based on the notion that there are always 

different ways one might break a sentence into words, and different ways to distribute 

functions among words, i.e, there is no unique meaning that can be assigned to words or 

sentences. Hence, translators rarely commit themselves to one particular method or 

strategy, usually different methods or strategies bring about a variety of translations. 

Furthermore, there can be more than one accurate or acceptable translation of the same 

source text furnished by different translators or even the same translator at different times. 

Willard Quine maintained that "there is always a possibility that the same expression or an 

expression and its translation equivalent could give voice to different modes of 

presentation." (1960, p. 11, as cited in As-Safi, 2011, p. 97) 

Indeterminacy, then, is the outcome of literature, whether original or translated, 

since it is apt to various interpretations and different ways of aesthetic expression. This is 

easily manifested in the excess of translations of notable works such as those by 

Shakespeare and the Qur'an which is commonly deemed a unique divine literary 

masterpiece. For instance, the besmala "ذْٓ الله", which is the introductory phrase of almost 

all the Qur'anic suras, has different translations where the translators vary not only in 

using either the transliterated form Allah or the English equivalent God, but also in the two 

adjectives: "ْجٍُقٔحٕ جٍُق٤" (See As- Safi, 2011). 

10- Conclusion 

Ethnocentrism and translation can only be associated with a mediator that is 

'the translator' who is the core element in the translating process. Many features and 

aspects may intervene in shaping the final output of translation.  In short, the various stated 

definitions and theories of scholars allow us to explore the phenomenon of ethnocentrism 

at an elementary level. Hence, the above affirmed strategies and approaches seem to be 

important factors that lead to ethnocentrism in translation and bring to light points of 

debate wherein a translator is put in a confused situation on whether be faithful to the 

source text (ST) or to the target one (TT). 
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1- Introduction 

 

This chapter highlights the relationship between ethnocentrism and literary 

translation which is represented in the suggested types of ethnocentric translations and 

more importantly in the cultural differences and their implications on such a translation. 

Therefore, cultural categories as well as strategies, suggested by many scholars such as 

Newmark (1988), are investigated and illustrated to shed light on a variety of strategies 

that a translator may follow in portraying two different cultures and that could be utilized 

in handling cultural references which are the core idea that may lead translators to 

manipulate, foreignize or even distort the target meaning. Furthermore, more emphasis is 

put on the correlation between ideology, manipulation and distortion of meaning in 

ethnocentric translations that will inevitably affect the translator's faithfulness to ST.     

 

2- Historical background 

Historically speaking, ethnocentrism was described as a cultural universal 

phenomenon. The term was first coined in 19
th

 c. by William Graham Sumner, the 

American sociologist, who claimed that "The most important fact is that ethnocentrism 

leads a people to exaggerate and intensify everything in their own folkways which is 

peculiar and which differentiates them from others" (Sumner 1906, p. 13). In his 

remarkable work "Folkways: a Study of Mores, Manners, Customs, and Morals", Sumner 

(1906) pointed up this fact by stating distinguished examples as follows: "The Jews divided 

all mankind into themselves and Gentiles. They were the 'chosen people.' The Greeks and 

Romans called all outsiders 'barbarians'." (p. 14). Other scholars like Bennett (1993) 

suggested that ethnocentrism is not only the tendency to view the world from the one's own 

culture standpoint, but also the failure to understand cultures that are different from one's 

own. People, therefore, tend to use their own worldview to interpret other's behavior and 

that the idea of a "universal truth" is often based on one's own values. Still, the difficulty is 

that ethnocentrism also sets up standards of good and bad while the issue should merely be 

noting differences. This, in many ways, is a natural human tendency. Yet, some 

explanations of ethnocentrism emphasized on its negative aspects towards culturally 

different people. Samovar et al (2010) explained that "every culture, whether consciously 

or unconsciously, tends to glorify its historical, scientific, economic, and artistic 

accomplishments, frequently minimizing the achievements of other cultures." (p. 331).     

In other words, the in-group and out-group distinction is one of the core principles of 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/William_Graham_Sumner
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ethnocentrism which consists of an exaggeration of the in-group's position and cultural 

superiority on the one hand; and a criticism of all out-group cultures on the other hand. 

Consequently, it aggravates the gap among social, cultural, religious and ethnic groups and 

causes less mutual understanding. 

Undoubtedly, translation plays an essential role in minimizing these gaps 

between distinct nations mainly cultural ones. Thus, throughout history, most translators 

and translation theorists strove to bridge the gaps between languages seeking to open new 

doors for TL readers to approach them to unfamiliar culture. Since the 18
th

 and 19
th

 

centuries, translation seemed to contribute to the invention and creation of domestic 

literary discourses; hence, it has been consciously involved in cultural projects and lining 

up itself with specific social groups and classes. In 1819, for instance, the German 

philosopher F. Schleiermacher argued that German language was developed by translation 

which had brought specific intent with regard to the formation of a canon; i.e., the 

differences existing between the two languages are replaced by something familiar to the 

TL readers. Such a replacement makes it easier for TL readers to understand and to follow 

the translated texts, and it reduces the foreignness of the target text. Nonetheless, 

translations are measured according to the degrees of freedom between the two extremes of 

literal and free translation that are considered as two basic skills in practice. The degrees of 

freedom are considerably variable. Thus, literal translation is said to have bias to the SL 

and free translation is said to have bias to the TL. In other words, the translator can be 

either faithful to SL or to TL. This tendency was at the centre of debates for many scholars 

at the very early beginning of translation studies where the question of translation 

equivalence raised, particularly in sacred texts where it is claimed that they must be 

translated as faithful as possible, without any deviation from the original sacred text. 

Linking this to ethnocentrism, a good example may well be observed in the 

different studies achieved under the claim of the East exploration since the beginning of 

the 19
th

 c. According to Senkadi (2014), when Orientalists sought to discover the Eastern 

cultural and scientific heritage to find out some of its significant phases, their first interest 

was the Qur'an. The translation of the Qur'an was doubtful as the need for its translation 

came up in those historic conditions when numerous of non-Arabic speaking people had 

converted to Islam, and giving new linguistic trends to the contents of the revelation. 

Within this ideology, Orientalists and translators who tried to render the Holy Qur'an into 
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some European languages have translated Qur'an according to their own particular ethnic 

group and culture, mainly with concern to language and religion. Hence, most European 

translators of the Qur'an have put less emphasis on verses and more on others depending on their 

personal beliefs. These concerns were the core of European philosophers' interest of the time.  

New trends were later emerged by translation scholars and theorists to perceive 

some translation strategies and methods that determine the process of translation practice. 

In his 1813 former essay "On the different Methods of Translating", Schleiermacher, for 

instance, demonstrated two ways of translation and explained how the translator can only 

have to approach either the author or the reader towards him. This idea was later developed 

by Venuti who introduced domestication and foreignization methods in his book "The 

Translator's Invisibility". For Venuti (1996), foreignizing translation in English can be a 

form of resistance against ethnocentrism, as he stated: "Foreignizing translation signifies 

the difference of the foreign text by disrupting the cultural codes in the target language" 

and "seeks to restrain the ethnocentric violence of translation" (p. 198). Domestication, 

however, is regarded as an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target language 

cultural values. This entails translating in a transparent, fluent, „invisible‟ style in order to 

minimize the foreignness of the TL. In his outstanding essay "Translation and the trials of 

the foreign" (2000), Berman's work seems to have influenced Venuti's issues of 

foreignization and domestication. Accordingly, Berman calls for showing the strangeness 

of the foreign work and examines the tendency of neglecting and negating "the Foreign" in 

translation through naturalization. Berman argued that there is usually a "deforming 

system" in TTs that prevents the foreign from showing up in translation, which is called 

"the negative analytic", where the deforming forces are freely applied (See chapter 1). So, 

every translator is obviously exposed to this play of forces, even if s/he is animated by 

another aim (ibid, p. 286). As a consequence, it is confirmed today that all tendencies lead 

to the same output that a translation, whether literary or not, should produce a "clear", 

"elegant" and more "fluent" text than the original text itself (ibid.).  

This outcome, inevitably, results in a whole collapse of understanding the 

original message. The translator, then, can manipulate the meaning and integrate his own 

culture according to his beliefs and personal choices and/or decisions which may well lead 

to distortion and deviation in meaning. This fact is closely meant to affect ethnocentric 

translation. 
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3- Effects and types of ethnocentric translation in literary discourse 

The paramount concern of this study is to demonstrate the fact of ethnocentric 

translation through its different suggested types and to emphasize its side effects on the 

translator's faithfulness to ST mainly in literary texts. This cannot be achieved unless 

illustrations of types and effects of ethnocentric translation are shown and discussed.  

3-1- Effects of ethnocentric translations 

As stated earlier in the 1
st
 chapter, ethnocentric translation is mainly based on 

the fact that a translator employs all that refers to his own culture, values and social norms 

to convey the message by annexing or adapting the original text so that not to be 

considered as foreign or negative in the target culture. An example can be shown of a 

French translator who translated the following statement from English into French: 

Eng:  Latin American employment agency. 

Fr: L'agence nationale pour l'emploi l'A.N.P.E. 

It is clearly indicated in this example that the two agencies of employment are 

in no way similar in their function or even in their official administrative nature, since the 

French agency is a governmental organization; while Latin American one is private. Such 

kind of translation can hinder the facts stated in the original text and replace them with 

different ones related to the translator's own culture or social patterns, in an attempt to 

lessen differences between both cultures (SC) and (TC). As Lederer quoted:  

En adoptant ce procédé, en minimisant les différences entre la culture originale 

et celle de son lecteur, le traducteur cherche sans doute à faire accepter un texte 

dont certains caractères étrangers risqueraient de rester incompris du lecteur. 

Ce faisant, il gomme la spécificité culturelle de l’original et transmet une 

information somme toute fausse ….   

(Lederer, 1994, p. 126; as cited in Deris, 2012, p. 134). 

"By adopting this procedure and minimizing the differences between the original culture 

and that of the reader, undoubtedly, the translator tries to get a text accepted, since some 

foreign features might be misunderstood by the reader. In doing so, he erases the cultural 

specificity of the original and transmits false information…." (My translation) 

Basically, when a translator tries to minimize the differences between his culture 

and the other's culture, he undoubtedly risks impeding the reader's understanding of the 
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original text. By this act, he erases the cultural features of ST and transmits totally false 

information. Contrariwise, if an Arabic translator, for instance, wanted to transmit the 

English saying: (love me love my dog) into Arabic; he should consider Islamic Arabic 

culture which dislikes holding dogs unless for hunting or guardianship. Besides, literal 

meaning has no sense if rendered as (!أقر٢٘ أقد ًِر٢). The translator, then, has to adapt the 

ST to the reader's Arabic culture as follows:   ٝأقرٜح ٝضكر٢٘ ٣ٝكد ٗحهطٜح ذؼ١ٍ٤  

In both examples discussed above, translators used "adaptation" technique 

which results in ethnocentric translations. Nevertheless in the 1
st
 example, the translator 

seems to deviate from the original meaning and create distortion in sense; the fact that 

affected negatively the translated output which deemed unacceptable. While in the 2
nd

 

example, though the translator tends to adapt his culture and social norms, yet the meaning 

is conveyed and deemed acceptable in the TL.  

 

3-2- Types of ethnocentric translation in literary discourse 

Previous studies in translating literary discourse synthesized from As-Safi 

(2011), Elmenfi (2014) and Sankadi (2014) were elaborated to give further illustrations 

along with several types of ethnocentric translations suggested as: cultural, linguistic, 

religious and ideological ethnocentric translations. 

3-2-1- Cultural ethnocentric translation:   

It is often employed by literary translators wherein the translator tends to 

implement his/her own culture, consciously or unconsciously, by domesticating the SL and 

highlighting the TC which is the translator's own culture, as seen in the translations of 

some extracts from Shakespeare‟s The Merchant of Venice into Arabic by Amer Al-

Buhairi and Hussein Amin which are illustrated in As-Safi (2011, p. 56) as follows: 

"Truly, then, I fear you are damned both by father and mother, thus when I shun Scylla 

your father, I fall into Charybdis your mother. Well, you are gone both ways." (111. 5. 13-

15) 

ن أٓي شح٣ٌى٣ّ، قٝػ٘ىتً أنش٠ قوح جٕ ض٢ٌٗٞ ِٓؼٞٗس ٖٓ ؾٜط٢ ج٧خ ٝج٧ّ، كؼ٘ىٓح ٍٛذص ٖٓ أذ٤ي كوى أنطأش ك٢ "

 )694 -693ص ،1978 ،ػحٍٓ ٓكٔى جُرك١ٍ٤ "  (٤َ.كأٗص ٛحٌُس ٖٓ جُؿٜط٤ٖ ش

However, a cultural ethnocentric translation might be clearly seen in Amin 

Hussein's translation of the same text:  

ٝذًٜج ٣ٌٕٞ  ٢ٛ أٓي(جُط٢ ) إٌاسٝهؼص ك٢  (٢ٛٝ أذٞى( اٌشِضاءكأٗص ئيٕ ِٓؼٞٗس ٖٓ جُؿٜط٤ٖ: ج٧ّ ٝج٧خ، ئٕ ضؿ٘رص "

 ( 6994"  )أ٤ٖٓ ق٤ٖٓ أقٔى، ٓظ٤ٍى ٓظِٔح ك٢ جُكحُط٤ٖ.
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Apparently the translator here uses domestication strategy to point out a 

common Arabic proverb alluding to the Arabic poetic verse: 

 تإٌاساٌشِضاء جُٔٓطؿ٤ٍ ذؼٍٔ ػ٘ى ًٍذطٚ             ًحُٔٓطؿ٤ٍ ٖٓ 

The above verse coincides with the English proverb: Out of the frying pan into the fire.  

3-2-2- Linguistic ethnocentric translation:    

According to As-Safi (2011), translators usually tend to elaborate the original 

message in order to convey the meaning in an integral manner to the receiver. This fact 

may create a misconceived output of translation. Linguistically speaking, the translator 

may decide to add or omit part(s) of a sentence from the original text, by applying a certain 

strategy in translation, in order to keep the semantic meaning of the target text. An 

example is shown again from Shakespeare‟s The Merchant of Venice:   

"Shylock: What news on the Rialto?"A literal translation into Arabic could be: 

  ِا أخثاس سٌاٌرٛ؟

Such a translation is clearly incomprehensible, for the proper noun could be understood as 

a name of a person rather than a stock market. Thus, it can be rendered as: 

    ِا أخثاس تٛسصح سٌاٌرٛ؟ 

The "addition" procedure is used by the translator when the word "ذٌٞطس" is 

added, as a natural result of grasping a ST message and avoiding any sort of ambiguity. 

This example may well illustrate the "hermeneutical approach" exercised by the translator 

too. Nevertheless, when such approaches or strategies applied differently in accordance 

with the translator's personal beliefs, this will unavoidably affect the TT meaning and the 

faithfulness to the ST. Kamal Abu Deeb's first translation to Edward Said's "Orientalism" 

in 1981 may show a kind of a linguistic ethnocentric translation via the following chosen 

extract (See Elmenfi, 2014):   

 "Orientalism has been subjected to imperialism, positivism, utopianism, historicism, 

Darwinism, racism, Freudianism, Marxism, Spenglersim. But Orientalism, like many of the 

natural and social sciences, has had 'paradigms' of research, its own learned societies, its 

own Establishment" (Said, 1978/2003, p. 43) 

 ٝجُل٣ٍٝى٣س، ٝجُؼٍه٤س، ٝجُىج٤٘٣ٌٝس، ،اٌراسٌخأٍحٝ ٝجُطٞذح٣ٝس، ،إٌّطمٍح ٚاٌٛضؼٍح ٬ُٓر٣ٍح٤ُس، ج٫ْطشٍجم ٝأنؼغَ "

 ِٕطٍماخ ُٚ أطرف هى ًحٕ ٝج٫ؾطٔحػ٤س، جُطر٤ؼ٤س جُؼِّٞ ٖٓ ًػ٤ٍ ٓػَ ج٫ْطشٍجم، إٔ ؿ٤ٍ .ٝج٫شر٘ـ٣ٍِس ٝجُٔح٤ًٌٓس،

  74)ص ، 1995/1981،أذٞو٣د ًٔحٍ)  " جُهحطس ٚٝٓإْٓط جُؼ٤ِٔس، ٚٝؾٔؼ٤حض ُِركع

In the above example, Abu Deeb translated the words: (positivism, historicism, 

paradigms) by ( جُٔ٘طو٤س، جُطح٣ٌهح٤ٗس، جُٔ٘طِوحش جُٞػؼ٤س ) which are unfamiliar and ambiguous to 
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the Arab reader and completely different from the common terms used by educated Arab 

people: ( جُٞجهؼ٤س، جُُ٘ػس جُطح٣ٌه٤س، ذٍجو٣ـْ جُلِٓلس ). The author, himself, criticized the translator by 

stating that: "The main achievement of Abu Deeb's painstaking translation was an almost 

total avoidance of Arabized Western expressions; technical words like discourse, 

simulacrum, paradigm, or code were rendered from within the classical rhetoric of the 

Arab tradition" (Said, 2003, p. 339 – emphasis added).  In fact, it seems that Abu Deeb's 

method of translation starts from the perspective of enriching both Arabic literature and 

culture, which is the core idea of ethnocentrism. 

 

3-2-3- Religious ethnocentric translation  

According to Senkadi (2014), George Sale, a lawyer brought out his "The 

Koran", commonly called "The Al Koran of Mohammed" (London, 1734), which had been 

the most popular English translation. His translation abounds in various examples of 

omissions, distortions and insertions. The persistent Qu‟ranic address, "ٌأٌٙا إٌاط"; "O 

Mankind!" is translated as "O people of Mecca" which means that the Prophet Muhammad 

was sent to sermonize and guide merely people of Mecca! Besides, he inserted external 

words into some verses such as: Surat 'Al- baqarah' (143): "ٚجؼٍٕاوُ أِح ٚعطا"; "Thus We 

have made you a just nation" as follows: "Thus have We placed you O Arabian 

intermediate nation"! 

Another instance is the rendition of Christian religious terms into Islamic ones. 

An example is extracted from Edward Said's book "Orientalism" (1978) - in which he 

explains how the stereotypes of representation were created and maintained in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries – as follows: 

"Cromer's descriptions are of course based partly on direct observation, yet here and there 

he refers to orthodox orientalist authorities (in particular Ernest Renan and Constantin de 

Volney)" ( Edward Said, 1978/2003, p. 39) 

 غوحش ٓٓطشٍه٤ٖ أػٔحٍ ئ٠ُ ٣ش٤ٍ ٥نٍ ق٤ٖ ٖٓ ٚأٗ ؿ٤ٍ ؾُت٤ح،   جُٔرحشٍز ج٬ُٔقظس ػ٠ِ ؽرؼح ًٍٍٝٓ، ٝطق ٣ٝوّٞ"

  "٥ٌٚجت ضأ٤٣ىج (وٝك٢ُ٘ٞ ًٝٞٗٓطحٗطحٕ ٣ٌ٘حٕ أٌٗٓص نحص ٝذشٌَ ) (أٌغٞي٤٤ًٖٓ) عٌٍٍٕٓ

 70) ، ص  1981/1995د،أذٞو٣ ًٔحٍ (

The translator rendered the Christian religious term 'orthodox orientalist 

authorities' into: (أٌغٞي٤٤ًٖٓ  "عٍٍٕٓ" غوحش ٓٓطشٍه٤ٖ ( . In this case, the western Christian word 

'Orthodoxy' is translated as " ٤ُّ٘ٓس" جُ  which refers to the restricted meaning of the Islamic 

Sunni party and to the general attitude of conservatism (See Elmenfi, 2014). Thus, the 
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above stated examples represent ethnocentric translations related to religion which clearly 

prove that ethnocentric translators barely can be faithful to ST when things are related to 

religious matters; they are rather faithful to their own language and culture instead.   

3-2-4- Ideological ethnocentric translation  

The ideological considerations play a significant role in defining translation 

policy. According to Hatim & Mason (1997), for Venuti, the translator cannot avoid a 

crucial ideological choice and what had been introduced by some writers as a personal 

preference comes to be seen as an obligation for the translator to reinforce or confront 

dominant cultural codes. During certain periods of history, some texts were not translated 

at all or had to be translated according to certain requirements. Consequently, several 

works were not translated at all, and others contained numerous omissions, and changes 

that definitely deform the original message and create a totally different one that 

corresponds to the translator's own culture and beliefs affected by certain ideologies. This 

translation might be called: "ideological ethnocentric translation". 

The following table provides some examples of such a kind of translation: 

ST (Spanish) BT (Back Translation) TT (English) 

prolongados esfuerzos 

sabios 

encuentros 

el hombre indegena 

testimonies 

antiguos mexicanos 

prolonged efforts 

wise men 

encounters 

indigenous man 

testimonies 

ancient Mexicans 

obstinate determination 

diviners 

clash of cultures 

pre-Colombian civilization 

written records 

Indians 

Table (1), Examples of Ideological Ethnocentric Translation 

(Adapted from Hatim & Mason, 1997) 

A clear tendency is already noticeable in the above target text (TT) choices. 

The 'Eurocentric' viewpoint presumed in the choice of the items like: „prolonged efforts‟ 

that become 'obstinate determination' and „encounters‟ which is translated as 'clashes'; 

whereas the possible meaning of 'sabios' covers both Western and non-Western forms of 

wisdom, the use of 'diviners' tends to leave out the form of wisdom which is currently 

valued in the Western world. Besides, 'ancient Mexicans' is critically translated as 'Indians' 

wherein the two terms assume a completely opposed world views. All these illustrations 

have certainly reflected the translator inescapable ideological backgrounds.   
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Essentially, it is argued by Eric Cheyfitz (1991, as cited in Venuti, 2000) that 

ethnocentric translating has supported Anglo-American imperialism, from the early 

modern period of US expansion and English colonization in the New World during the 19
th

 

and 20
th

 centuries to current US foreign policy in the Third World and elsewhere. 

The following table summarizes the examples discussed in the four stated types 

of ethnocentric translation: 

Examples Types of ethnocentric translation 
ST TT  

Linguistic ethnocentric translation 

 

 

Cultural ethnocentric translation  

 

 

 

 

 

Religious ethnocentric translation 

 

 

Ideological ethnocentric translation 

 

- historicism 

- "Truly, then, I fear you 

are damned both by father 

and mother, thus when I 

shun Scylla your father, I 

fall into Charybdis your 

mother. Well, you are 

gone both ways" 

"  إٌاط"٣أ٣ٜح  -  

- "antiguos mexicanos"  

   [ancient Mexicans]               

 اٌراسٌخأٍح
 

كأٗص ئيٕ ِٓؼٞٗس ٖٓ جُؿٜط٤ٖ: ج٧ّ "

 ٝج٧خ، ئٕ ضؿ٘رص اٌشِضاء )٢ٛٝ أذٞى(

ٝهؼص ك٢ إٌاس )جُط٢ ٢ٛ أٓي( ٝذًٜج 

" ٓظ٤ٍى ٓظِٔح ك٢ جُكحُط٤ٖ. ٣ٌٕٞ  

 

 
  

 

"O people of Mecca"  
 

Indians 

                

Table (2), Summary of the Stated Examples of Ethnocentric Translation Types 
       

The observer of the examples shown on the table above cannot avoid 

suspecting that a completely different text begins to develop and the shift in viewpoint is 

more than of geographical and cultural perspectives. In the stated instances, it is the 

translator who selects a marked term to represent an unmarked source text item according 

to his own linguistic, religious, ideological or cultural perspective. The latter seems to have 

divergent standpoints tackled by several scholars to treat the cultural items and culture 

based strategies used by translators.  

 

4- Translation as a cultural transfer 

"A translated text should be the site at which a different culture emerges"  

(Venuti, 1995, p. 305) 

The most recent approaches to translation, according to Snell- Hornby (1988), 

are an "orientation towards cultural rather than linguistic transfer". Yet, the growing 

influence of cultural studies on translation in the early 1980s and 1990s gave birth to 
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several approaches and theories which emphasized that cultural elements are more resistant 

to translation than linguistic ones, and the situation is even made more difficult when 

cultural factors are involved in the transfer process. Thus, the tough task of the translator is 

to sense the cultural elements embedded in the text and consider them in the transfer. In 

this regard, the three forwarded cultural axes in translation are examined to figure out 

strategies where a translator may exercise ethnocentric translation and question his/her 

faithfulness to ST in cultural perspectives.    

 

4-1- Culture-Specific Items (CSIs) in translation 

Translation is closely related to culture. Translatability of the so called culture-

specific, or culturally-bound expressions has always been the focus of translation theorists 

and translators mainly in literary discourse. According to Aixela (1996), CSIs are 

"elements of the text that are connected to certain concepts in the foreign culture (history, 

art, literature) which might be unknown to the readers of the TT" (p. 14). It can be 

deduced, then, that CSIs may induce an intercultural gap between the SL and the TL. Such 

a gap is found where an item in the ST does not exist in the TL culture, or the TL has no 

word for that item. However, it is not always clear which words and expressions should be 

considered culture-specific items (CSI). They are also called: realia, culture-specific items 

(CSI) and culturally bound terms (CBT). The word realia originated from Latin which 

means "the real things" or "real objects". In the field of translation studies, realia – also 

culturally-bound, culture-specific expressions – do not mean only objects, but also words 

that signify concepts that are related to a specific culture.  

Actually, numerous scholars have proposed different strategies and models to 

bridge the cultural gaps between languages and produce an intelligible translation which 

mirrors the contents of the original text. According to Baker (1992), for a translator it is 

necessary to have knowledge about semantics and lexical sets and the words value in the 

source language (SL) so that s/he can develop strategies to deal with non-equivalence 

semantic fields.  

Similarly, Newmark (1988) was among the former theorists who provided a 

model to propose a classification of foreign cultural words. He classified cultural words into 

five domains as followed: 1) Ecology (flora, fauna, winds, plains, hills); 2) Material 

culture (food, clothes, houses and towns, transport); 3) Social culture (work and leisure); 

4) Organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts (political and administrative, 

religious, artistic); 5) Gesture and habits. 
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According to Daghoughi & Hashemian (2016), Newmark‟s (1988) taxonomy 

introduces different strategies to translate CSIs and it includes: 

A) Transference: is the process of transferring an SL word to a TL text as a translation 

procedure. It includes transliteration and transcription too. For example keeping cultural 

names and concepts like:  Hadith (قى٣ع); ‘Uthman ( ػػٔحٕ)   

B) Naturalization: conforms to the SL word first to the normal pronunciation, then, to the 

normal morphology of the TL. 

C) Cultural Equivalence: aims at replacing a cultural word in the SL with, although not 

accurate, TL word. This replacement may lead to ethnocentric translation. 

D) Functional Equivalence: In this procedure, a culture-free word is used, sometimes a 

new specific term is used; therefore, it generalizes the SL word. This may affect the 

translator's faithfulness. 

E) Descriptive Equivalence: In this procedure, the meaning of the CBT is explained in 

several words. 

F) Componential Analysis: It excludes the culture and highlights the message by 

comparing an SL word with a TL word which has a similar meaning, although not being its 

one-to-one equivalent, by presenting, first, their common, and then, their differing sense 

components. It opposes transference.  

G) Synonymy: It is a near TL equivalent. In this case, economy replaces accuracy. 

H) Through-Translation: It is the literal translation of common collocations, names of 

organizations and components of compounds. It can also be called: calque or loan 

translation. 

I) Shifts or Transpositions: involve a grammatical change from SL to TL, e.g., a change 

from singular to plural; or when a specific SL structure does not exist in the TL, a change 

is required; or a change of an SL noun group to a TL noun…etc. 

J) Modulation: It occurs when the translator reproduces the message of the original text in 

the TL text in accordance with the current norms of the TL, since both SL and TL may 

differ in perspective. 

K) Recognized Translation: occurs when the translator normally utilizes the official or 

the commonly accepted translation of any institutional term. 

L) Compensation: occurs when loss of meaning in one part of a sentence is compensated 

in another part. 

M) Paraphrase: In paraphrasing, the meaning of the CBT is explained. The explanation in 

paraphrasing is much more detailed than in descriptive equivalent. 
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N) Couplets: occurs when the translator applies two different procedures together. 

0) Notes, Additions, Glosses: These are the additional information that the translator may 

add to his version which are normally cultural. 

Nevertheless, Vlahov and Florin (1986) model will be adopted in this study as 

it is the most likely applicable one to figure out ethnocentrism in translating literary 

discourse though it seems to be analogous to Newmark's taxonomy. In fact, the two 

Bulgarian linguists Vlahov and Florin (1986; as cited by Tellinger 2003) present a detailed 

classification of cultural realia and categorize culturally specific words as follows:  

1) Geographical (geographic formations, man-made geographical objects, flora and fauna 

that is special to a certain place); 

2) Ethnographic (food and drink, clothing, places of living, furniture, pots, vehicles, 

names of occupations and tools); 

3) Art and culture (music and dance, musical instruments, feasts, games, rituals and their 

characters);  

4) Ethnic (names of people, nicknames);  

5) Socio-political (administrative-territorial units, offices and representatives, ranks, 

military realia). 

The two Bulgarian researchers Vlahov and Florin (1986) demonstrated a much 

wider approach to translation strategies applicable in translation of realia and looked at the 

problem of translation strategies in particular, from a completely different view angle. 

They claimed that translators have to choose between transliteration and translation 

referring to the type of the text, the type of realia, the model reader, and the degree of 

acceptance of unusual collocations in receiving culture. Furthermore, Florin (1993, p. 122) 

observed that translations of CSIs are not limited to language, since they do not have exact 

equivalents in other languages because they have been formed on historical and a local 

basis, which is unique to every culture. Local peculiarities, such as religion, morals, habits, 

rules of conduct, ethical norms, etc. are major components of any culture. Thus, the 

ambiguous nature of CSIs requires a special approach or strategy. Moreover, it requires the 

translator to have a cultural background of the source language to be able to face the 

difficulties conveying the meaning of cultural patterns in the original text. Therefore, a 

translator has to be not only bilingual but bicultural as well (ibid.).  
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The translation studies' principal norm has often emphasized the naturalness of 

the target text as a key criterion to a good translation. Therefore, the translator must focus 

not only on giving linguistic equivalent but providing equivalent that has a cultural value to 

the text.  

According to Venuti (2004), when two languages are not linguistically and 

culturally distant, the translators will come across the least number of serious problems. 

Thus, translating CSIs in literary translations is apparently one of the most challenging 

tasks to be carried out by a translator because it entails the difficulty of producing well-

translated texts, along with being faithful to the message.   

4-2- Cultural transposition 

According to Dickins et al (2002), cultural transposition is defined as any 

departure from literal translation that includes replacing SL-specific features with TL-

specific features; thus, to some extent reducing the foreignness of the TT. Furthermore, the 

cultural transposition's various degrees can be seen as points that ranged between the 

extremes of exoticism and cultural transplantation, i.e., it extends between exoticizing and 

naturalizing the text. Accordingly, cultural transposition consists of several types described 

by Hervey & Sandor (1992, as cited in Hassan, 2014) and summarized as follows: 

4-2- 1- Exoticism 

It is the use of ST features in the target text. By which cultural foreignness is 

indicated in TT mainly if cultural features are imported from the ST with minimal 

adaptation; for instance: Peace be upon you: ٌْج٬ُّٓ ػ٤ِ. The English translation here 

reflects the exotic source culture and signals cultural strangeness of TT.  

4-2- 2- Calque        

Calque is an expression that consists of TL words and respects TL syntax, but 

it is unidiomatic in the TL since it is formed on the structure of a SL expression.  

For example:   SL:   َجو جُط٤ٖ ذِس  

TL: It increased the clay moistness (Calque) 

TL: Things have gone from bad to worse. (Idiomatic expression)  

4-2- 3- Cultural Borrowing  

According to Hassan (2014), cultural borrowing means to adopt a SL 

expression literally from the ST into the TT; the borrowed word can be unchanged in form, 

or it may undergo degrees of transliteration. For example: Fatwa ( كطٟٞ) ; Zakat (ًَحز);       
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El-Fatiha (جُلحضكس)…, etc. According to Baker (1992), the use of a loan word often requires 

explanation, which is an effective strategy that can be applied by professional translators to 

solve the problem of non-equivalence mainly at word level. For example:  

ST: For maximum effect, cover the hair with a plastic cap or towel  

TT:  ُِكظٍٞ ػ٠ِ كؼح٤ُس ٣ـط٠ جُشؼٍ ذٞجْطس "واب" أ١ هرؼس ذ٬ْط٤ٌ٤س أٝ ذٞجْطس ٓ٘شلس  

Cultural borrowing may differ from calque and exoticism when it adapts the ST expression 

minimally into the TL.           

4-2- 4- Communicative Translation 

According to Dickins et al (2002), a communicative translation is used in many 

culturally conventional formulae that do not really need a literal meaning. It is created 

when the ST employs a standard SL expression for a given situation, and the TT utilizes a 

standard TL expression for an equivalent target culture situation. For instance, the Standard 

English equivalent of ' شرطة مكافحة الشغب'  is 'riot police'‚ (rather than 'anti-riot police', or 

'riot combat police'). Besides, communicative translation can be seen in religious formulae 

as in the translation of the expression „إْ شاء الله‟ that depends on its meaning in the 

situation. It can mean „I am not sure‟ or „I hope‟ or „I promise‟. (See Hassan, 2014) 

4-2- 5- Cultural Transplantation 

As Hassan (2014) mentioned, cultural transplantation can be considered as the 

highest degree of cultural transposition. It involves the extensive deletion of source culture 

details stated in the ST and their replacement with target-culture details in the TT. For 

instance, the translation of the expression taken from the Arabian Nights associated with 

the desert of Arabia and its language: "شثٍه ٌثٍه" is usually translated as "your wishes my 

command". This translation erases totally the Arabic culture details and simply replaces 

them with English ones. The following examples can better illustrate this fact: Romeo and 

Juliet (ه٤ّ ٠ِ٤ُٝ) ; touch wood (نٔٓس ٝن٤ٔٓس) ; Cassandra (ٌَهحء ج٤ُٔحٓس) ; penny / (وٌْٛ كِّ) ,…etc. 

The following figure illustrates the types of cultural transposition:   

 

             SL bias 

Unidiomatic/strangeness 

  

          *                   * 

           TL bias  

    Idiomatic/familiarity 

 

Exoticism & calque 

 

 

Cultural borrowing 

 

  Communicative 

      translation 

 

      Cultural 

   Transplantation 

Figure (1), The Placement of Cultural Transposition Types 

(Adapted from Hassan, 2014) 
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The above table shows the categories of cultural transposition and the position 

of each in accordance with SL and TL. If the translator uses exoticism and calque 

strategies, s/he will be biased to SL. This results in a strange translation output; while if 

s/he employs cultural transplantation, the translator will be biased to TL wherein the 

translation may seem familiar to the reader. Nevertheless, cultural borrowing and 

communicative translation strategies fall into the two extremes and show more naturalized 

outcomes.    

4-3- Culture-based decision 

The translator must be alert to how to handle the source language message in 

his desire to be faithful to the target language and culture. According to Bandia (1993), the 

translator should also endeavor to maintain the socio-cultural content of the SL by ensuring 

that no "negative stereotyping" occurs in the translation due to ignorance of the source 

culture. His task become even more complicated when the translation is between two 

languages of divergent socio-cultural backgrounds mainly between the languages of the 

"colonizer" and the "colonized." Therefore, any contact between the two foreign cultures 

results in a confrontation between two mixed sensibilities that are firmly connected in the 

innate value systems of their own cultures. These cultural value systems are difficult to 

grasp as they are deeply rooted into the texture of the native language. However, recent 

approaches to language study helped in providing tools to examine the process of 

translating from an orally-based language-culture into a Western language-culture, and to 

evaluate the effect that such translations may have in the recipient of Western language-

culture.  

This may well be presented in "idioms" which are very complicated 

expressions, as their meaning is rather metaphorical than literal. Thus, they are not easy to 

translate since they are specific to particular culture and society, i.e. culture-bound. The 

translator, then, has to decide which cultural bound words are appropriate for the intended 

translated ST. The idiomatic translation falls on the extent between translation and culture 

to convey the idiomatic meaning of a certain culture. Such idiomatic translation uses "a 

fixed figurative expression whose meaning cannot be deduced from the denotative 

meanings of the words that make it up" (Dickins et al, 2002, p. 18). The proper use of 

translation procedures and methods in translating idiomatic expressions from one language 

to another in an attempt to transmit an ST culture may reveal a positive ethnocentrism on 

the part of the translator.     
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Several examples can be illustrated in this prospect: For instance, the English 

idiomatic expression: "it is not my cup of tea" can be translated into  . "ى ٘زا الأِشأًٍِ إٌ لا"

Other Arabic idiomatic expressions can be: اًٌٍ فاخ ِاخ) ) or in the standard Arabic " ػفا الله

 literally can be translated as: "What passed died". Yet, a free translation could ;"ػّا عٍف

be: "Let bygones be bygones". Also, the expression: ٌه ٌَٚٛ ػٍٍه ٌَٛ) ) can be literally 

translated as: "A day for you, a day against you"; and a free translation might be: "You win 

some, you lose some". The range from literal to free translations may well exemplify the 

cultural effect of idiomatic translation. The next example, adapted from Hassan (2014), 

considers different translations for the following sentence: َِْثً ٘زٖ الأشٍاء ػٍٍٙا إلثاي وثٍش ا" " 

 Literal: The likes of these things have much demand now. 

 Faithful: Things like these are in great demand now. 

 Balanced: This kind of thing's in great demand at the moment. 

 Idiomatic: This type is all the rage. 

 Free: This one’s dead trendy. 

One may notice that the outcome of 'literal', 'faithful' and 'balanced' translation 

methods used in the rendition of the above given example is estimated the same in 

respecting the form and content of the ST; while both 'idiomatic' and 'free' translation 

methods produce entirely different outputs that reflect a tendency to TL culture. This 

'indeterminacy' in translation may result in a sort of culture-based decision, i.e., the 

translator can decide to use the target culture (TC) equivalent, as in 'idiomatic' and 'free' 

translations shown in the example above, to show up his own culture.  

The translator, then, is compelled to find out the cultural equivalent of each 

idiomatic expression so as to render the accurate idiomatic meaning that the ST refers to. 

The translator, here, cannot be accused of a negative ethnocentrism as long as s/he keeps 

the intelligibility for TL reader. 

5- Ideology and Manipulation in translation of literature 

Translation studies' interest in ideology is linked to language concept and 

distortion, manipulation and „rewriting‟ that can also restrain and distort innovation, of the 

ST and culture in the translation process as Baker (2005) claimed. This interest is 

explained by Gentzler and Tymoczko (2002) who saw translation as a "partial 

representation" of the source text, in the sense that the choices made by the translator(s), 

editor(s), commissioners and other actors must be selective since they form the image, 
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function and impact of the text in the TC (ibid.). Therefore, ideology and manipulation in 

literary translation are interrelated. According to Abdulla (1999), manipulation cannot be 

avoided in literary translation. Literary translations, then, can only be an interpretation of 

the original; it can never fully replicate it but rather it must be unified with the literary 

tradition of the TC, that is to say literary translation will carry out various sorts of 

ideology, and the translator will be obliged to somehow avoid to show points of 

disagreement with the dominating target culture norms.  

Ideology as a concept, however, is defined by Simpson (1993) as the unspoken 

assumptions, beliefs and system of values which are shared collectively by social groups. 

Thus, the way translators express themselves and their culture may affect the way they 

translate. Accordingly Bassnett and Lefevere (1992) stated that "ideology is often enforced 

by the patrons, the people or institutions that commission or publish translations". 

Translations, then, risk confronting the target culture with another which must finally be 

kept out. 

In their turn, Hatim & Mason (1997) provided insights about the way ideology 

shapes discourse and the way discourse practices help to preserve, support or challenge 

ideologies. They argued that many writers have seen translators‟ options as lying between 

opposing dichotomies like "literal"& "free", "formal" & dynamic" translation and so forth. 

Newmark (1981, p. 62), for instance, noted that the choice between communicative and 

semantic is implicitly presented as ideological since it is somewhat determined by social or 

individual orientations. Furthermore, Venuti (1995) asserted that the translator cannot 

avoid a fundamental ideological choice. In distinguishing between „domesticating‟ and 

„foreignizing‟ translation, he showed how the predominant tendency towards 

domestication in Anglo-American translating over the last three centuries resulted in 

normalizing and neutralizing effects. Consequently, translating is an ideological activity 

due to a particular strategy used in a particular socio-cultural situation which is likely to 

have ideological implications in which the translator is a part of a social context that s/he 

acts in. 

 

6- Foreignization and distortion in translating literary discourse 

In terms of translation methods, it is claimed that foreignization seems well to 

restrict the ethnocentric violence of translation as it is a strategic cultural interference in the 

present state of world dealings. In this sense, Munday (2009) questioned the reason to 

bother about reading foreign novels if they are translated fluently and sound like an 
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English novel, for instance; cultures, then, will resemble each other. Therefore, unlike 

domestication, that permits to take all the necessary procedures and amendments of the ST 

to achieve a link to TT, foreignization is the attempt to keep the flavor and the essence of 

the original text, as can be seen in the use of particular lexis, or sticking to the original 

syntax. By this method, 'distortion' might be reduced in ethnocentric translations.  

In the light of Katan‟s (1999) description, distortion is a way of drawing the 

reader's attention towards the writer's points of importance allowing him/her to focus on 

certain aspects while ignoring others; thus, distortion does not offer any objective picture 

of reality. Katan (1999) suggests that: "distortion can occur through a faithful, literal 

translation and by making explicit what was originally implicit" (p.138). The latter point 

seems to overlap with Berman's deforming tendencies, mainly "Rationalization" and 

"Clarification" tendencies that tend to negatively explain and clarify what is not originally 

mentioned in the ST, which is the central part of ethnocentric translation. 

An example can be provided from the translation of Chinua Achebe's 

outstanding novel "Things Fall Apart" to illustrate foreignization and distortion in 

translating literary discourse. The novel's Arabic version "أش٤حء ضطىجػ٠" is translated by 

Sameer Nassar (2002).   

Example: ST: "Son of God whose name was Jesu Kristi "  (Achebe, 1958, p. 138) 

                 TT:  "ًجذٖ جٍُخ ج١ًُ جْٔٚ جٍغٛ وشٌش"   (Nassar, 2002, p. 160)                                                                      

 

"Jesu Kristi" is translated as ًٌشجٍغٛ وش" " which in fact refers to "Jesus Christ", 

" ػ٠ٓ٤ ج٤ُٓٔف ", whom Christians believe is the only son of God. Though most of Muslims 

and Arab readers know Issa 'Jesus' and are aware that Christians believe that he is the son 

of God, the translator transliterates the meaning which is considered strange and 'foreign'. 

Through this method, he provides foreign concept for the reader who will not understand 

the original meaning. His strategy in translating this concept creates distortion and deviates 

the meaning for the reader. It is noticed, however, that the word "Jesu" is written in the 

novel which is different from ''Jesus''. This may be explained from the novel's perspective 

wherein the British colonists use a translator to communicate with the "Igbo" tribe. This 

translator cannot understand the British and their beliefs which Achebe presents through 

misunderstanding of the word "Jesus". This mistake may assure the culture gap between 

the British and Nigerian (colonized and colonizer). (See Alhammad, 2011) 
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7- The translator's intervention in literary discourse   

The extent to which a translator may intervene, by interpreting and 

manipulating rather than to run a purely linguistic transfer is linked to the framework(s) of 

beliefs that mostly influence translation. According to Simon & St-Pierre (2000), 

translators can shift faithfulness depending on the perspective of status defined by their 

class, race, gender and their general position in dominant networks of influence. Therefore, 

they are untrusted. In the preface to his "Grammar of the Persian Language" (1777), 

William Jones maintained that "It was found dangerous to employ natives as interpreters 

upon whose fidelity they [the British] could not depend" (Niranjana, 1992, p.16; quoted in 

Simon & St-Pierre, 2000, p 39). That's why it is important to study the lives of individual 

translators. The translators' situations of conflict that can be lost in the view of more 

systematic translation history approaches can often be reflected in the linguistic and 

cultural instability observed in the translated literary works.  

The differences in culture and beliefs between Arabic and European or African 

nations, for instance, set an obstacle in the translation process because "differences 

between cultures may cause more severe complications for the translator than to 

differences in language structure" (Nida, 1964, p.130). Translators must understand the 

differences between both ST and TT cultures and specify how much information should be 

provided to the reader, and through which procedure they will use to make the reader feel 

close to the text. Translators may also intervene by using footnotes to explain and give 

further information about certain CSIs. An example can be shown again from the 

translation of Chinua Achebe's novel "Things Fall Apart" and its Arabic version " أش٤حء

  .to illustrate translator's intervention in translating literary discourse (Nassar, 2002) "ضطىجػ٠

Example: "Okonkwo's fame had grown like a bushfire in the harmattan". (Achebe, 1958, 

p.3) 

The word "harmattan" is a culture-specific item (CSI) related to ecology that is 

translated as: ٌٍٝ٘اسِراْ – ٣ٌحـ جُك  . The "harmattan" is a dry dusty wind that blows along 

the northwest coast of Africa. The translator prefers to transliterate the concept "ٕٛحٌٓطح" 

and expose the reader to a new concept though he transliterates the foreign concept first, 

then provides a cultural equivalent; this procedure is known as a couplet. The word "ٌٍٝق" 

reflects the same meaning of "harmattan" and it is known by the Arabic reader as it is 

mentioned in the Holy Qura'an: {   ٚشُٚس ٌْذ  لا ا    ً لا اٌظِّ  ٚ (26كحؽٍ  {  ), "Nor are the (chilly) shade 

and the (genial) heat of the sun" (Ali,1934- Fatir, The Angels 21). "ٌٍٝ٣ٌحـ جُك"  is known 
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in Africa and some countries call it  "ُّٞٔٓ٣ٌحـ ج". The translator seems to introduce a new 

concept for his reader by using the foreign term. "Harmattan" has an equivalent in Arabic 

 .that conveys the same meaning of the concept rather than transliterating it "٣ٌحـ جُكٌٍٝ"

This may increase distortion in meaning as long as the foreign concept has an equivalent in 

the target language. (See Alhammad, 2011)  

8- The effects of ethnocentric translation on translator's (in)visibility 

and faithfulness 

The cultural gap between the source text (ST) and the target text (TT) readers 

can create a basic distinction between the effects of the ST and those of the TT. This 

cultural distance can easily be seen in literary translations of literary works due to their 

enrichment with culture-specific items (CSIs), specific values, aesthetic, and expressive 

features which are more difficult to translate than any other kind of texts (See Bassnett, 

2002). Thus, any kind of translation, namely ethnocentric translation, will inevitably affect 

the translator's degree of faithfulness and visibility.   

In his book "La traduction et la lettre ou l'auberge du lointain" (1985), Berman 

criticized most translations that tend to erase the other's specific features mainly Western 

translations. He linked literary translation with ethnocentrism and otherness. According to 

him, the ultimate objective of ethnocentric translation is to capture meaning from the 

foreign text and adapt it to the target language norms and its stylistic and cultural features 

so as to make the translated texts seem to be as a local input. According to Munday (2001), 

for Berman, it is an ethical duty to resist the violence of ethnocentrism that results in the 

effacement of cultural differences in conventions and values of the translating culture in 

target texts. He stated that "good translation is demystifying: it manifests in its own 

language the foreignness of the foreign text" (Berman, 1984, p. 89). Berman describes that 

this translational orientation seeks to pull meaning from its original body and tends to 

negate differences between languages. He advocated literal translation that would respect 

the original text. 

Similarly, Venuti (1991) insisted that the effacement of several placements and 

effects of translation is a result of the fluency that seeks to mask the linguistic and cultural 

differences of the foreign text in the name of "fidelity" which is usually at the expense of 

the translator's visibility. As a result, fluency contributes in making a transparent discourse 

that leading to a cultural marginality in relation to a cultural other and cover up its own 

textual and social values. In other words, some translators consider that successful 
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translation is based on two correlated principles: First, the reader shouldn't feel that the text 

is translated, i.e., s/he should feel that s/he is reading a text of his own language and 

according to his local culture. Second, the translator should seek to allude the reader that 

the author can only write this way if s/he ever could write in TL; and the translated 

language should be fluent and clear in such a way that it considers the genius of language 

at the level of lexis, grammar and culture. This entails the attempts of translators to 

dissolve the "foreigner" by integrating him in their cultures. These two principles are 

clearly stated by Berman (1985) as he argued that: 

"Ces deux axiomes sont corrélatifs: on doit traduire l'œuvre étrangère de façon que l'on ne 

«sente» pas la traduction, on doit la traduire de façon à donner l'impression que c'est ce 

que l'auteur aurait écrit s'il avait écrit dans la langue traduisant."  (ibid; p. 35) 

 

"These two axioms are correlative: one must translate the foreign work in a way that one 

does not "feel" the translation, one must translate it in order to give the impression that this 

is what the author would write if he wrote in the translated language." (My translation) 

 

Those two principles cannot be realized unless the translator intervenes and 

strives to erase all traces of TL and mask them by unifying ST style in accordance with TL 

specificity. Therefore, ethnocentric translation can be detected due to translator's 

invisibility that would unavoidably reflect unfaithful translation. And a translator remains 

unfaithful. 

 

Conclusion  

The ultimate goal of the translator should not be a text but a certain content 

which the text is to communicate to the reader. The translator, then, has to take into 

account the reader for whom the translation is written. Thus, most of the procedures that 

are applicable in translating cultural references, for instance, notably the transfer of CSIs 

from the ST to the TT is of great importance, in order to produce a communicative text that 

clearly represents the differences between the two cultures instead of hiding them. Lastly, 

the backwarded discussed details can provide a basic foreground and feasible criterion to 

investigate ethnocentric translation in practice mainly in literary translations from English 

into Arabic and vice versa and pave the way for analyzing the data in question. 
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Cultural References in the Translation of Kanafani's 

"Men in the Sun" 
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1- Introduction 

 "The more specific a language becomes the more it becomes embedded 

in cultural features, and therefore creates translation problems"  

  (Newmark, 1998, p. 11) 

Arabic literature was perceived as a documentary record of the social 

conditions without any real literary value mainly with the European colonialism of the 

Arab region in the early 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries. In the modern era, however, interests in 

translation from Arabic began to emerge and many think that the motive for this interest 

and translation was Orientalist interest rather than literary appreciation. Thus, in this 

chapter, Kanafani's translated novella "Men in the Sun" is selected to be investigated 

through the treatment of cultural references in the translation of the corpus through their 

classification according to Vlahov and Florin (1986) model by discussing and analyzing 

the strategies and techniques adopted by the translator. 

2- Corpus 

As far as ethnocentrism concerns, both the writer and the translator are chosen to 

meet the aims of the study. They are both of different cultures, ideologies and rather different 

worldviews. In this sense, an ethnocentric translation is assumed.  

2-1- The author's short biography 

Ghassan Kanafani was a Palestinian novelist, fiction writer, journalist, teacher, 

Palestinian activist and a spokesman for the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine. 

Ghassan Fayez Kanafani was born on April 09
th

, 1936 in Acre in Palestine (then under the 

British mandate). His father was a lawyer, and sent Ghassan to a French missionary school in 

Jaffa. During the 1948 Arab-Israeli War, Kanafani and his family fled to Lebanon, but soon 

moved on to Damascus, Syria, to live there as Palestinian refugees. After studying Arabic 

literature at the University of Damascus, Kanafani became a teacher at the Palestinian refugee 

camps in Syria. There, he began writing short stories, influenced by his contact with young 

children and their experiences as stateless citizens. In 1960, he moved to Beirut, Lebanon, 

where he became the editor of several newspapers, all with an Arab nationalist affiliation. In 

Beirut, he published the novel Men in the Sun (1962). He published extensively on literature 

and politics, focusing on the Palestinian liberation movement and the refugee experience, as 

well as engaging in scholarly literary criticism publishing 18 books and hundreds of articles. 

All his works were collected and published in several volumes and his literary works 
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translated to more than 20 languages. He died at the age of 36, assassinated by car bomb in 

Beirut, Lebanon on July 08
th

, 1972. (See Kanafani, 1963/2013) 

2-2- Synopsis of the novella  

In "Rijal fi echams", Ghassan Kanafani describes the political, social and human 

realities which characterize the lives of the Palestinian people at a critical period in their 

history. The novella details the hardship and struggle of three Palestinian men; Abu Qais, 

Assad and Marwan, all were seeking a better life. Their individual struggles represent the 

harsh realities of the lives of many Palestinian people forced into exile. As a refugee himself, 

Kanafani was able to demonstrate to us the pain and suffering of the three protagonists whose 

journey to freedom became their journey to death. 

The novella consists of six chapters: the first three introduce each protagonist and 

explain why they have chosen this path to Kuwait; the final three present their quest for what 

they imagined would be stability and happiness. Abu Qais is firstly introduced as the father of 

a young boy Qais and a baby girl Hosna who died. Abu Qais recalls his past, his friendship 

with Mr Selim, the birth of Hosna and the loss of his olive trees, his main source of income. 

He realized that he had done nothing but waiting; so he decided to change his family‟s lives 

for the better, by making his way to Kuwait. The second protagonist is Assad, a smart young 

man. He tells his story to a character only referred to as "the fat man", who smuggles people 

from Basra to Kuwait. This is Assad's second attempt to travel to Kuwait; he failed the first 

time because the fat man took advantage of his ignorance to trick him. And finally there is 

Marwan, the youngest, who felt he needed to abandon school to provide help to his family's 

future. Even though Marwan had to grow up quickly, he still possesses a child-like mentality. 

After trying to face "the fat man" and failing, Marwan meets Abul Khaizuran, who becomes 

the only hope for the three men; he can drive them in a water lorry owned by a well-known 

businessman in Kuwait. But, tragically, this last hope turns out to be fatally misplaced. 

Unfortunately, the three Palestinians suffocated and died due to the lack of oxygen and 

intense heat inside the water tank. With regret, Abul Khaizuran disposed the bodies and 

contemplated the last lines of the novella: "why didn‟t they knock on the sides of the tank?" 

2-3- Description of the original book and its translation 

Ghassan Kanafani's "Rijal fi echams" reveals an equal commitment to the 

Palestinian Cause. It is the basis of the film "Al Makhduaun" (1972), "The Deceived". The 
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novella is first published in 1962 in Lebanon. It comprised six chapters and a total of 93 

pages. The cover of the novel contained the name of the author and the publishing house 

on one side, and on the other side a synopsis of the book, along with a small picture of 

Ghassan Kanafani holding his head in a state of thinking by one hand and writing by 

another.    

The full title of the translated English version is "Men in the Sun and Other 

Palestinian Stories". It was translated by the American translator and writer Hilary 

Kilpatrick. The novella was first published in 1978, in which 15 editions published 

between 1978 and 1999 in English. It comprised a total of 117 pages. "Men in the Sun" 

(1963) extends in 53 pages from page 21 to 74 in its last edition (1999); whilst the other 

collected Kanafani's stories arranged as: "The land of sad Oranges" (1958), "If you were a 

Horse…" (1961), "Letter from Gaza" (1956), and an extract from "Umm Saad" (1969). 

(See Kilpatrick, 1999). The cover of the novel contained the name of the author and the 

title of the novella in one side, and a synopsis of the book together with a small picture of 

Ghassan Kanafani are added on the other side.  

3- Methodology 

This study is concerned with the translation of Ghassan Kanafani's "Rijal fi 

echams" into English that is "Men in the Sun". To elicit data, then, it is necessary to 

explore the cultural references in both source and target texts. Thus, an examination of the 

CSIs is held according to the five categories of Vlahov and Florin (1986) model discussing 

Newmark (1988) strategies as well as Berman's deforming tendencies. Accordingly, 

examples of ethnocentric translations are argued, analyzed and discussed when existed via 

the cultural references extracted from the English translated version of the novel by 

comparing the target text with the source Arabic text. 

  

4- Data analysis and discussion 

In order to study the translation of cultural references in Kanafani's "Men in the 

Sun", Vlahov and Florin categories of culture-specific-items, strategies, techniques as well 

as Berman's deforming tendencies used in the translation will be analyzed. 
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4-1- Geographical references 

4-1-1 Flora and fauna 

Pattern 1 

 ST:  "!   (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 9) ذٍظ"ػكي جُطلَ ٝأؾحخ ٛحٓٓح:   

 TT:  "The child laughed and replied in a whisper: Idiot!"  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 22) 

Discussion: 

The fauna represented in this example by the animal's name in Arabic "ّض٤" is 

rendered  as "idiot" in English translation. By this translation, the translator tends to use the 

hermeneutical approach by interpreting the animal's use in Arabic discourse to mean 

something foolish, which is certainly true in ST culture. Yet, this is deemed to be an 

ethnocentric translation that lucks faithfulness to ST and deforms the literary discourse by 

manipulating the represented fauna reference that is turned as an abstract connotation (ّض٤ 

→ idiot). Therefore, a suggested translation might be (He-goat) instead, as an application 

for the foreignized method to approach the Arabic culture and let the English reader 

conclude the meaning of this message. Thus, a reduction to ethnocentric translation is 

achieved. 

Pattern 2 

 ST:  "!   (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 47) عثغ٣ح ٍٓٝجٕ ٣ح  ٝكوي الله"  

 TT:  "May God send you success, Marwan, you brave boy!" (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 44) 

Discussion: 

The word  "ْرغ" is translated as "brave". Again the hermeneutical approach is 

exercised to convey the meaning of this fauna reference. By such translation Kilpatrick 

tends to clarify the meaning of the word so that she renders the implicit into explicit which 

is the core idea of another Berman's deforming tendency that is "clarification". In fact, the 

translation sounds acceptable but it is not faithful to the ST. Therefore, linguistically 

speaking, the translator could deconstruct the ST to understand the use of "ْرغ" which is 

rather metaphorical that means an exaggerated similarity (جُطشر٤ٚ جُر٤ِؾ); consequently the 

sentence can mean "Marwan is like a lion in his brave and courage", i.e., he is a lion-

hearted which is synonymous to "brave". Furthermore, the expression ٝكوي الله"  " is rendered 

as "May God send you success" which sounds inadequate in English language unlike 

"Good luck" or "Best of luck" expressions that seem to be more common in use which 

reflect a recognized translation. So, a suggested translation might be: "All the best of luck, 

Marwan, you a lion-hearted boy." 
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4-1-2 Geographical formations 

Pattern 3 

 ST . ًٛٙ ٤ُٓص أٍٝ ٍٓز... َٛ ضؼٍف ٓح ج١ًُ ٤ْكىظ؟ ْطُُٕ٘ٞ ئ٠ُ جُهُجٕ هرَ ٗوطس لا ذجؼً ِٓ اٌمضٍح ِأعاج"

، ْأهق ػ٠ِ جُكىٝو أهَ ٖٓ نّٔ وهحتن، ذؼى جُكىٝو ذه٤ٖٓٔ ٓطٍج صفٛاْ تخّغٍٓ ِرشا فًجُكىٝو   

(Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 54) ْطظؼىٕٝ ئ٠ُ كٞم."     

 TT:  "Don't make a mountain out of a molehill. This isn't the first time. Do you know 

what will happen? You'll get into the tank five minutes from the frontier and fifty 

meters beyond it you'll climb out"  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 49) 

Discussion: 

The translator tends to domesticate the literary discourse and makes a culture-

based decision by using an idiomatic expression which surprisingly might be the cultural 

equivalent of the Arabic idiomatic expression "٫ ضؿؼَ ٖٓ جُكرس هرس" that may convey the same 

meaning of the ST expression which simply means "don't exaggerate". But, such cultural 

replacement can be considered as an ethnocentric translation since it shows the translator's 

own culture. It reflects, however, a positive side of ethnocentrism since it communicates 

both foreign and domestic Arabic as well as English spoken societies' cultures. 

Nevertheless, an important detail represented in the geographical reference " ك٢ طلٞجٕ  

 .is totally omitted, the fact which reduces the translator's faithfulness to the ST "ذه٤ٖٓٔ ٓطٍج

4-2- Ethnographic references 

4-2-1 Food and drink 

Pattern 4 

 ST: ." وأْ اٌذٍاج ششتح ٌثٓأْٔؼصِ ٓح ٣وٍٞ َٝؾي؟ ؿ٤ٍ ٓأٓٞٗس جُؼٞجهد. "      (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 19)   

 TT:  "Have you heard what your husband says? Who knows what the outcome will be! 

As though life were like eating yogurt."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 26) 

Discussion: 

The expression " "شٍذس ُرٖ  is translated as "eating yogurt", in other words, a 

drink reference is translated into a food reference. In this sense, the translator is 

manipulating the ST so as to adapt it to TT culture. Though it might be considered that a 

modulation is applied in this case since both ST and TT can differ in perspective, yet it is 

clearly observed that the translator preferred to use her own culture while a simple 

translation could be either "life is like drinking milk" or even if modulated it could be "life 

is like drinking water" to achieve the intended meaning which conveys how one may think 

that life is as easy as water.     
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Pattern 5 

 ST:   " ػجّحئٕ ًٛج ج٣ُُُٜ ؾى٣ٍ ذإٔ ٣ؿؼَ جُر٤غ"  (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 69)      

 TT:  "This shaking was enough to turn eggs into omelettes" (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 59) 

Discussion: 

Kilpatrick has succeeded in rendering food reference in the above sentence by 

means of Baker's (1992) strategies in translating equivalent at word level mainly one-to-

one equivalent. She used calque translation by which TL syntax is respected; thus, 

faithfulness to the ST is achieved. 

     

4-2-2 Pots and names of tools 

Pattern 6 

 ST:     "، ٌُٖٝ ٫ ضٓطؼِٔٞٛح ق٤ٖ ضكٕٓٞ إٔ ج٤ُٓحٌز ٝجهلس.ِطاسجذْٞؼٌْ إٔ ضأنًٝج ٓؼٌْ "                  

(Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 67)      

 TT:  "You can take a water bottle with you, but don't use it when you feel the lorry's 

standing still." (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 57) 

Discussion: 

By translating the Cultural Bound Term (CBT) "ٓطحٌز" into "water bottle", the 

translator used a descriptive equivalent wherein the meaning of SL word is explained in 

several words. Such explanation may hide the cultural dimension of the literary discourse 

by reducing the cultural effect of CSI as well as the foreignness of the ST. Therefore, 

Newmark's strategy could be applied that is "naturalization" by which the word (Matrass) 

can be used notably that it conforms to the normal pronunciation and morphology of the 

ST word. 

 

To recapitulate the above discussion, the following table may illustrate the 

techniques applied along with the back translation which is provided to measure the 

exactness of the translation. 
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 Table (3), Treatment of Geographical & Ethnographical References in the 

Novella’s Translation 

The above table reveals a treatment of both geographical and ethnographical 

references in the novella‟s translation as observed in patterns 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 successively. 

Pattern 5 is not mentioned since the translator has succeeded in rendering the meaning of 

CSI. Yet, in the two first patterns a clarification deforming tendency is applied by the 

translator in which demonstrates a lack of literality to the ST. Whilst, the last three patterns 

domestication, manipulation and a descriptive equivalent strategies are employed wherein 

a clear tendency to the TC is noticed the fact which results in the distortion of meaning and 

the translator is accused, then, of ethnocentric translation. 

4-3- Ethnic references 

4-3-1 Names of people and nicknames 

Pattern 7 

 ST:      (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 14) ٣ح ٌقٔس الله ػ٤ِي."  ٤ِْْ، أعرار٣ح ٣ح ٌقٔس الله ػ٤ِي " 

 TT:  "The mercy of God be upon you, Ustaz Selim, the mercy of God be upon you."  

(Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 23) 

 

 

Patt

-ern  

ST P. TT P. Technique/ 

Deforming tendency 

BT Suggested Translation 

 He-goat أذِـــٚ Idiot 22 Clarification 9 ض٤ـــّ 1

 Lion-hearted شــؿــحع Brave 44 Clarification 47 ْرــــغ 2

٫ ضؿؼَ ٖٓ  3

 جُوؼ٤س ٓأْحز

54 

 

 

 

Don't make a 

mountain out 

of a molehill 

49 Domestication  ٖٓ َ٫ ضؿؼ

 جُطِس ؾر٬

Don't make the case a 

tragedy 

 

ًإٔ جُك٤حز  4

 شٍذس ُرٖ

69 As though 

life were like 

eating yogurt 

26 Modulation  

&  

Manipulation  

ُٞ ًحٗص  ًٔح

جُك٤حز ٓػَ 

 ض٘حٍٝ جُُذحو١
 

As though life is like 

drinking milk 

 A water 67 ٓطحٌز 6

bottle 

57 Descriptive 

equivalent 

 Matrass هحٌٌٝز ٓـحء
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Discussion: 

The translator attempts to foreignize the discourse by using transference 

procedure to translate the word "أْطحي" which refers to (teacher) and transliterated as 

"Ustaz". This translation seems to be inadequate since the SL word has its formal 

equivalence that is (Mr. or Sir). Besides, the expression "the mercy of God be upon you" 

tends to be a cultural transposition mainly exotic source culture that indicates cultural 

strangeness of TT that is unusual for native speakers of English. Thus, a suggested 

translation could be "Rest in peace Mr. Salim" (Also suggested by Al-Badawi, 2017). 

Pattern 8 

 ST:    "ٌٍؼٓ أصٍه: أذٞ جُؼرى ... ٣ِؼٖ أذٞى... ٌتط٤ٚ ٝطحـ ذِٔة"... (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 28)  

 TT:  " and he cried with all his strength: Abul-Abd, damn your father, damn your 

forefathers."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 32) 

Discussion: 

A back translation of the ST expression "٣ِؼٖ أطِي" can be (damn your origin). 

It is translated, however, into "damn your forefathers" which seemed to be odd to native 

speakers since such an insult is tied to genealogy. For Arabs, this has different cultural 

charge of that in English spoken communities. Thus, another translation could be "damn 

you" which might have the same cultural load and serve "the pragmatic function of causing 

offence" as Al-Badawi (2017) suggested. 

Pattern 9  

 ST:          (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 49)  ه٤ّ؟"أذٞ اٌؼُ  "ٓح ٌأ١  

 TT:  "What does Abu Quis think?"  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 45) 

Pattern 10 

 ST:    "أْؼى ٣ك٢ٌ جُكن." الأر (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 51)     

 TT:  "Assad's quite right."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 46) 

Discussion:  

In both patterns (9) and (10), the translator has omitted significant cultural 

terms of address related to kinship, which are respectively (ْجُؼ) and (ج٧ل). Such an 

omission leads to "the effacement of the superimposition of languages" which is one of 

Berman's deforming tendencies used in ethnocentric translations that involves erasing 

traces of language forms that co-exist in the ST which is the case here. Words like (uncle) 

and (brother) should be added to reflect the Arabic culture in addressing people. The 
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translator can even intervene by making a footnote to show such a cultural specificity. In 

these two extracts, Kilpatrick seems to be unfaithful to the STs. 

Pattern 11 

 ST:      " ،ٌٕٛاح والأساًِاذـ ضرىؤُٕٝ٘ٞجـ. ًٌِْ ضأضٕٞ ئ٠ُ ٛ٘ح غْ ٫ ضرىأ ذحأسجٛن، أسجٛن  "  

 (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 36)             

 TT:  "I beg you, I beg you. Don't start wailing, you all come here then start wailing 

like widows."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 34) 

Discussion:  

The repeated word "أٌؾٞى" is translated literally as "I beg you". This 

translation appeared to be exaggerated and a bit deviated the original meaning since its 

back translation is "أضَْٞ ئ٤ُي"; whereas the SL word can be simply rendered as (Please, 

please …). Moreover, the expression "َٓجُ٘ٞجـ ًح٧ٌج" is translated literally as "wailing like 

widows"; the fact which hides the culture specificity since this expression has cultural 

charge that seems to be absent in TT. This leads to "quantitative impoverishment" which is 

another deforming tendency of Berman's that practised in ethnocentric translations that 

involves the loss of lexical variation and loss in vocabulary density as well as reduction of 

words uniqueness, which is the case in this example.           

Pattern 12 

 ST:     (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 55) ٫ٝ جكْٜ ذٌَ ًٛٙ جُطؼو٤ىجش..."  سجً دسٌٚشجْٔغ ٣ح أذٞ جُه٤ٌُجٕ... أٗح " 

 TT:  "Listen, Abul Khaizuran, I'm a simple man and I don't understand all these 

complications."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 49) 

Discussion:  

The translator has reduced the density of ST word "و٣ٌٝش" when she rendered 

it as "simple man". This loss in vocabulary density inevitably refers to Berman's deforming 

tendency of "quantitative impoverishment" wherein the translation is assumed to reduce 

the words uniqueness. Thus, a foreignization strategy could be applied by rendering " ٌَؾ

 .as (a dervish man) "و٣ٌٝش

Pattern 13 

 ST:    " ٍَِؼ٣ْٛح  ٌا علاَ ...٣ح أذٞ جُه٤ٌُجٗس ٌا علا "... (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 85)     

 TT:  "Good heavens, Abul Khaizurana! Good heavens, you devil."   

(Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 69) 
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Discussion:  

A back translation of "Good heavens" can be "٣ح ئ٢ُٜ" in Arabic, which is not 

the same as "Oh! My God", or the ST word " ٬ّْ ٣ح ". The translator has assumed new 

relations between the two parts: "Oh! My God" and "Good heavens" to come up with such 

a translation which is a conscious manipulation that perceives a distorted output wherein 

ST and TT don't seem to have the same meaning. Hence, a possible translation of " ٬ّْ ٣ح " 

might be (well done) as the ST message reveals a rather ironical style to convey a mockery 

situation. Furthermore, the word "ِٕٞٓؼ" is rendered as "devil"; whilst, the same word is 

translated differently, though they have the same meaning, as "damn" (in pattern 8) which 

might show a sort of indeterminacy in translation. A suggested translation, then, could be 

(Well done, Abul Khaizurana! Well done… you damned). 

As for the techniques applied in the treatment of ethnic references, they are 

listed in the following table: 

Patt

-ern  

ST P. TT P. Technique/ 

Deforming tendency 

BT Suggested 

Translation 

 Ustaz Selim 23 Transliteration   Mr. Salim 14 أْطحي ٤ِْْ 7

 Damn your 28 ٣ِؼٖ أطِي 8

forefathers 

32 Foreignization  جُِؼ٘س ػ٠ِ

 أؾىجوى

Damn you 

 أذٞ اٌؼُٓح ٌأ١  9

 ه٤ّ؟

49 

 

 

What does 

Abu Quis 

think? 

45 Omission  What does uncle Abu 

Quis think? 

أْؼى ٣ك٢ٌ  الأر 10

 جُكن

50 Assad's quite 

right 

46 Omission  Brother Assad's quite 

right  

أسجٛن، أسجٛن،  11

٫ ضرىأ ذحُ٘ٞجـ. 

ًٌِْ ضأضٕٞ ئ٠ُ 

ٛ٘ح غْ ضرىإٔٝ 

  ٌٕٛاح والأساًِاذـ

36 I beg you, I 

beg you. 

Don't start 

wailing, you 

all come here 

then start 

wailing like 

widows 

34 Quantitative 

impoverishment 

أذٛعً إٌٍه، 

٫ أذٛعً إٌٍه، 

ضرىأ ذحُ٘ٞجـ. 

ًٌِْ ضأضٕٞ ئ٠ُ 

ٛ٘ح غْ ضرىإٔٝ 

ذـحُ٘ٞجـ 

 ًح٧ٌجَٓ

Please, Please. Don't 

start wailing, you all 

come here then start 

wailing like widows.  

 (a footnote could be 

added to explain the 

cultural meaning of 

"widows") 

 I'm a simple 55 أٗح ٌؾَ و٣ٌٝش 62

man 

49 Quantitative 

impoverishment 

 I'm a dervish man أٗح ٌؾَ ذ٤ٓؾ
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Table (4), Treatment of Ethnic References in the Novella’s Translation 

The above table reveals a treatment of the ethnic references that include names of 

people and nicknames as exposed successively in patterns 7 to 13. It is noticed, however, that 

the use of foreignization strategy and transliteration in the two first patterns as well as the 

omission applied in patterns 9 and 10 are not appropriate since they show an obvious lack of 

the ST culture. Whereas, the use of quantitative impoverishment tendency and manipulation 

strategy in the last patterns prove a clear trend in favors of the translator's culture.       

4-4- Culture references 

4-4-1 Rituals and religion 

Pattern 14 

 ST:  ق٤ٖ ُٝى ٛٞ ُٝٝىش ٢ٛ ك٢ ٣ّٞ اٌفاذذحٖٓ ج١ًُ هحٍ ُٚ ئٗٚ ٣ٍ٣ى إٔ ٣طُٝؼ ٗىٟ؟ ُٔؿٍو إٔ أذحٙ هٍأ ٓؼٚ " 

      (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 29)ٝجقى؟" 

 TT:  "Who told him that he wanted to marry Nada? Just because his father had recited 

the Fatiha with his uncle when he and Nada were born on the same day."  

   (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 33) 

Discussion:  

The translator has succeeded in translating the cultural meaning by 

transliterating the word "the Fatiha" as well as adding a footnote to explain it as follows: 

"The first sura of the Quran, customarily recited at the conclusion of an agreement or 

contract" (Kilpatrick, 1999, p. 33). Still, the translator hasn't added another essential 

functional meaning of "Al-Fatiha" as Al-Badawi (2017) argued that it is "commonly 

perceived as conventionalized engagement" (p. 28); this fact is lacked in the footnote 

which might cause misunderstanding to native speakers of English if not clarified. 

  

 

٣ح أذٞ  ٌا علاَ 63

ٌا  ...جُه٤ٌُجٗس

 ٍِؼ٣ْٛح  علاَ

85 Good 

heavens, 

Abul 

Khaizurana! 

Good 

heavens, you 

devil 

69   

Manipulation 

And 

Indeterminacy 

٣ح أذٞ  ئ٣٢ُٜح 

جُه٤ٌُجٗس... ٣ح 

 ش٤طح٣ٕح  ئ٢ُٜ

Well done, Abul 

Khaizurana! Well 

done… you damned 
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Pattern 15 

 ST:                " ه٬٤ِ... ًٛج ًَ ٓح ك٢ ج٧ٍٓ... َٛ ٤ْطأنٍ ئػىجو جٍُقِس؟"٢ٌُ٘٘ٝ ضؼد تاسن الله فٍه  

 (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 33)  " أٌْٗ ًػٍ... ن٬ٍ ٤ٓٞ٣ٖ ْطؿى ٗلٓي ػ٠ِ جُط٣ٍن.اٌذّذ لله ، ٬ً "     

 TT: "You are very kind. But I'm just a little tired, that's all there is to it. Will the 

preparations take long?"  

"No, thanks heavens there are many of you. You'll find yourself on the road." 

   (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 35) 

Discussion:  

The translator's own culture, primarily religious culture is clearly embedded in 

her translation of the Islamic word references as "جُكٔى الله" rendered into "thanks heavens" 

which is typically Christian; and "ذحٌى الله ك٤ي" is rendered as "you are very kind". Though in 

several previous words which have the same reference in Arabic are translated literally by 

Kilpatrick like: "ٝكوي الله" (in pattern 2) and "ٌقٔس الله ػ٤ِي" (in pattern 7); yet, it is not the 

case in this example. Such a translation is accused of being ethnocentric by which the 

literary discourse is manipulated and partially conveyed in an attempt to show the 

translator's culture superiority that may fit the TT's readers. Thus, a suggested translation 

could be: "May God bless you; I'm just a bit tired that's all there is to it. Will the 

preparations of the journey take long?"  "No, thanks God there are many of you…" 

4-4-2 Cultural expressions 

Pattern 16 

 ST:                ! ٘ٛبٝك٢ جُٔط٬ع ػ٠ِ قىٝو ج٣ٌُٞص ٌٌٍْ٘ جٍُٔٓق٤س ُهّٔ وهحتن أنٍٟ، غْ "      

                                        (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 55) ْطؿىٕٝ أٗلٌْٓ ك٢ ج٣ٌُٞص."             

 TT: "We'll repeat the performance for another five minutes at Mutlaa on the Kuwait 

border, and then suddenly you'll find yourselves in Kuwait!"  

(Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 49) 

Discussion:  

The word "suddenly" is put as a translation for the exclamatory expression 

 in an attempt to transfer the meaning, but the translator over-translate the word and "ٛٞخ!"

the rhythm of the sentence is unshaped, which leads undoubtedly to "expansion" deforming 

tendency that reduces the clarity of the author's voice. A suggested translation might be, 

then, "Hop!" to keep the same rhythm and effect of the ST. 
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Pattern 17 

 ST: ٣ُٓىج ٖٓ جُ٘وٞو"  . أٗح ُٓص أ٣ٌى ج٥ٕ ئ٫ ٣ُٓىج ٖٓ جُ٘وٞو،ٌٍىغش اٌفخاس تؼضٗ"   

 (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 77)  

 TT:  "Let the dead bury their dead. I only want more money now, more money." 

(Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 64)  

Discussion:  

The idiomatic expression " ٤ٌٍُٓ جُلهحٌ ذؼؼٚ"  is typically informal Arabic 

expression that needs a translation that copes with such an informality. Contrariwise, "Let 

the dead bury their dead" is typically formal English and even a biblical one. According to 

Word Reference Forum, it means that you should take care of the urgent problems, and 

forget about the other stuff; in the biblical reference is located as: "But Jesus told him: 

Follow me, and let the dead bury their own dead." (NIV) (Matthew 8, p. 22). Such 

translation is undoubtedly ethnocentric translation since the translator is highlighting her 

own culture when she opts for a religious reference to manipulate the ST and its meaning; 

whereas, the back translation of TT could be " وع جُٔٞض٠ ٣ىكٕ٘ٞ ٓٞضحْٛ" . Accordingly, a 

suggested translation might be (I don't give/care a toss) which is very informal British 

English that means "to not be worried at all by something" which is typically the target 

meaning of the ST.  

    The table bellow illustrates briefly the culture references patterns argued above:  

Patt

-ern  

ST P. TT P. Technique/  

Deforming tendency 

BT Suggested 

Translation 

أذحٙ هٍأ ٓؼٚ  14

 ...اٌفاذذح

29 His father 

recited the 

Fatiha with 

his… 

33 Transliteration   Al-Fatiha: "commonly 

perceived as 

conventionalized 

engagement" (added in 

the footnote) 

تاسن الله فٍه  - 15

٢ٌُ٘٘ٝ ضؼد ه٬٤ِ... 

ًٛج ًَ ٓح ك٢ 

ج٧ٍٓ... َٛ ٤ْطأنٍ 

  ؟اٌشدٍحئػىجو 

 

 

33 -You are very 

kind. But I'm 

just a little 

tired, that's all 

there is to it. 

Will the 

preparations 

35 Manipulation 

 

 

 

 

omission 

 

 

 

 

. ٔد ٌطٍف جذاأ -

ٌُٖٝ أٗح ٓطؼد 

ه٬٤ِ، ًٝٛج ًَ ٓح 

ٛٞ ػ٤ِٚ. َٛ 

ضٓطـٍم 

جُطكؼ٤ٍجش ٝهطح 

 ؽ٬٣ٞ؟

- May God bless you. 

I'm just a bit tired that's 

all there is to it. Will the 

preparations of the 

journey take long?"   

 

 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/worried
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Table (5), Treatment of Culture References in the Novella’s Translation 

The table above displays a treatment of the culture references according to 

Vlahov and Florin (1986) model and Newmark's strategies where rituals, religious and 

cultural expressions are exposed consecutively in patterns from 14 to 17. It is observed, 

then, that the excessive use of manipulation strategy mainly in religious and idiomatic 

expressions results in deviation and distortion in meaning that inevitably lead to 

ethnocentric translations. 

4-5- Socio-political references 

4-5-1 Offices and representatives 

Pattern 18 

 ST: ٣وٍهٍ ذٍ٘ؾ٤ِطٚ." دٌٛأٍح اٌّخراس ك٢ ضِي ج٤ُِِس شحٛى ج٧ْطحي ٤ِْْ ؾحُٓح ك٢  " (Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 

63)  

 TT: "That night he saw Ustaz Selim sitting in the headman's reception room, smoking 

his gurgling water pipe." (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 22) 

Discussion  

A descriptive translation is adopted in translating CSIs where the word "و٣ٞج٤ٗس" 

is translated as "reception room" whilst there are other equivalents that render the same 

meaning as (office) or (Divan). The latter word seems more adequate and a naturalized 

one. Moreover, the cultural reference word "ٌجُٔهطح" is rendered as "the headman" in 

 

اٌذّذ لله ، ٬ً -

 أٌْٗ ًػٍ...

take long?  

- No, thanks 

heavens 

there are 

many of 

you… 

 

 

manipulation 

 

 

 ٫، شٌٍج -

ٛ٘حى  إٔ  ُِٓٔحء

 جٌُػ٤ٍ ٌْٓ٘ ...

 

 

- No, thanks God there 

are many of you… 

 

ْطؿىٕٝ  ٘ٛبغْ  16

 أٗلٌْٓ ك٢ ج٣ٌُٞص
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and then 

suddenly 

you'll find 

yourselves in 

Kuwait! 

49 Expansion كؿــأز Hop! 

٤ٌٍُٓ جُلهحٌ  17

 ذؼؼٚ

77 Let the dead 

bury their 

dead 

64 Manipulation  وع جُٔٞض٠

 ٣ىكٕ٘ٞ ٓٞضحْٛ

I don't care a toss 
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English, which can basically refer to a boss or a leader in its broader sense. This meaning 

doesn't really reflect the cultural dimensions of the word "ٌجُٔهطح" that symbolizes a man 

who is commonly chosen by certain people in certain places of the Arab world to manage 

their affairs. Thus, the word ought to be transliterated as (El-Moukhtar) to keep its culture 

specific meaning.   

4-5-1 Ranks and military realia 

Pattern 19 

 ST: " أًػٍ ٖٓ نّٔ ٤ْٖ٘، 6948هرَ  فً فٍغطًٍٓحٕ أذٞ جُه٤ٌُجٕ ْحتوح ذحٌػح. كوى نىّ ك٢ جُؿ٤ش جُر٣ٍطح٢ٗ ّ

ًحٕ ٓؼٍٝكح ذأٗٚ أقٖٓ ْحتن ٤ُِٓحٌجش جٌُر٤ٍز ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣ؼػٍ ػ٤ِٚ،  فشق اٌّجا٘ذٌٓٝق٤ٖ ضٍى جُؿ٤ش ٝجٗؼْ ئ٠ُ 

ٜح ئغٍ ٛؿّٞ ٣ٜٞو١..."       هى جْطُٞٞج ػ٤ِ سجاي اٌمشٌحجُط٤ٍز ٤ُوٞو ٓظلكس ػط٤وس ًحٕ  ِجا٘ذًُُٚٝي جْطىػحٙ      

(Kanafani, G. 1963. P. 56)  

 TT: "Abul Khaizuran was an excellent driver. He had served the British army for more 

than five years before 1948. When he left the army and joined the Freedom Fighters, 

he had the reputation of being the best lorry driver one could find. That was why the 

commandos in Al-Tira invited him to drive an old armored car that the village had 

captured after a Jewish attack."  (Kilpatrick, H. 1999. P. 47) 

Discussion 

The above passage is manipulated to serve the translator's ideology towards a 

socio-political issue that presented in an ideological ethnocentric translation. This fact is 

clearly shown through the omission of a significant socio-political reference that is 

"Palestine" which may provoke the sensibilities that may exist between Western world and 

Arab societies, chiefly target readers. Yet, the expression " ٜٞو١ٛؿّٞ ٣ " is translated 

faithfully as "a Jewish attack" and kept at the end of the passage. What's more, the word 

) is also omitted "ٌؾحٍ" جُو٣ٍس سجاي  → village) that could be translated as (men of the village) 

to indicate the social as well as the cultural feature that the expression may have. Likewise, 

it is observed that the military realia represented in the two ST expressions: "ٖكٍم جُٔؿحٛى٣" 

and "ٓؿحٛىٝ جُط٤ٍز" are manipulated in an attempt to be comprehensive to TT readers; as a 

result, the translator domesticates the dominating target culture norms that may well create 

a distortion in ST meaning: "ٖكٍم جُٔؿحٛى٣" is rendered as "Freedom Fighters" that is 

different from the basic sense of ST expression, which convey a cultural and even a 

religious impact that reflects the language specificity. So, a foreignized method is 

suggested to translate it as (troops of Mudjahids); similarly, "ٓؿحٛىٝ جُط٤ٍز" is rendered as 

"commandos" which seems to be odd translation, though it is domesticated, since it doesn't 
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reflect the same military ranks and more importantly it doesn't reflect the same cultural 

effect. Thus, it could be transliterated as (Mudjahids of Al-Tira) to keep the faithfulness to 

the source message.  

       The table bellow demonstrates in brief the earlier argued socio-political references: 

Table (6), Treatment of Socio-political References in the Novella’s Translation     

Patt

-ern  

ST P. TT P. Technique/ 

Deforming tendency 

BT Suggested 

Translation 

 The 63  دٌٛأٍح اٌّخراس 18

headman's 

reception 

room  

22 Domestication 

Descriptive 

translation 

ٌت٤ّ ؿٍكس 

 ج٫ْطورحٍ

El-Moukhtar divan 

69 

 

كوى نىّ ك٢  -

جُؿ٤ش جُر٣ٍطح٢ٗ 

هرَ  فً فٍغطٍٓ

 أًػٍ ٖٓ... 6948

ٝق٤ٖ ضٍى   -

جُؿ٤ش ٝجٗؼْ ئ٠ُ 

 فشق اٌّجا٘ذٌٓ

 ًحٕ ٓؼٍٝكح ذأٗٚ.. 

ًُُٝي جْطىػحٙ  -

جُط٤ٍز  ِجا٘ذٚ

٤ُوٞو ٓظلكس 

سجاي ػط٤وس ًحٕ 

هى جْطُٞٞج  اٌمشٌح

ػ٤ِٜح ئغٍ ٛؿّٞ 

 ٣ٜٞو١..

56 - He had 

served the 

British army 

for more than 

five years 

before 1948.  

- When he left 

the army and 

joined the 

Freedom 

Fighters, he 

had the 

reputation…  

- That was 

why the 

commandos 

in Al-Tira 

invited him to 

drive an old 

armored car 

that the 

village had 

captured after 

 Jewish attack 

47 

 

 

 

omission 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manipulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Domestication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Omission   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ٓوحضِٞ جُك٣ٍس

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 حطسهجُوٞجش جُ

 

 

 

 

 

 جُو٣ٍس

 

- He had served the 

British army for more 

than five years in 

Palestine before 1948. 

 

 

- When he left the army 

and joined the troops of 

Mudjahids, he had the 

reputation… 

 
 

 

- That was why the 

Mudjahids in Al-Tira 

invited him to drive an 

old armored car that the 

men of the village had 

captured after a Jewish 

attack. 
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The table above shows a treatment of the socio-political references represented 

in patterns 18 and 19 where offices and representatives references are detected first, and 

then references of ranks and military realia are drawn as second. Actually, it is observed 

that the excessive use of different strategies primarily manipulation and domestication 

strategies as well as omissions results in ethnocentric translations that unavoidably lead to 

deviation and distortion in meaning and weaken the faithfulness of the translator which is 

the major task in translation mainly from Arabic to English language as Goui (2017) stated 

"… part of the translator's mission seeking faithfulness in translating into Arabic or into 

any other language at large." (p. 78). 

 

5- Conclusion  

The challenging task for a translator is to render the cultural specific concept and 

produce the same effects on the target reader so as to highlight the cultural and linguistic 

differences between the two cultures. According to Faiq (2004), the master discourse of 

literary translation from Arabic into Western languages has been dominated by "established 

systems of representation, with norms and conventions for the production and consumption of 

meanings vis-a-vis people, objects and events" (pp. 1-2). Thus, cultural references are very 

important in dealing with ethnocentric translation in literary works. Though, most cultural 

words are easy to detect in the target language text since they are associated with a particular 

language. Kanafani's "Man in the Sun" novella reveals a special artistic level that is rich in 

cultural references that may create problems for the translator to keep faithfulness in 

rendering the true message.  
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Conclusion 

Ultimately, this study is an attempt to shed light on the phenomenon of 

ethnocentrism in translating literary discourse. Therefore, CSIs and cultural references are 

investigated to account for the impact of ethnocentric translations in hiding cultural 

features of the original which affects the translator's faithfulness. After analyzing the facts 

theoretically and practically, the following findings were revealed: 

 Ethnocentrism in translation is implicitly embedded in literary discourse; yet, it can be 

observed via cultural features notably in idiomatic expressions and religious 

references. In fact, ethnocentricity in religious matters, or what refers to as religious 

ethnocentric translation, is more explicit and it can be easily noticed in translation 

particularly when translating from Arabic into English or vice versa unlike other types 

of ethnocentric translations where ethnocentrism is implicit and needs more analysis to 

be discovered. 

 Ethnocentric translators barely could be faithful to ST when things are related to 

religious matters; they are rather faithful to their own language and culture instead.   

 Ethnocentrism can affect the translator's faithfulness in translating literary discourse 

chiefly when the translator is biased to his/her target culture. It has also negative 

effects on the faithfulness of translation when the literary discourse is domesticated 

and manipulated wherein a distortion in meaning is created. 

 Culture is embedded in ethnocentric translation. It is the key element to perceive 

ethnocentrism in literary discourse translation.  

 The translator cannot be faithful to the ST notably when manipulating literary 

discourse in translation. This manipulation could be provoked by the translator's 

ideology which can be reflected in his/her translation process. Thus, the translator's 

ideology can enhance manipulation in translation in which an ethnocentric translation 

may appear in literary discourse.  Such a kind of translation, in fact, can hinder the 

facts stated in the original text and replace them with different ones related to the 

translator's own culture or social patterns, in an attempt to lessen differences between 

both cultures (TC) and (SC).  

 Foreignization strategy does not increase but reduces the degree of ethnocentricity in 

translation. It lessens the negative effects of ethnocentrism in translation by reducing 
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distortion and deviation in ST meaning since it keeps to the literality of the ST by 

means of transliteration and literal translation and perceives the foreign as foreign. 

 Domestication strategy can increase distortion in translation and render it ethnocentric 

the fact which prevents the target reader from discovering the other as it hides the 

cultural features of the ST and does not faithfully render them in the TT. Moreover, by 

adopting this strategy, as is the case in the studied novella, the translator deprived the 

target reader from discovering important peculiarities of the Arab culture. 

 Berman's deforming tendencies can be considered as a viable criterion to measure the 

extent of ethnocentric translation in literary discourse. Besides, tendencies like 

"clarification", "rationalization"," expansion" and " Quantitative impoverishment" can 

show the negative aspects of ethnocentrism in translating literary discourse. 

 The transfer of cultural references may cause difficulty to the translator mostly if s/he 

decides to be invisible in his/her translation by domesticating the literary discourse and 

opting for the localization of the whole cultural setting to the one close to his 

particular culture as this could result in ethnocentricity. 

 In the translation of Kanafani's Men in the Sun, the translator used different strategies, 

whereas her tendency towards the use of one particular strategy was not clear. The 

patterns examined in this study display how challenging the transfer of CSIs from ST 

to TT is. Hence, using different strategies may result in indeterminacy and inconsistent 

translation that has neither the identity of the original nor that of the target culture. 

 
All in all, translating literary discourse cannot be rendered faithfully when 

affected by ethnocentrism. Translators, however, should strive to reflect neutrally the 

cultural features of the ST in the TT. Foreignizing texts for target readers, unlike 

domesticating or manipulating texts, may help to produce texts that resist the central TL 

cultural values and raise the reader's interest to read and learn more about the other by 

promoting ethnoversity and inducing a sense of foreignness.  
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  حــذِـاٌّم

ٌّٖ جُ٘حِ  ُوى أغرص ٓلّٜٞ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س أ٤ٔٛطٚ ك٢ جُؼِّٞ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٤س ًٞٗٚ جُؼىْس جُط٢ ضٔ

ٌِّٖ جُلٍو ٖٓ ٓوحٌٗس آوجخ ٖٓ ٌؤ٣س جُػوحكحش ج٧نٍٟ، ًٔح ضؼطرٍ أْحِ جُظٌٞ جُ٘ٔط٤س جُط٢  ضٔ

ٝأن٬م ٝضح٣ٌم ٝو٣ٖ ذِى آنٍ ذطِي جُط٢ ك٢ ذِىٙ، ٤ُوٌٍ ك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ إٔ ٓٔحٌْحش ذِىٙ ٢ٛ ج٧ٌكغ 

ٓوحٓح. ًٛٙ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ك٢ جُطل٤ٌٍ ٣ٌُٖٔ إٔ ضإغٍ ػ٠ِ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس، جُط٢ ُطحُٔح ًحٗص ٤ِْٝس 

حك٢ نحطس ك٢ ضٍؾٔس ج٧ػٔحٍ ج٧وذ٤س، ٓٔح هى ضٞجطَ ذ٤ٖ جُٔؿطٔؼحش جُٔهطِلس ٝؾٍٓج ُِطرحوٍ جُػو

٣إغٍ ػ٠ِ ٝكحء جُٔطٍؾْ ٣ٝإو١ ئ٠ُ ضش٣ٞٚ ك٢ جُٔؼ٠٘ ْٝٞء كْٜ ٦ُنٍ ٖٓ َج٣ٝس ٗظٍ يجش ُٗػس 

 ػٍه٤س ٤ْ٫ٔح ضٍؾٔس ج٧وخ ٖٓ جُؼٍذ٤س ئ٠ُ ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس أٝ جُؼٌّ.

 ذذذٌذ الإشىاي

٠ طىم جُطٍؾٔس ك٢ جُهطحخ ضٜىف ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس ئ٠ُ ذكع ٤ًل٤س ضأغ٤ٍ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ػِ

ج٧وذ٢ ٝضٞػ٤ف يُي ك٢ أٓػِس ٓهطِلس ٖٓ ٌٝج٣س ػٍذ٤س ًىٌجْس قحُس. ٝضىٌِ أ٣ؼح ظحٍٛز جُطٍؾٔس 

يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ُطكحٍٝ ج٩شحٌز ئ٠ُ ٓٞجؽٖ ْٞء جُلْٜ جُط٢ هى ض٘طؽ ػٖ ًٛٙ جُطٍؾٔس، ٝضطكٍٟ 

ؼٍذ٤س ْؼ٤ح ئ٠ُ جُطٞطَ ك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ ئ٠ُ ٤ًل٤س ضؼحَٓ جُٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ ٓؼٜح ػ٘ى ضـ٣ٍد ج٧ػٔحٍ ج٧وذ٤س جُ

 كْٜ طك٤ف ُِ٘ٞجضؽ جُطٍّؾ٤ُٔس ك٢ ٓكحُٝس ُٓى جُلؿٞز ذ٤ٖ ٗظح٤ٖٓ ُـ٤٣ٖٞ ٝغوحك٤٤ٖ ٓهطِل٤ٖ.

 أ٘ذاف اٌذساعح

٢ْ ٖٓ جُىٌجْس ٛٞ ض٤ِٓؾ جُؼٞء ػ٠ِ جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ك٢ ْحجُـٍع ج٧

جُؼٍه٤س ٝجُطٍؾٔس ج٧وذ٤س ك٢ ٓكحُٝس ُِطٞطَ ئ٠ُ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ذٜىف كْٜ جُؼ٬هس ذ٤ٖ جُُ٘ػس 

ضٍؾٔس ٓ٘حْرس، ُِطـِد ػ٠ِ ذؼغ جُظؼٞذحش جُط٢ ض٘ط١ٞ ٌٝجء ؿٔٞع جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس 

جُؼٍه٤س ٝيُي ٖٓ ن٬ٍ ئ٣ؿحو ٓؼ٤حٌ ٜٓ٘ؿ٢ ُىٌجْس جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س جُط٢ ضٞػف 

 جُظحٍٛز ك٢ ج٧وخ.

 إشىاٌٍح اٌثذث

ُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢، ٖٓ جُْٜٔ ج٩ؾحذس ج سضٍؾٔك٢ طٍضد ػ٠ِ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ٣هى  ٓحُىٌجْس 

 ػ٠ِ ج٩شٌح٤ُحش جُطح٤ُس:

 : الإشىاٌٍح اٌشئٍغٍح

 ضإغٍ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ػ٠ِ طىم جُطٍؾٔس ك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢؟ َٛ 

 :الإشىاٌٍاخ اٌفشػٍح

 جُطـ٣ٍد إٔ ضوَِ أٝ ض٣ُى ٖٓ ضش٣ٞٚ جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س؟  ٤ًق ٣ٌٖٔ ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س 

 ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ٝك٤ح ُِطٍؾٔس ػ٘ى جُط٬ػد ذحُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢؟ َٛ 
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 اٌفشضٍاخ

 ك٢ ٓكحُٝس ُ٪ؾحذس ػ٠ِ ج٧ْثِس جُط٢ ؽٍقطٜح ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس، ضْ ٝػغ جُلٍػ٤حش جُطح٤ُس:

 م جُطٍؾٔس.ئٕ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ُٜح آغحٌ ِْر٤س ػ٠ِ طى 

  ؼٍه٤س.ج٣ٌُٖٔ ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطـ٣ٍد إٔ ضوَِ ٖٓ جُطش٣ٞٚ جُط٢ هى ضكىغٚ جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس 

  .٫ ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ٝك٤ح ُِطٍؾٔس ػ٘ى جُط٬ػد ذحُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ 

 إٌّٙجٍح

ذٔح إٔ ٓؿحٍ وٌجْط٘ح ٣٘ط٢ٔ ئ٠ُ وٌجْحش جُطٍؾٔس، كإ ًٛج جُركع ٤ٔ٣َ ئ٠ُ ئضرحع ذؼغ 

ٗظ٣ٍحش جُطٍؾٔس ٝجُٔوحٌذحش جُط٢ ضٓط٘ى أْحْح ئ٠ُ جُطٍؾٔحش ج٧وذ٤س. ٣ٝؼ٠َُ٘ ًٛج جُركع ذطٍؾٔس 

 Men in the" جُٔطٔػِس ك٢جٍُٝج٣س جُوظ٤ٍز ُـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ "ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" ئ٠ُ ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس 

Sun جنط٤حٌ جٍُٝج٣س ػ٠ِ جػطرحٌ جُهِل٤حش جُػوحك٤س جُٔهطِلس ٌَُ ٖٓ جُٔإُق ٝجُٔطٍؾْ. ٖٝٓ  ضْ" ق٤ع

٘ظٞص جُ أؾَ جْطه٬ص جُر٤حٗحش، ًحٕ ٖٓ جُؼ١ٌٍٝ ضوظ٢ّ جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س ك٢

وٌجْس جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ٝكوح ُِطظ٤٘لحش جُهّٔ ٖٓ  . ٝذًٜج، ضٔصئ٤ُٜحٝ طٍؾْ ٜٓ٘حجُٔ

( ًًٝج ٓ٘حهشس جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٤ٗٞٓحٌى 6986) (Vlahov and Florin)ٗٔٞيؼ ك٬ٛٞف ٝ ك٣ٌِٖٞ

(Newmark( )6988( ٕكؼ٬ ػٖ ج٫ٞ٤ُٔش جُطش٤ٜ٣ٞس ُر٤ٍٓح ،)Berman ْٝذ٘حء ػ٠ِ يُي، ض .)

٤س ض٘حهش ك٤ٜح ٗٔحيؼ ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔحش يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ٖٓ جُركع ٝجُطك٤َِ ُىٌجْس ٓوحٌٗس ٝضك٤ِِ

ن٬ٍ جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س جُٔٓطهٍؾس ٖٓ جُ٘ٓهس ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس جُٔطٍؾٔس ٖٓ جٍُٝج٣س ُٔوحٌٗس 

 . ط٢ِج٧٘ض جُؼٍذ٢ جُجُ٘ض ج٩ٗؿ١ُ٤ِ جُٔٓطٜىف ٓغ 

 ٍ٘ىٍح اٌثذث

٣٘وْٓ ًٛج جُركع ئ٠ُ غ٬غس كظٍٞ، جُلظ٬ٕ ج٧ٍٝ ٝجُػح٢ٗ ٗظ٣ٍحٕ أٓح جُػحُع كٜٞ ضطر٤و٢. 

ضْ ضهظ٤ض جُلظَ ج٧ٍٝ ُطكى٣ى جُٔلح٤ْٛ ٝجُ٘ظ٣ٍحش جٍُت٤ٓ٤س جُٔطؼِوس ذحُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س 

س ٝجُطٍؾٔس ٝجُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢؛ ك٢ ق٤ٖ ٣ط٘حٍٝ جُلظَ جُػح٢ٗ ٖٓ جُىٌجْس جُؼ٬هس ذ٤ٖ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤

يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ٝجُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ذك٤ع ٣رىأ جُلظَ ذ٘رًز ضح٣ٌه٤س ضٍذؾ ذ٤ٖ جُٔلح٤ْٛ جُػ٬غس، غْ 

٣ططٍم ئ٠ُ أٗٞجع جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ٝآغحٌٛح ٖٓ ن٬ٍ ضٞػ٤ف ج٫ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش جُٔهطِلس 

جُط٬ػد ذحُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ جُط٢ ٣ؼطٔىٛح جُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ ٓغ جُط٤ًٍُ ػ٠ِ جُػوحكس، ٝج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س، ٝ

ٝجٌضرحؽْٜ ذأٓحٗس جُٔطٍؾْ. ك٢ ق٤ٖ ضْ ضهظ٤ض جُلظَ جُػحُع ُٞطق ٝضك٤َِ ٝٓوحٌٗس جُر٤حٗحش جُط٢ 

ضْ ؾٔؼٜح ٖٓ جٍُٝج٣س جُؼٍذ٤س جُٔطٍؾٔس ذحُِـس ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس، ق٤ع ضٔص ٓ٘حهشس ٝضك٤َِ جُطٍؾٔس 

، ضْ ػٍع ٗطحتؽ جُطك٤َِ ك٢ نحضٔس ٝج٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٝجُطو٤٘حش جُط٢ جْطهىٜٓح جُٔطٍؾْ. ٝك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ

 جُىٌجْس.
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 دذٚد اٌذساعح

ضوطظٍ جُىٌجْس ػ٠ِ ضك٤َِ جُطٍؾٔس ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس ٍُِٝج٣س جُؼٍذ٤س جُوظ٤ٍز ُـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ 

جُشحتٌس ًُٜج جُركع ضٌٖٔ ك٢ ". ٝذٔح إٔ جُٜٔٔس Men in the Sun"ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" ٢ٛٝ "

ذ٘حءج ػ٠ِ جُهِل٤حش جُػوحك٤س جُٔهطِلس ٌَُ ٖٓ جُٔإُق ٗطحم جُىٌجْس، كوى ضْ جنط٤حٌ جٍُٝج٣س  كى٣ىض

ٝيُي ُىٌجْس  ؼٍذ٢جُؼحُْ جٌُحضد ٖٓ ٍؾٔس ٖٓ جُؼحُْ جُـٍذ٢ ضطٍؾْ ُٝجُٔطٍؾْ، ذك٤ع إٔ جُٔط

جُؼٍه٤س جُط٢ ػحوز ٓح  جُطٍؾٔس ٖٓ ق٤ع جُػوحكس ٝج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س جُٔطرؼس جُط٢ هى ضإو١ قطٔح ئ٠ُ جُُ٘ػس

ء ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس ئ٫ ئيج ضْ جُطكو٤ن ك٢ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫٫ش ٝجٍُٔؾؼ٤س . ٫ٝ ٣ٌٖٔ ئؾٍجسضٌٕٞ ػ٤٘ٔ

جُػوحك٤س ُو٤حِ ٓىٟ جْطهىجّ جُػوحكس ج٧ؾ٘ر٤س جُٔٔػِس ك٢ ج٫ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٝجُطو٤٘حش جُٔٓطهىٓس ك٢ 

 جُطٍؾٔس.

 ٚذذذٌذ اٌّفاٍُ٘ اٌر شجٍُّح فً اٌرشجّح إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح اٌفصً الأٚي:

 اٌؼشلٍحشٌف إٌضػح ذؼ     

ػ٠ِ  طِه٤ظٜحذ (Sculpin) ٌُْٞر٤ٖ هى هحٌّٝو يًٍ ٝؾٜحش ٗظٍ ٓهطِلس ًُٜج جُٔظطِف ٝ

جُ٘كٞ جُطح٢ُ: "ئٕ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ٢ٛ إٔ ٣كٌْ ٓؿطٔغ ٓح ػ٠ِ ٓؿطٔغ آنٍ ٖٓ ن٬ٍ ه٤ٔٚ ٝٓؼح٤٣ٍٙ 

ّٕ جُرشٍ ٣طؼِٕٔٞ جُو٤ْ ج٧ْح٤ْس ٝجُٔؼطوىجش ٝٓؼح٤٣ٍ ٓؿطٔؼْٜ، كاْٜٗ  ٤ٔ٣ِٕٞ ئ٠ُ جُهحطس. ٝذٔح أ

جُػوحكحش ج٧نٍٟ ذإٔ ضٌٕٞ ج٧قٖٓ.  جػطرحٌطس ٢ٛ ج٧كؼَ ٫ٝ ٣ٍؿرٕٞ ك٢ ج٫ػطوحو ذإٔ غوحكطْٜ جُهح

ط٤ؼٕٞ ضظٌٞ ٝهى ٣ٌٕٞ ذؼغ ٖٓ أكٍجو جُٔؿطٔغ ِٓط٤ُٖٓ ذحُطوح٤ُى جُػوحك٤س جُهحطس ذْٜ ذك٤ع ٫ ٣ٓط

 نٍٟ ػ٠ِ أٜٗح ؿ٣ٍرس أٝ أؾ٘ر٤سج٧ًٝػ٤ٍج ٓح ٣٘ظٍٕٝ ئ٠ُ جُطوح٤ُى جُػوحك٤س  أ١ ؽ٣ٍوس أنٍٟ ُِك٤حز

 ٌٝذٔح أهَ شأٗح أٝ ٓؿ٘ٞٗس أٝ ؿ٤ٍ أن٬ه٤س."

 اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح 

(، جُٔ٘ظٍ جُل٢ٍٓٗ، ٖٓ ذ٤ٖ جُرحقػ٤ٖ جُٓحذو٤ٖ Antoine Bermanًحٕ أٗطٞجٕ ذ٤ٍٓحٕ )

ؾٔحش ج٣ًُٖ ض٘حُٝٞج ٓٞػٞع جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ذك٤ع كٍم ذ٤ٜ٘ح ٝذ٤ٖ ؿ٤ٍٛح ٖٓ جُطٍ

ج٧نٍٟ ئي أًى أٜٗح جُٓرد جٍُت٢ٓ٤ ك٢ جضٜحّ ضٍؾٔس ذحُه٤حٗس ًٔح ؾٍٟ ػ٤ِٚ جُٔػَ ج٣٩طح٢ُ جُش٤ٍٜ. 

ف جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ذأٜٗح:  ٍّ ضِي جُطٍؾٔس جُط٢ ضٍُؾغ ًَ ش٢ء ئ٠ُ جُػوحكس جُهحطس "ئي ػ

َ ٓح ٛٞ ؿ٣ٍد( ِْر٤ح ُِٔطٍؾْ ٝئ٠ُ ٓؼح٤٣ٍٛح ٝه٤ٜٔح، ٓؼطرٍز ًَ ٓح ٛٞ نحٌؼ ػٖ ئؽحٌٛح )أ١ ً

ضٍؾٔس جُ٘ض  إٔ . ك٢ ق٤ٖ جػطرٍ"٣طؼ٤ٖ ئنؼحػٚ ٝضك٣ِٞٚ ٝض٤٤ٌلٚ ٤ُٓحْٛ ك٢ ئغٍجء ًٛٙ جُػوحكس

 ُِطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س.ٓهحُلس  (hypertextual translationجُطشؼر٢ )
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 ذشجّح اٌخطاب الأدتً

ذٔلٜٜٞٓح جُؼحّ، ذك٤ع ضط٤ُٔ جُطٍؾٔس ج٧وذ٤س ػٖ أٗٞجع جُطٍؾٔس ج٧نٍٟ ٝػٖ جُطٍؾٔس 

٘وَ ؾٔح٤ُحش جُ٘ض. ذ٤س ٝجُل٣ٌٍس ٝٗرحٛس جُٔإُق ك٢ٜ ضط٤ُٔ ل٣٘ؿد إٔ ضؼٌّ ًٛٙ ج٧ن٤ٍز جٌُطحذس جُ

ٝهى ضْ ضهظ٤ض جُو٤َِ ٖٓ جُركٞظ قٍٞ ؾٔح٤ُحش جُطٍؾٔحش ج٧وذ٤س ٧ٕ ًٛٙ جُطٍؾٔحش ٫ ضؼطرٍ 

ك٢ ضوى٣ٍ جُو٤ٔس ج٧وذ٤س ٝجُػوحك٤س ُِ٘ض أط٤ِس ذح٧ْحِ. ًُج، ٣كطحؼ جُٔطٍؾْ ئ٠ُ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ُى٣ٚ جُٔٞٛرس 

 ج٧ط٢ِ ٝجُوىٌز ػ٠ِ جُكلحظ ػ٤ِٜح ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس.

 إٌظشٌاخ ٚالاعرشاذٍجٍاخ الأعاعٍح فً ذشجّح الأدب

 ٝطلٜح ٖٓ ٝؾٜحش ٗظٍ ٓهطِلس: ضْ ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش جُطٍؾٔس ُٝوى ضْ جُطكو٤ن ك٢ ٓهطِق ٗظ٣ٍحش ٝج     

  فً اٌرشجّح اٌرلاػةٔظشٌح 

جُط٬ػد ك٢ جُ٘ض  (، جُطٍؾٔس "ضؼ٢٘ وٌؾس 6995ٖٓ) (٤ُٜHermansٍٓحُٗ )ٝكوح 

ٜىف ٓطٔحش٤ح ٓغ ٗٔٞيؼ ٓؼ٤ٖ ٣ٌٕٞ ك٤ٚ ٔٓطج٧ط٢ِ ُـٍع ٓؼ٤ٖ، ٧ٕ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس ضؿؼَ جُ٘ض جُ

(، Farahzad( )6999ٝٝكوح ُلحٌجَجو ) (.61)ص  ك٢ جُػوحكس جُٔٓطٜىكس" جُورٍٞ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٢ ٓؼٔٞٗح

ذاػحكس أؾُجء ؾى٣ىز  ط٤٢ِٖ ػ٠ِ ْى جُػـٍجش ك٢ جُ٘ض ج٧كع جُٔطٍؾ٣ٔك٢ جُطٍؾٔس جُط٬ػد كإ 

َ ئ٠ُ طٌٞز ًحِٓس ٓ٘ٚ. ك٢ ق٤ٖ ٖٓ أؾَ جُطٞط جكطٍجع ػ٬هحش ؾى٣ىز ذ٤ٖ ج٧ؾُجءئ٤ُٚ أٝ ػ٠ِ 

ذإٔ جُط٬ػد ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ  (Basnett & Lefevere( )6992ذح٤ْ٘ص ٝ ٤ُل٤ل٤ٍ )٣ٍٟ 

ٌِّٖ ٖٓ "ئػحوز ًطحذس" جُٔلح٤ْٛ جُؿى٣ىز، ٝج٧ٗٞجع، ٣ٓحػى ك٢ ضوىّ ج٧ وخ ٝجُٔؿطٔغ ج١ًُ ٣ٔ

 نٍ.ج٥ٝج٩ؾٍجءجش جُط٢ ضْٜٓ ك٢ ضح٣ٌم جُطٍؾٔس ٝضش٤ٌَ هٞز غوحكس ٝجقىز ػ٠ِ 

 اذجا٘اخ تٍشِاْ ٌٍرشجّح

 ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس ُ٘ظحّوٌجْس ٓلظِس 1985) )( Antoine Bermanهىّ أٗطٞجٕ ذ٤ٍٓحٕ )

 ئي هحّ ك٤ٚ ذ٤ٍٓحٕ ،ٝٝطلٚ ذـ"ضك٤ِ٤ِس جُطٍؾٔس" ٝٛٞ ضك٤َِ ٓلظَ ُ٘ظحّ جُُ٘ػحش جُطش٤ٜ٣ٞس ُِطٍؾٔس

 ذؼرؾ أًػٍ ٖٓ جغ٢٘ ػشٍ ٬٤ٓ أٝ ُٗػس ضش٤ٜ٣ٞس ُِطٍؾٔس، ضْ ئ٣ؿحَٛح ًح٥ض٢: 

 ٠ُ: ضؼى٣َ ج٤ُٜحًَ جُ٘ك٣ٞس ذٔح ك٢ يُي ػ٬ٓحش جُطٍه٤ْ ٝذ٤٘س جُؿِٔس ٝجُ٘ظحّ. ٣ٝش٤ٍ ئاٌؼمٍٕح -6

 ٝج٤َُٔ ئ٠ُ جُطؼ٤ْٔ. ،أشٌحٍ ج٫ْْٝ جُطؿ٣ٍى، ٝضٍؾٔس ج٧كؼحٍ

 : ٣طْ ك٤ٚ جُشٍـ ٣ٜٝىف ئ٠ُ ضٞػ٤ف ٓح ٫ ٣ٍؿد ك٢ ضٞػ٤كٚ ك٢ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ.اٌرٛضٍخ -2

 : ضو٤َِ ٝػٞـ طٞش جُٔإُق ٓغ "ج٩كٍجؽ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس"، أ١ ؿ٤حخ ئ٣وحع جُ٘ض.اٌرطًٌٛ -3

جُطٍؾٔس ٖٓ ن٬ٍ ئػحوز ًطحذس جُ٘ض جُٜىف ذط٣ٍوس أًػٍ : ٣ش٤ٍ ئ٠ُ ج٤َُٔ ئ٠ُ ضك٤ٖٓ اٌرفخٍـُ -4

 ؾحيذ٤س، قط٠ ُٞ ًحٕ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ يجضٚ ٫ ٣ِٔي ًٛٙ جُظلحش.
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ذك٤ع ضلطوٍ ًٛٙ  ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٚ: ٣شَٔ جْطرىجٍ جٌُِٔحش ٝجُطؼر٤ٍجش ذٔح ٣ٌحكثٜح ك٢ جُ٘ض جُاٌرثغٍظ -5

 جٌُِٔحش جُط٢ ٫ ضؼٌّ  جُٔؼ٠٘ جٍُٔجو.جٌُٔحكثِحش ئ٠ُ ٓؼحُٜٔح ٝئ٠ُ غٍجءٛح جُؿ١ٍٛٞ ئ٠ُ ؾحٗد ؾٞوز 

: ٣٘ط١ٞ ػ٠ِ كوىجٕ جُطرح٣ٖ جُٔؼؿ٢ٔ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس، ٝكوىجٕ ًػحكس ٝشك٘س جُٔلٍوجش، ًًٝج الاخرصاس -6

 جُكى ٖٓ ضلٍو جٌُِٔحش ٝض٤ُٔٛح ػٖ ؿ٤ٍٛح.

 : ق٤ع ٣طْ ك٤ٜح ضك٣ٍق ضٍض٤د جٌُِٔحش ٝػ٬ٓحش جُطٍه٤ْ.دزف الإٌماع -7

: ٣ؿد إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ جُٔطٍؾْ ػ٠ِ ذ٤٘س ٖٓ شرٌس جٌُِٔحش ك٢ ؾ٤ٔغ ح(٘ذَ اٌرٕغٍك )اٌّجأغ -8

 جُ٘ظٞص؛ كؼ٬ ػٖ ٓ٘طو٤س جٍُذؾ ذ٤ٜ٘ح.

 .ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُّٚ جُطٞق٤ى ٝج٫ضٓحم ك٢ جُ٘ض جُ: ٣ؼ٢٘ ػى٘ذَ اٌرشاوٍة اٌٍغٌٛح -9

ٌج : ضطؼِن ذأٗٔحؽ ج٬ٌُّ ٝجُِـس جُٔك٤ِس جُط٢ ضإو١ وٝ٘ذَ أٚ ذغشٌة اٌشثىاخ اٌٍغٌٛح اٌّذٍٍح - 61

 ٛحٓح ك٢ ػرؾ أ١ ٌٝج٣س.

ٓػَ ذٔح ٣ؼحوُٚ ك٢ جُِـس : جْطرىجٍ ٓظطِف أٝدزف اٌؼثاساخ اٌّأٌٛفح ٚاٌؼثاساخ اٌجا٘ضج -66

 .ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحجُ

ٕ جُِـس : ٤َٓ جُطٍؾٔس ئ٠ُ ٓكٞ أغٍ ٓهطِق أشِذٛ اٌّغرٌٛاخ اٌٍغٌٛح -62 ّٞ ٌحٍ جُِـس جُط٢ ضٌ

 .ؾْ ٜٓ٘حٍطجُٔ

ئ٠ُ ٗل٢ ًَ ٓح ٛٞ أؾ٘ر٢ ك٢  ج١ًُ ٤ٔ٣َ ج٫ضؿحٙ جُؼحّ (Berman) جٗطوى ذ٤ٍٓحٕٝهى 

ُؼَٔ جُٔطٍؾْ ٛٞ ضِو٢ ي أًى إٔ جُٜىف ج٧ن٬ه٢ جُظك٤ف ئ ،ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س "جُططر٤غ" جُطٍؾٔس ٖٓ ن٬ٍ

 ًَ ٓح ٛٞ أؾ٘ر٢ ػ٠ِ أٗٚ أؾ٘ر٢. 

 إعرشاذٍجٍرً اٌرٛطٍٓ ٚ اٌرغشٌة ِٚشئٍح أٚلا ِشئٍح اٌّرشجُ دغة فٍٕٛذً

(، 6995ك٢ ًطحذٚ "٫ ٍٓت٤س جُٔطٍؾْ" )( Lawrence Venutiٞض٢ ) ٣ؼحُؽ ٌُٞجّٗ ك٤٘

ٓٓأُس جُٔطٍؾْ ٌٝٓحٗطٚ ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس، كٜٞ ٣ظ٘ق جُطٍؾٔس ذحػطرحٌ جُٔطٍؾْ ئ٠ُ ط٘ل٤ٖ، 

جُظ٘ق ج٧ٍٝ ٛٞ ج١ًُ ٣ٌٕٞ ك٤ٚ جُٔطٍؾْ ؿ٤ٍ ٍٓت٢ ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس،  أ١ إٔ جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْ 

٣ظرف ًأٗٚ أط٢ِ ٝ ٫ ضرىٝ ػ٤ِٚ أ١ ػ٬ٓس ٖٓ ػ٬ٓحش جُطٍؾٔس، ًٝٛج ٛٞ طِد ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س 

جُط٢ ضٓؼ٠ ذحُٔوحّ ج٧ٍٝ ئ٠ُ ئٗطحؼ ٗض ِّْ ٝكظ٤ف ٝٓ٘ٓؿْ ٝٓط٘حْن ٓغ ًطحذحش جُِـس  جُطٞؽ٤ٖ

قط٠ ضطٍى ػ٘ى جُٔطِو٢ ٗلّ ج٧غٍ ج١ًُ ضًٍٚ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ػ٘ى جُوحٌب ج٧ط٢ِ. أٓح  ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحجُ

َ جُظ٘ق جُػح٢ٗ كٜٞ ج١ًُ ٣ٌٕٞ ك٤ٚ جُٔطٍؾْ ذحٌَج ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس أ١ إٔ جُ٘ض ٣رىٝ ٓطٍؾٔح ذٌ

ًٝٛج ٣ؿٓى  ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحٝجُِـس جُ طٍؾْ ٜٓ٘حٓح ٣كِٔٚ ٖٓ كٍٝم ٝجنط٬كحش ُـ٣ٞس ٝغوحك٤س ذ٤ٖ جُِـس جُٔ

ٜىف ك٤ٔ٤ُ ٔٓطئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطـ٣ٍد جُط٢ ٖٓ وٌٝٛح ئذٍجَ نظحتض جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ك٢ جُ٘ض جُ

ْرد ًٕٞ .  ٣ؼ٤ى ك٤٘ٞض٢ ط٢ُِـطٚ ٝغوحكطٚ ُٝـس ٝغوحكس جُ٘ض ج٧ ك٢جُلٍٝم ذ٤ٖ جُوحٌب ذُٜٓٞس 

ق٤ع ضوّٞ ذطٞؽ٤ٖ  ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحجُٔطٍؾْ ؿ٤ٍ ذحٌَ ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس ئ٠ُ ٤ٛٔ٘س جُػوحكس ٝجُِـس جُ
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أشٌحٍ جُـٍجذس  س جُٔٓطورِس ٌجكؼس ذًُي ًَٝض٤٤ٌق جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ قط٠ ٣طٔحش٠ ٝٓرحوب ٝه٤ْ جُػوحك

 ػوحكس ج٧ٗؿِٞأ٤ٌ٣ٍٓس.ك٢ جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْ.  ًٔح ٣ش٤ٍ ك٤٘ٞض٢ ئ٠ُ إٔ ًٛج جُكحٍ ٛٞ ٗلٓٚ جُٓحتى ك٢ جُ

 رشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح ٚاٌخطاب الأدتًاٌفصً اٌثأً: اٌ

 ٔثزج ذاسٌخٍح

طلص جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ذأٜٗح ظحٍٛز ػح٤ُٔس غوحك٤س، ٝهى طحؽ ًٛج جُٔظطِف ٧ٍٝ ٍٓز ُٝ 

جُطحْغ ك٢ جُوٍٕ  ،( ػحُْ ج٫ؾطٔحع ج٤ِ٣ٝWilliam Graham Sumner٢ٌ٣ٍٓ٧حّ ؾٍجٛحّ ٍْٞٓ٘ )

 .(6916) "ج٧ْح٤ُد جُشؼر٤س: وٌجْس ػٖ جُؼحوجش ٝج٥وجخ ٝجُطوح٤ُى ٝج٧ن٬م" ك٢ ػِٔٚ ،ػشٍ

ٍّ جُطح٣ٌم ئ٠ُ ْى جُػـٍجش ذ٤ٖ جُِـحش جُط٢ ضٓؼ٠ ئ٠ُ كطف أذٞجخ  ٝهى ْؼ٠ ٓؼظْ جُٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ ػ٠ِ ٓ

ػشٍ ٝجُطحْغ ٬ُهطٍجخ ٖٓ غوحكس ؿ٤ٍ ٓأُٞكس ُْٜ، ًٝٓ٘ جُو٤ٍٖٗ جُػحٖٓ  ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحؾى٣ىز ُوٍجء جُِـس جُ

ٗشٍ  ك٢ص ْحٛٔػشٍ ذىج إٔ جُطٍؾٔس ضْٜٓ ك٢ ئٗطحؼ ٝنِن جُهطحذحش ج٧وذ٤س جُٔك٤ِس؛ ٖٝٓ غْ كوى 

وح ًحٗص ضوحِ جُطٍؾٔحش ٝك ٝٓغ يُي جُٞػ٢ ك٢ جُٔشح٣ٌغ جُػوحك٤س ٝضطحذوٜح ٓغ كثحش جؾطٔحػ٤س أنٍٟ.

ك٢  طٍؾْ ٜٓ٘حئ٠ُ جُِـس جُٔذك٤ع جػطرٍش إٔ جُطٍؾٔس جُكٍك٤س ض٘كحَ ، ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ُىٌؾحش جُك٣ٍس

٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ئٓح ٝك٤ح  أ١؛ ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحق٤ٖ جػطرٍش جُطٍؾٔس جُكٍز أٜٗح ض٘كحَ ئ٠ُ جُِـس جُ

. ٝئيج ٓح أٌوٗح ٌذؾ يُي ٓغ جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س، كإ جُىٌجْحش جُٔهطِلس سٜىكٔٓطأٝ ُِـس جُ طَُِـس ج٧

ؼ٘ىٓح ْؼ٠ ك ،ضؼطرٍ ن٤ٍ ٓػحٍ ػ٠ِ يُي حْغ ػشٍجُط٢ هحّ ذٜح جُٔٓطشٍهٕٞ ًٓ٘ ذىج٣س جُوٍٕ جُط

، ًحٕ جٛطٔحْٜٓ ج٧ٍٝ ٛٞ جُوٍإٓ. كوى ضٍؾْ ف جُطٍجظ جُػوحك٢ ٝجُؼ٢ِٔ جُشٍه٢جُٔٓطشٍهٕٞ ٫ًطشح

ئ٠ُ ذؼغ جُِـحش ج٧ٌٝٝذ٤س ٝكوح ُٔؿٔٞػطْٜ ٚ ككحُٝٞج ٗوِج٣ٌٍُْ ٕ آجُٔٓطشٍهٕٞ ٝجُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ جُوٍ

جُٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ ج٧ٌٝٝذ٤٤ٖ ُِوٍإٓ ًحٕ ض٤ًٍُْٛ ػ٠ِ ضٍؾٔس آ٣حش  ج٩غ٤٘س ٝغوحكطْٜ جُهحطس، ئي ئٕ ٓؼظْ

ََّ جٛطٔحّ جُل٬ْلس  وٕٝ ج٧نٍٟ جػطٔحوج ػ٠ِ ٓؼطوىجضْٜ جُشهظ٤س. ًٝٛٙ جُٔهحٝف ًحٗص ٓك

ٕ ئ٠ُ ضظٌٞ ٣ٝىز طحؿٜح ػِٔحء جُطٍؾٔس ٝجُٔ٘ظٍج٧ٌٝٝذ٤٤ٖ ك٢ يُي جُٞهص. غْ ظٍٜش جضؿحٛحش ؾى

ذ٤َىَ إٔ ٤َٓ جُٔطٍؾْ ئ٠ُ  ٤د جُط٢ ضكىو ٓٔحٌْس ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس.ُرؼغ جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش جُطٍؾٔس ٝج٧ْحُ

ّْ ٣ٓطط٤غ جُٔطٍؾْ  ضٞظ٤ق غوحكطٚ ٣إو١ قطٔح ئ٠ُ ػىّ جُلْٜ جٌُحَٓ ُِ٘ظٞص ج٧ط٤ِس، ٖٝٓ غَ

جُط٬ػد ذحُٔؼ٠٘ ٝوٓؽ غوحكطٚ جُهحطس ٝكوح ُٔؼطوىجضٚ ٝن٤حٌجضٚ جُشهظ٤س أٝ جُوٍجٌجش جُط٢ هى ضإو١ 

 جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س. ٜحٍ ػ٘ف ك٢ جُٔؼ٠٘؛ ًٝٛٙ جُكو٤وس ٢ٛ ٓح ضٓلِ ئ٠ُ جُطش٣ٞٚ ٝج٫ٗكٍج

 ذأثٍشاخ ٚأٔٛاع اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح فً اٌخطاب الأدتً   

 آثاس اٌرشجّاخ راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح

ٓكِٜح  َّ ن جُٞهحتغ جُٞجٌوز ك٢ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ٝإٔ ٣كِ ٤ٖٓ شإٔ ًٛج جُ٘ٞع ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔس إٔ ٣ؼ

ٝهحتغ ٓهطِلس ضطؼِن ذػوحكس جُٔطٍؾْ ٗلٓٚ أٝ أٗٔحؽٚ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٤س، ك٢ ٓكحُٝس ُطو٤َِ ج٫نط٬كحش ذ٤ٖ 
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ٚ . ٝػ٘ىٓح ٣كحٍٝ جُٔطٍؾْ جُطو٤َِ ٖٓ ج٫نط٬كحش ذ٤ٖ غوحكطسٜىكٔٓطِـس جُجُٝ ط٤ِسِـس ج٧جُغوحكط٢ 

، ٣ٔكٞ جُٓٔحش جُػوحك٤س ُِـس كْٜ جُوحٌب ُِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ. كٜٞ ذًٜج  ن٤ٝغوحكس ج٥نٍ، كٜٞ ذ٬ شي ٣ؼ

جُٔظىٌ ٣ٝ٘وَ ٓؼِٞٓحش نحؽثس ضٔحٓح. ٝهى ٣ٓطهىّ جُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ ضو٤٘س "جُط٤ٌق" جُط٢ ضإو١ ئ٠ُ ضٍؾٔس 

يجش ُٗػس ػٍه٤س ذك٤ع ٤ٔ٣َ جُٔطٍؾْ ئ٠ُ ض٤٤ٌق جُِـس جُٜىف ٓغ غوحكطٚ ٝجُٔؼح٤٣ٍ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٤س ُطِي 

 ًٝٛٙ جُكو٤وس ضإغٍ ِْرح ك٢ ٣ٚ جُٔؼ٠٘ ج٧ط٢ِ؛جُِـس أغ٘حء ٗوَ جُٔؼ٠٘ ٓٔح ٣ُٓلٍِ ػٖ ضك٣ٍق ٝضشٞ

 جُطٍؾٔس جُط٢ هى ٣شُي ك٢ طكطٜح.

 أٔٛاع اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح فً اٌخطاب الأدتً

-Asٖٓ جُظحك٢ ) ، هحّ ذٜح ًَج ػ٠ِ وٌجْحش ْحذوس ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢جػطٔحو  

Safi( )2166 ٝجُٔ٘ل٢ )Elmenfi) )(2164ْٝ )ٌ٘حو١ (Sankadi )(2164 ضْ جهطٍجـ أٗٞجع ،)

ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔحش يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ػ٠ِ جُ٘كٞ جُطح٢ُ: جُطٍؾٔحش يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س جُػوحك٤س، 

 ٝجُِـ٣ٞس، ٝجُى٤٘٣س، ٝج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س.

 اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح اٌثمافٍح: ( أ

ؿحُرح ٓح ٣ٓطهىٜٓح جُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ جُٔطهظظٕٞ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ج٧وذ٤س ق٤ع ٤ٔ٣َ جُٔطٍؾْ 

ئ٠ُ ضطر٤ن غوحكطٚ جُهحطس، ذٞػ٢ أٝ وٕٝ ٝػ٢ ٓ٘ٚ، ذاػلحء جُطحذغ جُٔك٢ِ ػ٠ِ جُِـس ج٧طَ 

ؾٔس جُؼٍذ٤س ُرؼغ ئ٤ُٜح غوحكس جُٔطٍؾْ ٗلٓٚ، ًٔح ك٢ جُطٍض٘ط٢ٔ ٝئذٍجَ جُِـس جُٜىف جُط٢ 

 حؾٍ جُر٘ىه٤س" ُشٌٓر٤ٍ.ضجُٔوططلحش ٖٓ "

 اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح اٌٍغٌٛح: ( ب

جُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ ئ٠ُ ئػحوز ط٤حؿس جٍُْحُس ػحوز (، ٤ٔ٣َ 2166) (As-Safi) ٝكوح ُِظحك٢ٝ

ج٧ط٤ِس ٖٓ أؾَ ٗوَ جُٔؼ٠٘ ذط٣ٍوس ٓطٌحِٓس ئ٠ُ جُٔطِو٢. كٖٔ جُ٘حق٤س جُِـ٣ٞس هى ٣وٌٍ جُٔطٍؾْ 

٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ٖٓ ن٬ٍ ضطر٤وٚ ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س ٓؼ٤٘س ك٢ ئػحكس أٝ قًف ؾُء ٖٓ جُؿِٔس ك٢ جُ

، ٓٔح هى ٣إغٍ ػ٠ِ  طكس طٍؾْ ئ٤ُٚجُطٍؾٔس ذـٍع جُكلحظ ػ٠ِ جُٔؼ٠٘ جُى٢ُ٫ ُِ٘ض جُٔ

 جُطٍؾٔس.

 اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح اٌذٌٍٕح: ( ج

كإ جُطٍؾٔحش يجش  Elmenfi) )(2164)جُٔ٘ل٢ ًًٝج  (Sankadi) ٌُٓ٘حو١ قٓدٝ

جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ضػرص ذٞػٞـ إٔ جُٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ ذحٌُحو ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣ٌٞٗٞج أٝك٤حء ُِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ػ٘ىٓح 

 ٣طؼِن ج٧ٍٓ ذحُٔٓحتَ جُى٤٘٣س؛ ذَ ذى٫ ٖٓ يُي ٣ظٍٜٕٝ ٝكحءج أًػٍ ئ٠ُ ُـطْٜ ٝغوحكطْٜ جُهحطس.

 اٌرشجّح راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍح الإٌذٌٌٛٛجٍح: ( د

ضإو١ ج٫ػطرحٌجش ج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س وٌٝج ٛحٓح ك٢ ضكى٣ى ٤ْحْس جُطٍؾٔس. ٝٝكوح ُكحضْ 

(، ٫ ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣طؿ٘د ن٤حٌج ئ٣ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤ح قحْٔح. Hatim & Mason( )6997ٕٓٞ )٣ٝٓح
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كل٢ كطٍز ٖٓ كطٍجش جُطح٣ٌم، ُْ ضطٍؾْ ذؼغ جُ٘ظٞص ػ٠ِ ج٩ؽ٬م أٝ ًحٕ ٣طؼ٤ٖ ضٍؾٔطٜح ٝكوح 

ٗط٤ؿس ًُُي، ُْ ضطٍؾْ جُؼى٣ى ٖٓ ج٧ػٔحٍ، ٝقٓد جُوٞج٤ٖٗ جُػوحك٤س ج٤ُٜٔٔ٘س. ُٔططِرحش ٓؼ٤٘س 

٢ ضشٞٙ ذحُطأ٤ًى ٝجُرؼغ ج٥نٍ ٖٓٔ ضٔص ضٍؾٔطٚ جقطٟٞ ػ٠ِ جُؼى٣ى ٖٓ جُكًف ٝجُطـ٤٤ٍجش جُط

ٗظٞص ٓهطِلس ضٔحٓح ضطٞجكن ٓغ غوحكس جُٔطٍؾْ جُهحطس  ئٗطحؼُِٝ٘ض  جٍُْحُس ج٧ط٤ِس

 ذرؼغ ج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤حش جُط٢ هى ٣إٖٓ ذٜح.ٝجُٔؼطوىجش جُط٢ ضطأغٍ 

 ٔمً ثمافًتصفرٙا اٌرشجّح 

(، ٢ٛ Snell Hornby( )6988ئٕ أقىظ ٓوحٌذحش جُطٍؾٔس، ٝكوح ٤َُ٘ٓ ٌٛٞٗر٢ )

 "جُطٞؾٚ ٗكٞ جُ٘وَ جُػوحك٢ ذى٫ ٖٓ جُ٘وَ جُِـ١ٞ".

 اٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح فً اٌرشجّح

ؽٍف جُٔ٘ظ٣ٍٖ ُطظ٤٘ق جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس ٛ٘حى جُؼى٣ى ٖٓ جُ٘ٔحيؼ جُٔوطٍقس ٖٓ 

( ك٢ ًٛٙ Florin( )6986ك٣ٌِٖٞ )( Vlahovٝك٬ٛٞف ) جُػوحك٤س، ٝهى ضْ جنط٤حٌ ٗٔٞيؼ

ٔؼٍكس جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ػ٠ِ جٍُؿْ ٖٓ ُُِططر٤ن  هحذَ ٌُٞٗٚجُىٌجْس 

إٔ جُِـ٤٣ٖٞ جُرِـح٤٣ٌٖ ك٬ٛٞف ٝك٣ٌِٖٞ  ك٢ قو٤وس ج٧ٍٓأٜٗح ضرىٝ ٓشحذٜس ُطظ٤٘ق ٤ٗٞٓحٌى. ٝ

( ٣وىٓحٕ ضظ٤٘لح ضلظ٤ِ٤ح ُِػوحكس جُٞجهؼ٤س ٣ٝظ٘لحٕ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ػ٠ِ جُ٘كٞ 6986)

 جُطح٢ُ:

)جُطش٬٤ٌش جُؿـٍجك٤س ٝج٧ؾٓحّ جُؿـٍجك٤س ٖٓ ط٘غ  حجغشافٍاٌاٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح ( 6 

 حش جُهحطس ذٌٔحٕ ٓؼ٤ٖ(. ج٩ٗٓحٕ ٝجُ٘رحضحش ٝجُك٤ٞجٗ

)جُطؼحّ ٝجُشٍجخ، ٝج٬ُٔذّ، ٝأٓحًٖ جُٔؼ٤شس،  حثٕٛغشافٍالإاٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح ( 2

 ٝج٧غحظ، ٝج٧ٝج٢ٗ، ٝجًٍُٔرحش، ٝأْٔحء جُٜٖٔ ٝج٧وٝجش(. 

ج٫٥ش ج٤ُْٞٔو٤س، ٝ)ج٤ُْٞٔو٠ ٝجٍُهض،  حثمافٍاٌٚ حفٍٕاٌاٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح ( 3

 ٝج٧ػ٤حو، ٝج٧ُؼحخ، ٝجُطوِٞ ٝشهظ٤حضْٜ(.

 )أْٔحء جُ٘حِ ٝج٧ُوحخ(. حؼشلٍاٌاٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح ( 4

: )جُٞقىجش ج٩وج٣ٌس ج٩ه٤ٔ٤ِس، ٝجٌُٔحضد حغٍاعٍاٌٚ حجرّاػٍلاااٌىٍّاخ راخ اٌذلاٌح اٌثمافٍح ( 5

 ( جُؼ٣ٌٍٓسٝٓٔػ٤ِٜح، ٝجٍُضد 

 ٣ٝشَٔ: جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤سجْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٓهطِلس ُطٍؾٔس  1988)٣وىّ ضظ٤٘ق ٤ٗٞٓحٌى )ٝ

ًاؾٍجء ضٍؾ٢ٔ، ٣ٝشَٔ  سٜىكٔٓط: ٝٛٞ ػ٤ِٔس ٗوَ ًِٔس ٖٓ جُِـس ج٧طَ ئ٠ُ جُِـس جُإٌمً( 6

 جُطٍؾٔس جُظٞض٤س ٝجُ٘وكٍز.
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، غْ ٓغ سٜىكٔٓطـس جُ: ٝٛٞ إٔ ضطٞجكن ًِٔس جُِـس ج٧طَ ٓغ جُ٘طن جُؼحو١ ٌُِِٔس ك٢ جُِاٌرطثٍغ (2

 ٢.ظٍكشٌِٜح جُ

ذٌِٔس أنٍٟ ك٢ جُِـس  ط٤ِسجْطرىجٍ ًِٔس غوحك٤س ك٢ جُِـس ج٧: ٣ٜىف ئ٠ُ اٌثمافً ؤفاىراٌ( 3

 ، ٝئٕ ُْ ضٌٖ وه٤وس، ٝهى ٣إو١ ًٛج ج٫ْطرىجٍ ئ٠ُ ضٍؾٔس يجش ُٗػس ػٍه٤س.سٜىكٔٓطجُ

يجش و٫ُس غوحك٤س، ٝأق٤حٗح ٣طْ  قٓد ج٤ُٓحم ٝضٌٕٞجْطهىجّ ًِٔس  ٚك٤ ٣طْ ٝ: اٌٛظٍفً فؤارىاٌ( 4

 ٣طْ ضؼ٤ْٔ ًِٔس جُِـس ج٧طَ، ٓٔح ٣إغٍ ػ٠ِ ٝكحء جُٔطٍؾْ. ج،جْطهىجّ ٓظطِف ٓكىو ؾى٣ى. ٝذًٜ

 ٣طْ شٍـ ٓؼ٠٘ جُٔظطِف يٝ جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ك٢ ػىز ًِٔحش. ٤ٚ : كاٌٛصفً فؤارىاٌ( 5

: ٣ٓطرؼى جُػوحكس ٣ٝرٍَ جُٔؼ٠٘ ذٔوحٌٗس ًِٔس جُِـس ج٧طَ ذٌِٔس جُِـس جُٜىف اٌرذًٍٍ اٌرشاوًّ( 6

 ذؼٌّ "جُ٘وَ". ٞٝٛ ؛ٌٓٞٗحضٚ جُٔهطِلساذٍجَ جُٔؼ٠٘ جُٔشطٍى غْ ذيجش جُٔؼ٠٘ جُٔٔحغَ، ٝيُي 

 . ٝك٢ ًٛٙ جُكحُس، ٣كَ ج٫هطظحو ٓكَ جُىهس.ٔٓطٜىكس: ٝٛٞ ٓح ٣ؼحوٍ ذحُطو٣ٍد جُِـس جُاٌرشادف( 7

ٍِٕح( 8 : ٢ٛ جُطٍؾٔس جُكٍك٤س يجش جُط٘ظ٤ْ جُٔشطٍى ٧ْٔحء جُٔ٘ظٔحش ٌٝٓٞٗحش اٌرشجّح اٌثٍ 

رس. ٣ٌٖٝٔ أ٣ؼح إٔ  ًّ  ٠ٔٓ: ج٫هطٍجع أٝ ضٍؾٔس جُوٍع.ضجٌُِٔحش جٍُٔ

، ًحُطـ٤٤ٍ ٖٓ ٖٓ جُِـس جُٔظىٌ ئ٠ُ جُِـس جُٜىف: ضؼْ جُطـ٤٤ٍ جُ٘ك١ٞ رثذًٌاٌاٌرذٛلاخ أٚ ( 9

 .ٝؿ٤ٍٛحأٝ ػ٘ىٓح ٫ ٣ٞؾى ذ٤ُ٘س ٓكىوز ُِـس جُٔظىٌ ك٢ جُِـس جُٜىف ... جُٔلٍو ئ٠ُ جُؿٔغ ٓػ٬، 

: ٣كىظ ػ٘ىٓح ٣وّٞ جُٔطٍؾْ ذحْط٘ٓحل ٌْحُس جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ك٢ جُ٘ض جُٜىف ٝكوح اٌرطٌٛغ( 61

 ُِٔؼح٤٣ٍ جُكح٤ُس ُِـس جُٜىف، ٧ٕ ًِطح جُِـطحٕ هى ضهطِلحٕ ك٢ ٝؾٜحش جُ٘ظٍ.

ػ٘ىٓح ٣ؿىٌُ ذحُٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٓطهىّ جُطٍؾٔس ج٤ٍُْٔس جُٔطؼحٌف : ضكىظ اٌرشجّح الاعرٍؼاتٍح( 11

 ػ٤ِٜح ٝجُٔورُٞس ١٧ ٓظطِف ٓإْٓحض٢.

 : ٣كىظ ػ٘ىٓح ٣طْ ضؼ٣ٞغ نٓحٌز جُٔؼ٠٘ ك٢ ؾُء ٝجقى ٖٓ جُؿِٔس ك٢ ؾُء آنٍ.اٌرؼٌٛض( 62

وز جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س. ٣ٌٕٝٞ جُشٍـ ك٢ ئػح ١: ك٤ٜح ٣طْ شٍـ ٓؼ٠٘ جُٔظطِف يإػادج اٌصٍاغح( 63

 جُظ٤حؿس أًػٍ ضلظ٬٤ ٓٔح ٣ٌٕٞ ػ٤ِٚ ك٢ "جُٔؼحوٍ جُٞطل٢".

 : ٣كىظ ػ٘ىٓح ٣وّٞ جُٔطٍؾْ ذططر٤ن ئؾٍجء٣ٖ ٓهطِل٤ٖ ٓؼح.الاصدٚاجٍح( 64

: ٢ٛ ضِي جُٔؼِٞٓحش ج٩ػحك٤س جُط٢ ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ اٌّلادظاخ ٚالإضافاخ ٚاٌرؼٍٍماخ( 65

 ئػحكطٜح ئ٠ُ ٗٓهطٚ ٢ٛٝ ػحوز ٓح ضٌٕٞ غوحك٤س.

 اٌثمافًاٌرذٛي 

ف و٤ٌ٣ُ٘ ٝآنٍٕٝ ) ٍّ ( جُطكٍٞ جُػوحك٢ ػ٠ِ أٗٚ أ١ نٍٝؼ Dickins et al( )2112ػ

ػٖ جُطٍؾٔس جُكٍك٤س جُط٢ ضشَٔ جْطرىجٍ ْٔحش ٓكىوز ُِـس ج٧طَ ٓغ ٬ٓٓف ٓكىوز ُِـس جُٜىف 

ٝذحُطح٢ُ جُطو٤َِ ئ٠ُ قى ٓح ٖٓ ؿٍجذس جُِـس جُٔٓطٜىكس. ًٔح ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣٘ظٍ ئ٠ُ وٌؾحش جُطكٍٞ 

جُػوحك٢، أ١ أٗٚ ٣ٔطى ذ٤ٖ ؿٍجذس  ُطؿىٌٝجٖ جُـٍجذس جُػوحك٢ جُٔهطِلس ً٘وحؽ ضٍجٝقص ذ٤ٖ جُ٘و٤ؼ٤ٖ ٓ
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٣ٌٕٝٞ جُطكٍٞ جُػوحك٢ ػ٠ِ ػىز أٗٞجع ٢ٛ: جُـٍجذس، جُططحذن،  ٝضؿ٤ّ٘ أٝ ضطر٤غ جُ٘ض؛

 جُػوحك٢.  ٝجُطؿىٌػوحك٢، جُطٍؾٔس جُطٞجط٤ِس، ج٫هطٍجع جُ

 لشاس اٌّرشجُ اٌمائُ ػٍى أعظ ثمافٍح

ئيج ٓح ٌؿد ك٢  طَؼحَٓ ٓغ ٌْحُس جُِـس ج٤٧س جُط٣ؿد إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ جُٔطٍؾْ ٣وظح قٍٞ ٤ًل

(، ٣٘رـ٢ Bandia( )6993إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ٝك٤ح ك٢ ضٍؾٔطٚ ُِـس ٝجُػوحكس جُٔٓطٜىكس. ٝٝكوح ُر٘ى٣ح )

ٖٓ ن٬ٍ  طَٟ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٢ ٝجُػوحك٢ ُِـس ج٧ُكلحظ ػ٠ِ جُٔكطٞج ئ٠ُ ُِٔطٍؾْ أ٣ؼح إٔ ٣ٓؼ٠

كس جُٔظىٌ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس؛ ئي ٖٓ ػٔحٕ ػىّ قىٝظ "جُظٌٞ جُ٘ٔط٤س جُِٓر٤س" ذٓرد ؾَٜ غوح

ئٕ ج٫ْطهىجّ ج٤ُِْٓ ٩ؾٍجءجش  جُظؼد كْٜ ٗظْ جُو٤ْ جُػوحك٤س ُطؿىٌّٛح جُؼ٤ٔن ك٢ ٤ٓٗؽ جُِـس ج٧ّ.

ٝأْح٤ُد جُطٍؾٔس ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُؼرحٌجش ج٫طط٬ق٤س ٖٓ ُـس ئ٠ُ أنٍٟ ك٢ ٓكحُٝس ُ٘وَ غوحكس 

كٜٞ ٓؼطٍ ُٔؼٍكس  ٔطٍؾْ.جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ هى ٣ٌشق ػٖ ُٗػس ػٍه٤س ئ٣ؿحذ٤س ٖٓ ؾحٗد جُ

جُٔؼحوٍ جُػوحك٢ ٌَُ ضؼر٤ٍ جطط٬ق٢ ٝيُي ُؿؼَ جُٔؼ٠٘ ج٫طط٬ق٢ وه٤وح ٣ش٤ٍ ئ٠ُ جُ٘ض 

ج٧ط٢ِ، ٝذًٜج كحُٔطٍؾْ ٫ ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣طُّْٜ ذحُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س جُِٓر٤س ؽحُٔح أٗٚ قحكع ػ٠ِ ٝػٞـ 

 .سٜىكٔٓطجُٔؼ٠٘ ُوحٌب جُِـس جُ

 اٌرلاػة فً ذشجّح الأدب الأٌذٌٌٛٛجٍح ٚ

٣ٍضرؾ جٛطٔحّ وٌجْحش جُطٍؾٔس ذح٣٫ىُٝٞؾ٤حش ذٔلّٜٞ جُِـس ٝجُطك٣ٍق ٝجُط٬ػد 

 ج٩ذىجع( أ٣ؼح إٔ ج٣٫ىُٝٞؾ٤ح ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ضو٤ى Baker( )2115ٝ"ئػحوز جٌُطحذس". ًٔح أًىش ذ٤ٌٍ )

(، كإ 6999ػرى الله )قٓد ٝ جُػوحكس ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطٍؾٔس. شٞٙٝض طٍؾْ ٜٓ٘حك٢ جُِـس جُٔ

ذ٤س ٓطٍجذطحٕ، ئي ٫ ٣ٌٖٔ ضؿ٘د جُط٬ػد ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ج٧و ط٬ػدج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س ٝجُ

حٌِ أٗٞجع . ًٝٛج ٣ؼ٢٘ إٔ جُطٍؾٔس ج٧وذ٤س ضٔككٓد ضل٤ٍٓج ٨ُطَضٌٕٞ ٫ ضؼىٝ إٔ  ك٢ٜج٧وذ٤س 

وحؽ جُه٬ف ٓغ طؿ٘رٜح ذط٣ٍوس ٓح ٩ظٜحٌ ٗذ، ٝجُٔطٍؾْ ٤ٌْٕٞ ُِٓٓح حشٓهطِلس ٖٓ ج٣٧ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤

 ٓؼح٤٣ٍ جُػوحكس ج٤ُٜٔٔ٘س جُٔٓطٜىكس.

 اٌرغشٌة ٚاٌرشٌٛٗ فً ذشجّح اٌخطاب الأدتً

جُطٍؾٔس يجش  ضش٣ٖٞٚٓ ق٤ع أْح٤ُد جُطٍؾٔس، ٣ٌٖٔ ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطـ٣ٍد إٔ ضكى ٖٓ 

جُطٞؽ٤ٖ، جُط٢ ضٓٔف ذحضهحي ؾ٤ٔغ جُطؼى٬٣ش ج٬َُٓس ػ٠ِ  جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ػ٠ِ ػٌّ ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س

؛ كـاْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطـ٣ٍد ٢ٛ ٓكحُٝس جُكلحظ ػ٠ِ ٌٜٗس سٜىكٔٓطجُِـس ج٧طَ ُطكو٤ن طِس ذحُِـس جُ

ٝؾٍٞٛ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ، ٝٛٞ ٓح هى ٣ُٓطهىّ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس جُٔؼؿ٤ٔس ٌُِِٔحش أٝ ك٢ ذ٘حء ؾِٔس جُ٘ض 

 جُطو٤َِ ٖٓ "جُطش٣ٞٚ" ك٢ جُطٍؾٔحش يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س.ج٧ط٢ِ. ٝذًٜٙ جُط٣ٍوس، ٣ٌٖٔ 
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 ذذخً اٌّرشجُ فً اٌخطاب الأدتً

ط٬ػد ك٢ ٣ٍضرؾ جُٔىٟ ج١ًُ ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣طىنَ ك٤ٚ، ٖٓ ن٬ٍ جُطل٤ٍٓ ٝجُ

ذى٫ ٖٓ جُ٘وَ جُِـ١ٞ جُركص،  ذ٘طحم جُٔؼطوىجش جُط٢ ضإغٍ ك٢ جُـحُد ػ٠ِ جُطٍؾٔس.  جُطٍؾٔس

ٝكحتْٜ  ـ٤٤ٍ(، ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ ض2111) (Simon & St-Pierre)ْٝحٗص ذ٤٤ٍ ٝكوح ٤ُٕٓٔٞ ٝ

ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس جػطٔحوج ػ٠ِ ٝؾٜحش ٗظٍْٛ ئَجء ٝػؼ٤حش ضكىوٛح جُطروس، ٝجُؼٍم، ٝجُؿّ٘، 

 ٝٓٞهلْٜ جُؼحّ جضؿحٙ جُشرٌحش ج٤ُٜٔٔ٘س يجش جُ٘لٞي.

 ٚاٌٛفاء ٌٍرشجّح ِشئٍح أٚ لا ِشئٍح اٌّرشجُ ػٍى  راخ إٌضػح اٌؼشلٍحآثاس اٌرشجّح 

٣ََُٜٓ ٌؤ٣س جُلحٌم جُػوحك٢ ك٢ ضٍؾٔس ج٧ػٔحٍ ج٧وذ٤س ٗظٍج ُـ٘حٛح ذح٧ط٘حف ٝجٌُِٔحش 

يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س، ٝجُو٤ْ جُهحطس، ٝجُؿحٗد جُؿٔح٢ُ ُِـس، ًًٝج ج٤ُُٔجش جُطؼر٣ٍ٤س جُط٢ ٣ظؼد 

ٕ أ١ ٗٞع ٖٓ أٗٞجع ضٍؾٔطٜح ك٢ جُ٘ض ج٧وذ٢ أًػٍ ٖٓ أ١ ٗٞع آنٍ ٖٓ جُ٘ظٞص. ٝذحُطح٢ُ، كا

 جُطٍؾٔس، نحطس جُطٍؾٔس يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س، ٤ْإغٍ قطٔح ػ٠ِ وٌؾس ٝكحء ٍٝٓت٤س جُٔطٍؾْ.

( إٔ ًٛج جُطٞؾٚ ٤ٔ٣َ ئ٠ُ ٗرً ج٫نط٬كحش ذ٤ٖ جُِـحش. ٝوػح ئ٠ُ جُطٍؾٔس ٣ٝ6984ظق ذ٤ٍٓحٕ )

ٛىجٌ ػىز ٓٞجػغ ( ػ٠ِ إٔ ئ6996جُكٍك٤س جُط٢ ضكطٍّ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ. ٝذحُٔوحذَ، أطٍ ك٤٘ٞض٢ )

ٝآغحٌ ُِطٍؾٔس ٛٞ ٗط٤ؿس ٬ُِْٓس جُِـ٣ٞس جُط٢ ضٓؼ٠ ئ٠ُ ئنلحء ج٫نط٬ف جُِـ١ٞ ٝجُػوحك٢ ُِ٘ض 

 ج٧ؾ٘ر٢ ذحْْ "جُٞكحء" ج١ًُ ػحوز ٓح ٣ٌٕٞ ػ٠ِ قٓحخ ٍٓت٤س جُٔطٍؾْ.

ىٍّاخ راخ اٌؼشلٍح فً ِؼاٌجح اٌ راخ إٌضػحرشجّح اٌ ذذًٍٍاٌفصً اٌثاٌث: 

 ىٕفأًٌٍ "سجاي فً اٌشّظ"سٚاٌحاٌثمافٍح فً ذشجّح  اٌّشجؼٍح

 اٌىاذةٔثزج ػٓ 

ًحٕ ؿٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ًحضرح ٌٝٝجت٤ح كِٓط٤٘٤ح ٝطكل٤ح ٝٓىٌْح ٝٗحشطح كِٓط٤٘٤ح ٝٗحؽوح 

ك٢ ػٌح ك٢  6936أك٣ٍَ ػحّ  9ذحْْ جُؿرٜس جُشؼر٤س ُطك٣ٍٍ كِٓط٤ٖ. ُٝى ؿٓحٕ كح٣ُ ً٘لح٢ٗ ك٢ 

ُِؼ٤ش ٛ٘حى ٬ًؾث٤ٖ  ٍْػحٕ ٓح جٗطوَ ئ٠ُ وٓشن ُر٘حٕ، ًٌُٖٝ٘لح٢ٗ ٝػحتِطٚ ئ٠ُ  . كٍكِٓط٤ٖ

كِٓط٤٤٘٤ٖ. ذؼى وٌجْس ج٧وخ جُؼٍذ٢ ك٢ ؾحٓؼس وٓشن، أطرف ً٘لح٢ٗ ٓىٌْح ك٢ ٓه٤ٔحش 

ٓطأغٍج ذحضظحُٚ ٓغ ج٧ؽلحٍ  . ٝٛ٘حى ذىأ ًطحذس جُوظض جُوظ٤ٍزج٬ُؾث٤ٖ جُلِٓط٤٤٘٤ٖ ك٢ ٣ٌْٞح

جٗطوَ ئ٠ُ ذ٤ٍٝش ق٤ع أطرف  6961س. ٝك٢ ػحّ جُظـحٌ ٝضؿحٌذْٜ ًٔٞجؽ٤ٖ٘ ػى٢ٔ٣ جُؿ٤ٓ٘

ٝهى  .6963ٌت٤ّ ضك٣ٍٍ ُِؼى٣ى ٖٓ جُظكق، ٝٗشٍ ٛ٘حى ٌٝج٣س "ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" ْ٘س 

ًَطد ٓثحش ٖٓ جُٔوح٫ش ك٢ جُػوحكس ٝج٤ُٓحْس ًٝلحـ جُشؼد جُلِٓط٢٘٤ 68أطىٌ ً٘لح٢ٗ   .ًطحذح ٝ

ٌٝج٣حضٚ ٝهظظٚ جُوظ٤ٍز ٍٝٓٓق٤حضٚ ٝٓوح٫ضٚ ٝٗشٍُش ك٢ ٓؿِىجش، ٝضٌٍؾٔص ؼص ًٔح ؾُٔ
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ْ٘س،  36ك٢ ُر٘حٕ ػٖ ػٍٔ ؿٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ضٞك٢ ُـس. 21ج٧وذ٤س ئ٠ُ أًػٍ ٖٓ  أػٔحُٚجُؼى٣ى ٖٓ 

 .6972ؾ٤ِ٣ٞس  18ق٤ع جؿط٤َ ذ٤ٓحٌز ٓلههس ك٢ ذ٤ٍٝش ك٢ 

 ٍِخص اٌشٚاٌح

جُٞجهغ ج٤ُٓح٢ْ ٝج٫ؾطٔحػ٢ ٣ظق ؿٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ك٢ ًطحخ "ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" 

ٝج٩ٗٓح٢ٗ ج١ًُ ٤ٔ٣ُ ق٤حز جُشؼد جُلِٓط٢٘٤ ك٢ كطٍز قٍؾس ٖٓ ضح٣ٌهٚ. ٝضٌشق جٍُٝج٣س ػٖ 

ٓشوس ٝطٍجع غ٬غس ٌؾحٍ كِٓط٤٤٘٤ٖ؛ أذٞ ه٤ّ ٝأْؼى ٍٝٓٝجٕ، ًِْٜٝ ٣ٓؼٕٞ ئ٠ُ ق٤حز أكؼَ. 

٣ًٖ أؾرٍٝج ػ٠ِ جُٔ٘ل٠. ٝهى ٣ٝٔػَ ٗؼحُْٜ جُلٍو١ جُكوحتن جُوح٤ْس ُك٤حز جُؼى٣ى ٖٓ جُلِٓط٤٤٘٤ٖ جُ

ضٌٖٔ ً٘لح٢ٗ، ذظلطٚ ٫ؾثح، ٖٓ إٔ ٣ػرص ُ٘ح آ٫ّ ٝٓؼحٗحز ج٧ذطحٍ جُػ٬غس ج٣ًُٖ أطركص ٌقِطْٜ 

 ئ٠ُ جُك٣ٍس ٌقِس ئ٠ُ جُٔٞش.

٠ُٝ ضْ ضوى٣ْ ًَ ذطَ ٝشٍـ ج٧ضطٌٕٞ جٍُٝج٣س ٖٓ ْطس كظٍٞ: كل٢ جُلظٍٞ جُػ٬ظ 

ْؼ٤ْٜ ئ٠ُ ٓح ضه٤ِٞٙ أٗٚ  ظقٍ جُػ٬ظ ج٧ن٤ٍز ضْرد جنط٤حٌٙ جًُٛحخ ئ٠ُ ج٣ٌُٞص؛ أٓح جُلظٞ

 جْٜٔح ٝؽلِس "ه٤ّ"ْ أذٞ ه٤ّ أ٫ٝ ػ٠ِ أٗٚ ٛٞ ٝجُى ُظر٢ جْٔٚ ٣وىضْ ضج٫ْطوٍجٌ ٝجُٓؼحوز. 

جُط٢ ضٞك٤ص ٌػ٤ؼس. ٣ًًٍ أذٞ ه٤ّ ٓحػ٤ٚ ٝطىجهطٚ ٓغ ج٤ُٓى ٤ِْْ، ٫ٝوز ق٠٘ٓ  "ق٠٘ٓ"

. ٝهى أوٌى أٗٚ ُْ ٣لؼَ ش٤ثح ْٟٞ ٚٝكوىجٕ أشؿحٌ ج٣ُُطٕٞ جُط٢ ًحٗص جُٔظىٌ جٍُت٢ٓ٤ ُىنِ

ى، شحخ طـ٤٤ٍ ق٤حز ػحتِطٚ ٨ُكؼَ. جُرطَ جُػح٢ٗ ٛٞ أْؼُ ئ٠ُ ج٣ٌُٞص ًٛحخجُج٫ٗطظحٌ؛ ًُُي هٌٍ 

١ٝ هظطٚ ٓغ شهظ٤س أنٍٟ ُْ ٣شحٌ ئ٤ُٜح ئ٫ ذحْْ "جٍُؾَ ج٤ُٖٔٓ"، ج١ًُ ٣ٍٜخ ٝٛٞ ٣ٍ ؛ي٢ً

كشَ ك٢ ئي ًٜٙ ٢ٛ جُٔكحُٝس جُػح٤ٗس ٧ْؼى ُِٓلٍ ئ٠ُ ج٣ٌُٞص؛ كجُ٘حِ ٖٓ جُرظٍز ئ٠ُ ج٣ٌُٞص. 

جٍُٔز ج٠ُٝ٧ ٧ٕ جٍُؾَ ج٤ُٖٔٓ جْطـَ ؾِٜٚ ُهىجػٚ. ٝآنٍْٛ ٍٓٝجٕ ج٧طـٍ ْ٘ح، ج١ًُ شؼٍ 

ذؼى ٓكحُٝس كحشِس ك٢ ٓٞجؾٜس ٝجُطه٢ِ ػٖ جُٔىٌْس ٤ُٓحػى ك٢ ٓٓطورَ ػحتِطٚ. ذأٗٚ ذكحؾس ئ٠ُ 

ػ٬غس. ئي جُ "جٍُؾَ ج٤ُٖٔٓ"، ٣ِطو٢ ٍٓٝجٕ أذٞ جُه٤ٌُجٕ، ج١ًُ ٣ظرف ج٧َٓ جُٞق٤ى ٍُِؾحٍ

ج٣ٌُٞص ك٢ شحق٘س ٤ٓحٙ ًِٓٔٞس ٖٓ هرَ ٌؾَ أػٔحٍ ٓؼٍٝف. ٌُٖٝ، ضر٤ٖ  ئ٠ُإٔ ٣وٞوْٛ  ذٔوىٌٝٙ

 جضٞٓحٝ ج٘وٞطنجقِْ ٤ٔٓص. ق٤ع إٔ جُلِٓط٤٤٘٤ٖ جُػ٬غس  ًٛج ج٧َٓإٔ  ٓأْح١ٝذشٌَ ٝك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ 

ذٓرد ٗوض ج٧ًٓؿ٤ٖ ٝجُكٍجٌز جُشى٣ىز وجنَ نُجٕ ج٤ُٔحٙ. ٣طأْق أذٞ جُه٤ٌُجٕ ػ٠ِ ٓٞضْٜ 

ٌُ٘ٚ ٣طهِض ٖٓ جُؿػع ٣ٍٝوو ذطكظٍّ جُؿِٔس ج٧ن٤ٍز ٖٓ جٍُٝج٣س: "ُٔحيج ُْ ٣طٍهٞج ػ٠ِ ؾحٗر٢ 

 جُهُجٕ؟"

 ٔح تٍٓ اٌشٚاٌح الأصٍٍح ٚ اٌرشجّحاٌّماس

٣ٌشق ؿٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ك٢ ٌٝج٣طٚ جُوظ٤ٍز "ٌؾحٍ ك٢ شّٔ" ػٖ جُطُجٓٚ جضؿحٙ جُوؼ٤س 

 6963(. ٗشٍش جٍُٝج٣س ٧ٍٝ ٍٓز ك٢ ػحّ 6972جُلِٓط٤٘٤س. ٢ٛٝ أْحِ ك٤ِْ "جُٔهىٝػٕٞ" )

ٌ جُ٘شٍ ججْْ جُٔإُق ٝو طلكس. ٝك٢ ؿ٬ف جٌُطحخ ٣ظٍٜ 93ك٢ ُر٘حٕ. ٝشِٔص ْطس كظٍٞ ك٢ 
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ٌُِطحخ، ئ٠ُ ؾحٗد طٌٞز طـ٤ٍز ُـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ٣ظٍٜ ك٢  نٍٟ ِٓهضٖٓ ؾٜس، ٖٝٓ جُؿٜس ج٧

  :ٛٞجٌُحَٓ  ٜحؼ٘ٞجٗكٔس ُ٘ٓهس ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس جُٔطٍؾَ أٓح ج قحُس ضل٤ٌٍ ٓطأٛرح ٌُِطحذس.

(Men in the Sun and other Palestinian stories ) ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ ٝهظض"

 (H. Kilpatrick) ١ٌ٬٤ٛ ٤ًِرحض٣ٍي سس أنٍٟ". ضٍؾٔطٚ جُٔطٍؾٔس ٝجٌُحضرس ج٤ٌ٣ٍٓ٧كِٓط٤٘٤

ًٔح أطىٌش جُؼى٣ى ٖٓ جٌُطد ٖٓ  ،هحٓص ذطٍؾٔس ٌٝج٣حش ؿٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ٝهظظٚ جُوظ٤ٍز جُط٢

ؽرؼس ذ٤ٖ ػح٢ٓ  65ٜح ٓ٘، ٝٗشٍش 6978ٗشٍش ًٛٙ جٍُٝج٣س ٧ٍٝ ٍٓز ك٢ ػحّ هى ٝ ضأ٤ُلٜح.

طلكس. ذك٤ع ئٕ "ٌؾحٍ ك٢  667ذِؾ ػىو طلكحضٜح ٣ُ٤ِس. ٝؿج٩ٗذحُِـس  6999ٝ  6978

؛ ك٢ ق٤ٖ إٔ جُوظض ج٧نٍٟ 74ئ٠ُ  26طلكس ٖٓ جُظلكس  53( ضٔطى ك٢ 6963جُشّٔ" )

(، "ئيج ً٘ص 6958" )ٖك٣ُجٌُِ٘لح٢ٗ ضْ ؾٔؼٜح ٌٝضرص ػ٠ِ جُ٘كٞ جُطح٢ُ: "أٌع جُرٍضوحٍ ُ

(. ٝك٢ ؿ٬ف 6969) ق ٖٓ "أّ ْؼى"(، ٓوطط6956ؿُز" ) (، "ٌْحُس 6966ٖٓ.." )قظحٗح.

ٌُِطحخ، ئ٠ُ ؾحٗد طٌٞز  جٍُٝج٣س، ٝػ٠ِ جُؿحٗد ج٥نٍ ِٓهضجٍُٝج٣س جْْ جُٔإُق ٝػ٘ٞجٕ 

 طـ٤ٍز ُـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ.

 إٌّٙجٍح

 جُٔٔػِس ك٢ؼ٠َ٘ ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس ذطٍؾٔس جٍُٝج٣س جُوظ٤ٍز ُـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ٗ ئ٠ُ ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس ضُ 

"Men in the Sun" ، أؾَ جْطه٬ص جُر٤حٗحش، ًحٕ ٖٓ جُؼ١ٌٍٝ ضوظ٢ّ جٌُِٔحش يجش ٖٓٝ

جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س ك٢ ٗظٞص جُٔظىٌ ٝجُٜىف. ٝذًٜج، ضٔص وٌجْس جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س 

( ًًٝج 6986) (Vlahov and Florin) ٝكوح ُِطظ٤٘لحش جُهّٔ ٖٓ ٗٔٞيؼ ك٬ٛٞف ٝ ك٣ٌِٖٞ

(، كؼ٬ ػٖ ج٫ٞ٤ُٔش جُطش٤ٜ٣ٞس ُر٤ٍٓحٕ Newmark( )6988ٓ٘حهشس جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٤ٗٞٓحٌى )

(Bermanَٝذ٘حء ػ٠ِ يُي، ضْ ذكع ٝضك٤ِ .)  ٔوحٌٗس ذٗٔحيؼ ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔحش يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س

  جُؼٍذ٢.  ط٢ِ٘ض ج٧جُجُ٘ض جُٔٓطٜىف ج٩ٗؿ١ُ٤ِ ٓغ 

 دساعح الأّٔٛرج ٚ ذذٍٍٍٗ 

 ٍّ ى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ك٢ ضكى٣ى جٌُِٔحش يجش جُ ٍٓجقَ، ق٤ع ضْ ش وٌجْس ج٧ٗٔٞيؼ ذػ٬غسٓ

جُطٍؾٔس ضك٤َِ ٓ٘حهشس ٝضٔص ػ٤ِٔس  غْ أ٫ٝ، كى٣ى ٓوحذ٬ضٜح ك٢ جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْضجُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ٝ

ن٤ٍ ضْ ج٧ ك٢ٝ جُٔطرؼس. حشج٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤ًًج جُطو٤٘حش جُٔٓطؼِٔس ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ٝج٧ط٘حف ٝ قٓد

ذطكى٣ى  ،(6986ك٬ٛٞف ٝك٣ٌِٖٞ )د ٗٔٞيؼ ؾىجٍٝ قٓ جش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ك٢جٌُِٔحش ي ضظ٤٘ق

 .  غْ جهطٍجـ ضٍؾٔس أنٍٟ ُِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ جُٔطٍؾْ ًًجج٧ط٢ِ ٝ ٤ِٖ٘ظٌُهْ جُظلكس 

 جُهطحخ ج١ًُ ٣ك١ٞ ًِٔحش وجُس ػ٠ِ ؾـٍجك٤س جٌُٔحٕ ،ك٢ ػ٤ِٔس جُطك٤َِ ،ض٘حٍٝ جُركع

ًِٔحش وجُس ػ٠ِ ٌٓحٕ جُٔؼ٤شس ٖٓ ٓأًَ ٝٓشٍخ   ًًٝج ِك٤ٞجٗحش ٝأْٔحء جُؿٔحوجش،ُأْٔحء ٖٓ 
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 ٧ُوحخنحطس ك٢ جُطؼحذ٤ٍ جُٔؿح٣َس، ًِٝٔحش يجش ٍٓؾؼ٤س غـوحك٤س ٝأنٍٟ و٤٘٣س وجُس ػ٠ِ ج

ٝك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ جقطٞجء جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ٌُِِٔحش يجش جُٔىٍُٞ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٢ ج٤ُٓح٢ْ  ،ٝجُشؼحتٍ جُى٤٘٣س

جُٔطٍؾٔس ٓ٘حهشس جُطو٤٘حش جُط٢ ٝظلطٜح  صيُي ضٔ. ٝذؼى ج١ًُ ٣ؼٌّ ئ٣ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س جُٔطٍؾْ ك٢ جُ٘ض

ضٍؾٔحش أٗٓد ك٢ ٗوَ غوحكس ج٥نٍ ًٔح ٢ٛ. ذؼى ضْ جهطٍجـ ضو٤٘حش ٝ غْ ك٢ جُطؼحَٓ ٓغ ًَ ط٘ق،

 ك٢ ضٍؾٔطٜح حشْطٍجض٤ؿ٤ج٫ ٓهطِق ج٫ٗطٜحء ٖٓ ػ٤ِٔس جُطك٤َِ ُٞقع إٔ جُٔطٍؾٔس هى ُٓؾص ذ٤ٖ

جُٔطحٝػس ٝجُطٞؽ٤ٖ ذظلس نحطس أوٟ ئ٠ُ ضك٣ٍق جُؼٍذ٢ ٝإٔ جْطهىجٜٓح ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤ط٢  ُِ٘ض

جُ٘ض ٝضش٣ٜٞٚ ٬ُٔٓٓس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ جُٔطٍؾَْ ُػوحكس جُٔطٍؾِٔس ٓٔح أْلٍ ػٖ ظٌٜٞ جُُ٘ػس 

 . ؼٍه٤سجُ

 حــّـــاذـــــــخاٌ

ٓكحُٝس ُط٤ِٓؾ جُؼٞء ػ٠ِ ظحٍٛز جُُ٘ػس  ذٔػحذس ٢ٛ ، ًٛٙ جُىٌجْسٝك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍ

جُػوحك٤س  ٤سٝجٍُٔؾؼجٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس ضْ جُطكو٤ن ك٢ ًُي، جُؼٍه٤س ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢. ُٝ

ك٢ ئنلحء ج٤ُُٔجش جُػوحك٤س ج٧ط٤ِس جُط٢  يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤سج٫ػطرحٌ ضأغ٤ٍ جُطٍؾٔس  ذؼ٤ٖ  ٣ٖنًآ

 ضك٤َِ جُكوحتن ٗظ٣ٍح ٝػ٤ِٔح، ضْ جْطه٬ص جُ٘طحتؽ جُطح٤ُس:ٝذؼى  ؛جُٔطٍؾْ وٌؾس ٝكحءضإغٍ ػ٠ِ 

  ك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢؛ ٝٓغ يُي، ٣ٌٖٔ ٬ٓقظطٜح ٖٓ  س٤ػٔ٘ ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ُؼٍه٤سئٕ جُُ٘ػس ج

يجش  حُطٍؾٔسك ؛جُى٤٘٣س ؾؼ٤سن٬ٍ جُٓٔحش جُػوحك٤س ٝنحطس ك٢ جُطؼر٤ٍجش ج٫طط٬ق٤س ٝجٍُٔ

جُؼٍه٤س  يجش جُُ٘ػسأٗٞجع جُطٍؾٔحش ٖٓ ؿ٤ٍٛح ٖٓ ًػٍ ٝػٞقح ج٧جُؼٍه٤س جُى٤٘٣س ٢ٛ  جُُ٘ػس

 .نحطس ػ٘ىٓح ضطٍؾْ ٖٓ جُؼٍذ٤س ئ٠ُ ج٩ٗؿ٣ُ٤ِس أٝ جُؼٌّ

   هِٔح ٣ٌٕٞ جُٔطٍؾٕٔٞ أٝك٤حء ُِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ػ٘ىٓح ٣طؼِن ج٧ٍٓ ذحٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُى٤٘٣س ذَ ػ٠ِ

 جُؼٌّ ٖٓ يُي  ٣رٍَ ٝكحؤْٛ ُِـطْٜ ٝغوحكطْٜ جُهحطس.

   ًٕح ئيج ٓح ٤ْ٫ٔحجُٔطٍؾْ ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ٝكحء  جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ػ٠ِ إغٍض٣ٌٖٔ أ ٕ

 ضٞؽ٤ٖػ٘ىٓح ٣طْ  نحطس ًٔح إٔ ُٜح آغحٌج ِْر٤س ػ٠ِ طىم جُطٍؾٔس ،ؾْ ٓطك٤ُج ُػوحكطٚجُٔطٍ

 ج٧ط٢ِ. ك٢ جُٔؼ٠٘ حضش٣ٜٞ كىِظك٤ع ٣ُ ذجُط٬ػد ذٚ ٓطحٝػطٚ أٝ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ٝ

   ٍك٢ جُؼ٘ظٍ ج٧ْح٢ْ  ك٢ٜ ،يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤سؿُأ ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔس جُػوحكس ؾُء ٫ ٣طضؼطر

 ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢.جُؼٍه٤س جُُ٘ػس  ٓؼٍكس

  حُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ك٢ ذ جُط٬ػد ٤ْ٫ٝٔح ػ٘ىِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ  ٣ٌٖٔ ُِٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ ٝك٤ح ٫ُ

ًج، ٜذٝ ؛ضٍؾٔطٚ٘ؼٌّ ك٢ ض٢ ططٍؾْ جُػ٤ٍٙ أ٣ى٣ُٞٞؾ٤س جُٔض٣ٌٖٔ إٔ  ط٬ػدجُ جًٛٝجُطٍؾٔس. 

 ك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢. ٣ٌٖٝٔ ًُٜج جُ٘ٞع ٖٓ جُطٍؾٔس إٔ ٣ؼ٤ن يجش ُٗػس ػٍه٤سطٍؾٔس جُضظٍٜ 

٣ٓطؼحع ػٜ٘ح ذٞهحتغ ٓهطِلس ضطؼِن ذػوحكس جُٔطٍؾْ ٝكوحتن جُٞجٌوز ك٢ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ جُ ٗوَ
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 جُٔظىٌ جُِـس ٬٢كحش ذ٤ٖ غوحكططنُس ُطو٤َِ ج٫ٗلٓٚ أٝ أٗٔحؽٚ ج٫ؾطٔحػ٤س، ٝيُي ك٢ ٓكحٝ

 ٝجُِـس جُٜىف.

  جُِٓر٤س ػٖ  ٛحوَِ ٖٓ آغحًٌٔح ض ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس سجُؼٍه٤جُُ٘ػس  ٖٓ ٓىٟـ٣ٍد ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُط َوِِّ ض

ًٛج  كحكع ػ٠ِ قٍك٤سض ح٧ٜٗ جُ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِجُكى ٖٓ جُطش٣ٞٚ ٝج٫ٗكٍجف ك٢ ٓؼ٠٘  ؽ٣ٍن

 .كطرُو٢ ذًُي ػ٠ِ ج٥نٍٝجُطٍؾٔس جُكٍك٤س  جُ٘وكٍز ذحْطهىجّ ج٧ن٤ٍ

   ُٗػسك٢ جُطٍؾٔس ٝضؿؼِٜح يجش  ٝجُطك٣ٍق ٖٓ جُطش٣ٞٚ ٞؽ٤ٖجُط ٤سئْطٍجض٤ؿ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ض٣ُى 

٘ض ٔ٘غ جُوحٌب جُٔٓطٜىف ٖٓ جًطشحف ج٥نٍ ٧ٗٚ ٣هل٢ جُٓٔحش جُػوحك٤س ُِٓح ٣ ًٝٛجػٍه٤س 

ٖٓ ن٬ٍ جػطٔحو ًٛٙ ٝػ٬ٝز ػ٠ِ يُي، ٝ .ٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٚجُ٘ض جُذأٓحٗس ك٢  ٘و٫ِٝٚ ٣ ج٧ط٢ِ

كٍّ جُٔطٍؾْ جُوحٌب جُٔٓطٜىف ٖٓ ٣، ًٔح ٛٞ جُكحٍ ك٢ جٍُٝج٣س جُٔىٌْٝس، ج٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س

 جًطشحف نظٞط٤حش ٜٓٔس ُِػوحكس جُؼٍذ٤س.

   ٌيجش ٓؼ٤حٌج هحذ٬ ُِططر٤ن ُو٤حِ ٓىٟ جُطٍؾٔس  ُِطٍؾٔس س٣ٜ٤شٞطجُذ٤ٍٓحٕ  شُٗػح٣ٌٖٔ جػطرح

" جُؼوِ٘س"طٞػ٤ف" ُٝجك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢. ئ٠ُ ؾحٗد يُي، ٣ٌٖٔ ٤ٍُٔٞ ٓػَ " جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س

ك٢ ضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ  ُُِ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤سئظٜحٌ جُؿٞجٗد جُِٓر٤س ٝؿ٤ٍٛح  "جُطر٤ٓؾ"" ٝجُطط٣َٞ"ٝ

 ج٧وذ٢.

   ضهطِق ٤ًل٤س ضؼحَٓ جُٔطٍؾْ ٓغ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س أغ٘حء ضٍؾٔطٚ ُِ٘ض ذحنط٬ف

ك٢ جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْ ك٤ِٓؿأ  ظحٍٛؿ٤ٍ ج٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُط٢ ٣طر٘حّٛح.  كايج جنطحٌ جُٔطٍؾْ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ 

ٜىف ٔٓط٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطٞؽ٤ٖ، ٝ ذحُطح٢ُ ُٖ ٣طْ ٗوَ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ُِ٘ض جُ

. أٓح ئيج جنطحٌ جُٔطٍؾْ إٔ سٜىكٔٓطٝذحُٔوحذَ ٤ْطْ قًكٜح أٝ جْطرىجُٜح ذٔح ٣ٌحكثٜح ك٢ جُػوحكس جُ

ُكحُس ٩ْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطـ٣ٍد ٝ ذحُطح٢ُ ك٢ جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْ ك٤ِٓؿأ ك٢ ًٛٙ ج ٝظحٍٛج ٣ٌٕٞ ٍٓت٤ح  

ٜىف ٗو٬  أ٤ٓ٘ح  قط٠ ٝ ُٞ جػطرٍش ًٛٙ ٔٓط٤ْوّٞ ذ٘وَ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س ك٢ جُ٘ض جُ

جء جُ٘ض جُٔطٍؾْ ئ٤ُٚجُؼ٘حطٍ جُ ٍّ  .ػوحك٤س ؿ٣ٍرس ػٖ ه

  ًٛج ج ٌ ٍّ ٌَّ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س طؼٞذس  ٝضكى٣ح  ُِٔطٍؾْ، نحطس ئيج ه ٧ن٤ٍ جٗطٜحؼ ضش

ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س جُطٞؽ٤ٖ ٝقحٍٝ ض٤٤ٌق ج٤ُٓحم جُػوحك٢ ُِ٘ض  ٝؾؼِٚ ٣شرٚ ئ٠ُ قى ًر٤ٍ غوحكس جُِـس 

ظٜحٌ ئ٠ُ ئ ذحُؼٌٍٝز ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣إو١ يُي٧ٕ  ،ٖٓ غوحكطٚ جُهحطس ُطٌٕٞ ه٣ٍرس سٜىكٔٓطجُ

  .جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس

  ٌٓ٘لح٢ٗ جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٓهطِلسُِ "جُشٌّٔؾحٍ ك٢ "ٍٝج٣س ُ طٜحك٢ ضٍؾٔ سجُٔطٍؾٔ صجْطهى، 

ٝذحُطح٢ُ، هى ٣إو١ جْطهىجّ ك٢ ق٤ٖ إٔ ٤ِٜٓح ٗكٞ جْطهىجّ ئْطٍجض٤ؿ٤س ٓؼ٤٘س ُْ ٣ٌٖ ٝجػكح. 

جُطٍؾٔس جُط٢ ٤ُّ ُٜح ٣ٞٛس ج٧طَ ٫ٝ ك٢  جُط٘حْن ٝػىّجْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٓهطِلس ئ٠ُ ػىّ جُطكى٣ى 
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ضْ ككظٜح ك٢ ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس ٓىٟ طؼٞذس ٗوَ ج٧ٗٔحؽ جُط٢ ٖٓ ضر٤ٖ ًٔح  .طٍؾْ ئ٤ُٜحجُػوحكس جُٔ

 . جُِـس جُٜىفئ٠ُ  جُِـس جُٔظىٌ ٖٓ جٌُِٔحش يجش جُى٫ُس جُػوحك٤س

ذأٓحٗس ػ٘ىٓح ضطأغٍ  ٘وََضٍؾٔس جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ٫ ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ضُ كإ ، ٝك٢ ٜٗح٣س جُٔطحف

ضكٍٓٚ ٖٓ جًطشحف جُػوحكحش ج٧نٍٟ، ضؼٍُ جُٔطِو٢ ػٖ جُؼحُْ جُهحٌؾ٢ ٝ ك٢ٜ حُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س.ذ

ّٓٔحش جُػوحك٤س ًٝٔح أٜٗح  ًُي ٣٘رـ٢ ُ؛ ج٩ؽحٌ جُػوحك٢ ُِ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ٫ٝ ض٘وِٚ ٗو٬  أ٤ٓ٘ح  ضطّٔ جُ

ُِطلطف ػ٠ِ ٘ض ج٧ط٢ِ ُِج٤ُُٔٔز ج ئ٠ُ ئظٜحٌ جُهظحتض جُػوحك٤س ُٔطٍؾ٤ٖٔ إٔ ٣ٓؼٞػ٠ِ ج

  .ٚ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ُِوحٌبج٥نٍ ٝجًطشحف ج٫نط٬ف ٝجُط٘ٞع جُػوحك٢ ج١ًُ ٣٘وِ

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

This study attempts to investigate the phenomenon of ethnocentrism in translation mainly in literary discourse 

and to examine the extent of faithfulness in ethnocentric translation. The study seeks also to highlight the 

effect of ethnocentricity in shaping translation output via cultural references. The collected data sources are 

obtained from Ghassan Kanafani‟s “Rijal fi echams” novella of Arabic language, in which extracted 

translations are selected, compared with the novella‟s English version “Men in the Sun” and analyzed in terms 

of ethnocentricity through the treatment of the elicited cultural references; then the translation is analyzed and 

discussed to suggest finally a likely neutral translation. This could be exemplified in a systematic way 

according to Vlahov and Florin (1986) model along with Newmark (1988) strategies to demonstrate the 

proposed phenomenon and indicate its impacts at the level of the faithfulness of translation.         

Keywords:  

Ethnocentrism, ethnocentric translation, literary discourse, faithfulness of translation, cultural references.  

 

 اٌٍّـــخــص

ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس  ٝكحء جُٔطٍؾْك٢ جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢ ٝوٌجْس ٓىٟ  ٤ْ٫ٔحك٢ جُطٍؾٔس  سٍه٤جُؼِ  ُ٘ػسك٢ ظحٍٛز جُ ركعضكحٍٝ ًٛٙ جُىٌجْس جُ

ؾحشك٢ ضش٤ٌَ  جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤سئ٠ُ ض٤ِٓؾ جُؼٞء ػ٠ِ ضأغ٤ٍ  أ٣ؼح ضٓؼ٠ جُىٌجْسًٔح  يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س، ٍَ ه جُطٍؾٔس ٖٓ ن٬ٍ  ُٓ

ُِـس جُؼٍذ٤س، ذح ـٓحٕ ً٘لح٢ُٗ"ٌؾحٍ ك٢ جُشّٔ" جُوظ٤ٍز  ٍٝج٣سجُٓظحوٌ جُر٤حٗحش ٖٓ ؾٔغ ضْ ٝهى جُػوحك٤س.  جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س

ُٗػطٜح " ٝضك٤ِِٜح ٖٓ ق٤ع Men in the Sun ٣ُ٤ِس ٍُِٝج٣س "ؿٗٓغ جُ٘ٓهس ج٩ طٜحٓوحٌٗغْ  ٛحجنط٤حٌٝؼ جُطٍؾٔحش جق٤ع ضْ جْطهٍ

ضٍؾٔس  ك٢ ج٧ن٤ٍوطٍـ ُ٘؛ غْ ضْ ضك٤َِ جُطٍؾٔس ٝٓ٘حهشطٜح ٖٓ ن٬ٍ وٌجْس جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س جُٔٓطهٍؾس جُؼٍه٤س

( 6988جْطٍجض٤ؿ٤حش ٤ٗٞٓحٌى ) ًًٝج( 6986ًُي ذط٣ٍوس ٜٓ٘ؿ٤س ٝكن ٗٔٞيؼ ك٬ٛٞف ٝك٣ٌِٖٞ )ُطٔػ٤َ جُ ٣طْٓكح٣ىز ٓكطِٔس. ٝ

  جُطٍؾٔس. جُٞكحء ك٢جُظحٍٛز جُٔوطٍقس ٝذ٤حٕ آغحٌٛح ػ٠ِ ٓٓطٟٞ  ٣ؼحـ٩

  :اٌّفرادٍحىٍّاخ اٌ

  . جٌُِٔحش يجش جٍُٔؾؼ٤س جُػوحك٤س ُٞكحء ك٢ جُطٍؾٔس،جُهطحخ ج٧وذ٢، ج يجش جُُ٘ػس جُؼٍه٤س،، جُطٍؾٔس سجُؼٍه٤ ُ٘ػسجُ

Résumé 

Cette étude tente d'étudier le phénomène de l'ethnocentrisme en traduction principalement dans le discours 

littéraire et d'examiner l'importance de la fidélité dans les traductions ethnocentriques. L'étude vise à 

souligner aussi l'effet de l'ethnocentrisme dans l'élaboration de la traduction dont références culturelles. Les 

sources de données recueillies proviennent du roman "Rijal fi echams" de Ghassan Kanafani, dans lequel les 

traductions extraites sont sélectionnées, par rapport à la version anglaise du roman «Men in the Sun» et 

analysées en terme d'ethnocentrisme par le traitement de références culturelles extraites. Alors, la traduction 

est analysée et discutée pour suggérer finalement une traduction vraisemblablement neutre. Cela pourrait être 

illustré de manière systématique selon le modèle de Vlahov et Florin (1986) ainsi que les stratégies de 

Newmark (1988) pour démontrer le phénomène proposé et indiquer ses impacts sur la fidélité de la 

traduction. 

Mots clés: 

Ethnocentrisme, traduction ethnocentrique, discours littéraire, fidélité de la traduction, références culturelles.  

  


